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Abstract 

 

The work undertaken in this project has focused on developing methodologies to 

determine the atomic architecture of catalytic materials over short-, medium- and 

long-range structures.  The main objective of the work has been to employ in situ 

techniques at synchrotron sources to enable development of new analytical methods 

which will provide a unique opportunity to characterise multi-phase systems. 

 

The reduction behaviour of a model cobalt Fisher-Tropsch catalyst was investigated 

using in situ combined XANES/EXAFS/XRD techniques where the sensitivity and 

selectivity of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was exploited to obtain detailed 

structural information on the dynamic local structure.  From these studies a new 

model on the structure of Co/Al2O3 catalyst in the reduced form has been proposed.   

 

Model metallic cobalt systems consisting of both HCP and FCC structures were 

characterised in detail using both pair distribution function (PDF) and XAS 

techniques.  In-depth structural knowledge over the short-short and medium-range 

order has been garnered through multi-cluster modelling of EXAFS and PDF data 

providing new insights into the cobalt phase composition and phase transformation. 

 

In situ PDF studies were carried out on a Pd/Al2O3 model catalyst to determine, 

quantitatively, the phase composition at various temperatures during which PdO ↔ 

Pd transformations occur.  Differential PDF analysis was successful in characterising 

the metal particles of interest despite the significant contribution from the disordered 

support phase.  Supporting in situ XAS studies were undertaken and the findings 

were in good agreement with those from PDF.  

 

Finally, using low energy chlorine K-edge XAS, real Vehicle Emission Control 

(VEC) catalysts were studied in order to determine the speciation of chloroplatinate 
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compounds within fresh and road aged catalysts.  With a high sensitivity and 

selectivity, an investigation of this type demonstrated the advantages of performing 

XAS speciation studies at the chlorine K-edge.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Heterogeneous catalysis 

The chemical disciplines over which heterogeneous catalysis extends is vast, ranging 

from physical to organic, bio to environmental, electro to inorganic 
[1]

.  What may 

appear even wider ranging are the industrial processes, modern technologies and 

chemical reactions that rely upon a catalytic reaction, or at least involve catalysis in 

one of the steps.  Heterogeneous catalysts are, to name but a few, used in making 

polymers and plastics, controlling pollution and in the energy, medical and food 

industries 
[2]

, the list is almost boundless.  It is no surprise, therefore, that over 90 % 

of industrial chemicals produced have gone through some catalytic process 
[3]

.  

Heterogeneous catalysis is, undoubtedly, extremely important in manufacturing, 

technology and chemistry and its global impact is quite remarkable; heterogeneous 

catalysis is estimated to contribute up to 35 % of the world’s Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) 
[4]

.  Enormous amounts of money are invested in the catalyst industry 

globally - worldwide catalyst sales exceed one trillion dollars 
[5]

 and the economic 

worth of them is considerably more.  The major contribution to the global economy 

involving catalysis is from fuels for energy release, which rely upon small amounts 

of catalysts in petroleum refineries.     

 

Much of the discovery of new catalytic processes and materials has traditionally 

originated within industry 
[6]

.  These processes include ammonia synthesis (BASF), 

catalytic cracking (UOP), zeolite cracking (Mobil), Methanol synthesis (ICI), and the 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (Ruhrchemie) and products such as Nylon (DuPont), 

Styrene (Dow) and Kevlar (DuPont).   Johnson Matthey is a world leader in vehicle 

emission control catalysts 
[7-9]

.  Commonly, industrial catalysts are divided into 

petrochemical, chemical, polymerisation and environmental industries 
[6]

 although 

these are quite broad fields which encompass many subdivisions of heterogeneous 

catalysis.  Catalysis is indeed a multidisciplinary field in research and industry and 

many new technologies are emerging through advances in catalyst research.  The 

development and discovery of new exotic materials, as catalysts, are actually driving 
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new technological methods and industries such as electrocatalysis, fuel cells and 

photocatalysis 
[3]

.   

 

In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst is in a different phase to those of the 

reactants in contrast to homogeneous catalysis where both reactants and catalyst are 

in the same phase.  Frequently, in heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst is a solid and 

the reactants are in a gaseous or liquid phase.  The advantage here is that the catalyst 

is easily separated from the reaction mixture at the end of the reaction so it can be 

recycled 
[10-12]

.  The overall function of the catalyst is to accelerate the chemical 

transformation of reactants to products without affecting the position of the 

equilibrium.  In doing so, transition states are created where the catalyst is bound in 

one form to the reactants and in another form releases the products.  The energy 

diagram showing various transition states and energy barriers during a catalytic 

reaction is depicted in Figure 1-1.  Overall the catalyst remains unchanged at the end 

of the reaction 
[13]

.  

 

Figure 1-1. Energy diagram showing a hypothetical catalytic reaction.  The catalyst 

lowers the overall activation barrier to the reaction (grey line) as the reaction 

proceeds via a series of transition states (black line).    

 

 

The dynamic process of catalysis is controlled by kinetic processes such as 

molecular mobility, translation, diffusion and mass transport 
[1]

.  Understanding the 

kinetics is of major importance since knowledge of the reaction mechanisms and 
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reaction rate are pre-requisites for designing reactors and optimising reactions 
[13]

.  

Catalytic reactions rarely occur under ambient or static conditions and involve 

changes in temperature and energy within the system and therefore thermodynamic 

phenomena are also involved.  

 

A huge variety of catalysts exist with an ever increasing range of applications.  

Usually, these catalysts contain a metal, either deposited on a support or present in 

an oxidic form.  The catalytic reactions occur at active sites in the catalyst structure 

and the performance of an overall catalyst is determined by the average of the 

different active surface sites on the catalyst 
[2]

.  Both catalyst selectivity and activity 

are crucial requirements in heterogeneous catalysis.  Selectivity, for example, may be 

of paramount concern above all else, and is especially important in the production of 

specialty chemicals such as those in the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industry 

[14, 15]
.  Another important consideration is the catalyst lifetime.  Heterogeneous 

catalysis using precious metals, such as gold, platinum, palladium and rhodium 

exhibits some of the most active and selective catalysts
[12]

.  Monometallic and 

bimetallic Pd, Pt and Au catalysts are frequently used in catalysis, especially in 

emission control technologies and with relatively high costs of using platinum group 

metals (PGMs) a long catalyst life is desirable.  Overall, the superior catalytic 

efficiency of noble metals as catalysts in fuel production and emissions control and 

the added value they bring far outweighs the high cost of the catalyst itself 
[16]

.  In 

addition to noble metal catalyst, less expensive transition metal catalysts known as 

base metal catalysts are used widely in heterogeneous catalysis.  Nickel and copper 

are examples of these and are used extensively in speciality chemical applications 

[17]
.  As with noble metal catalysts, base metal catalysts are frequently dispersed on 

metal oxide supports.  One large scale industrial process that requires this type of 

base metal catalyst is the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis in which supported iron or 

cobalt catalysts are used 
[18]

.   
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1.2 Classification of heterogeneous catalysts 

The unique properties of materials are exploited for use in heterogeneous catalysis 

where new materials and their novel properties for novel catalytic processes are in 

high demand.  Many new exotic materials are driving new technological methods 

and industries such as electrocatalysis, fuel cells and photocatalysis 
[3]

.  The largest 

family of catalysts represent oxides, whether they are microporous, clays, supports or 

multi-component oxides 
[19]

.  Some of the common types of heterogeneous catalysts 

used for industrial applications are discussed here. 

 

1.2.1 Zeolites 

Zeolites are “shape-selective catalysts” where their cavities, that are the dimensions 

of small molecules, make them superior materials for a range of catalytic 

applications including gasoline production 
[20]

, environmental waste removal 
[21]

 and 

gas separation 
[22]

 and as photocatalysts 
[23]

.  Consequently, they are extremely 

important catalysts in the field of environmental chemistry.  In the methanol to 

gasoline (MTG) process, for example, the zeolite H-ZSM-5 allows the diffusion of 

the reactant molecules (methanol or styrene as in Figure 1-2) into the pores of the 

structure to reach the active site 
[24]

.  It so happens that these pores are 0.55 nm in 

diameter and are thus termed nanoporous materials.  The catalysis takes place such 

that products of no longer than C11 (gasoline) are formed which is a direct result of 

the channel length of the zeolite 
[25]

.  Their unique framework structure of varying 

channel lengths, pore sizes and dimensionalities has been exploited in the last 50 

years where new and interesting structures are being developed to suit different 

applications 
[26]

.  Zeolites are now widely used in catalysis for catalytic cracking and 

hydrocracking of petroleum feedstocks and also the production of gasoline from 

methanol 
[3]

.  This has extended to synthesising novel microporous materials for use 

in catalysis such as AlPOs 
[27]

 and MOFs 
[28]

.  These porous materials have replaced 

environmentally hazardous and toxic homogeneous catalysts 
[19]

.   
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Figure 1-2. The oligomerization reaction of styrene within the pores of Zeolite H-

ZSM-5 (viewed along b axis)
[29]

. 

 

1.2.2 Mixed oxide catalysts 

In addition to open framework structures, such as Zeolites, another type of catalyst 

includes dense oxide framework structures.  An example of this type of catalyst 

includes bismuth molybdates.  These materials act as catalysts in the selective partial 

oxidation and ammoxidation of olefins, in particular propylene.  This is an important 

industrial catalytic process for the production of intermediates and organic molecules 

such as Acrolein and propylene oxide for various applications and manufacturing of 

products 
[30]

.  The use of catalysts for this synthesis is critical in reducing unwanted 

side-products such as CO and CO2 that are more thermodynamically favourable than 

Acrolein 
[31]

.  Not only are they some of the most efficient catalysts for the 

oxidation/ammoxidation of olefins
[31]

 but also display interesting electronic and ionic 

conductivity properties making them ideal for gas sensor applications 
[32]

.  This ionic 

conduction is attributed to oxygen vacancies which become highly mobile leading to 

changes in bulk conductance 
[33]

.  Three phases have been identified to possess these 

catalytic properties: α-Bi2Mo3O12, β-Bi2Mo2O9 and γ-Bi2MoO6 
[34]

.  These structures 

contain layers of [Bi2O2]
2+

, O
2-

 and [MoO2]
2+

 
[35]

.  These multimetallic catalysts have 

multifunctionalities in the oxidation of hydrocarbons.  Furthermore, these 

Bi2O3/MoO3 Bi―Mo―O solid oxide catalysts can be modified by addition of other 

metals.  Most of these catalysts go through a Mars van Krevelin reaction mechanism, 

a redox mechanism where oxygen in the catalyst is involved in the reaction and 

leaves the system within the product.  Having multi-sites, the bismuth molybdate is 

simultaneously oxidised and reduced at two different sites 
[36]

 as illustrated in Figure 
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1-3.  These multicomponent catalysts have demonstrated improved catalytic 

performance when more than one phase is present in the catalyst, a cooperative 

synergistic effect that enhances catalytic activity 
[34]

.   

 

 

Figure 1-3. Mars van Krevelen reaction mechanism involving a bismuth molybdate 

catalyst 
[37]

 in the oxidation of propene. 

 

1.2.3 Supported metal catalysts 

Supported metal catalysts represent a large group of systems with wide-ranging 

applications. With increasing energy and environmental concerns in today’s society, 

this class of catalysts are vital in tackling sustainable energy issues and removal of 

pollutants from the atmosphere.  With a drive towards novel fuel alternatives the area 

of catalyst research and development is thriving.  Frequently, noble metals are used 

in fuel applications.  In order to maximise efficiency and reduce cost, metal particles 

are dispersed onto support phases (Figure 1-4) so that the optimal metal surface area 

is exposed for catalysis 
[38]

 and the amount of expensive metals, such as Au, Pt and 

Pd, which are used is reduced.  Some of the important environmental processes 

involving supported noble metal and base metal catalysts are discussed below. 
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Figure 1-4. Functionalised silica supported palladium catalysed synthesis of H2O2 

[39]
.   

 

1.2.3.1 Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis    

One viable process of producing “synthetic” petroleum is the Fischer – Tropsch (FT) 

synthesis.  Developed in the 1920s by scientists Hans Fischer and Franz Tropsch, FT 

synthesis was industrialised by Ruhrchimie into a process technology where syngas, 

a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, is converted into a synthetic crude oil 

[18, 40, 41]
.   It was, in fact, during world war one that Fischer and Tropsch had 

attempted to address Germany’s lack of oil by attempting to convert coal to 

petroleum.  They had little success before the end of the war although continued 

their research.  Their efforts came to fruition; so much so that during the second 

world war FT processes were producing an estimated 9 % of Germany’s fuels and 25 

% of its automotive fuel 
[40]

.  When peacetime resumed, the production of synthetic 

diesel fuel was not seen initially seen as a viable fuel alternative since it was more 

costly than producing fuel from crude oil.  The development of the FT process did, 

however, continue in South Africa where coal was abundant.  Sasol set up plants in 

the 1950s and in the late 1970s South Africa was hit by economic sanctions and 

apartheid forcing the nation to survive on its own feedstocks and making FT 

technology more valuable than ever 
[42]

.  In recent years due to a crude oil demand 

outweighing supply and with environmental and economic concerns there is a 

greater demand for this type of fuel alternative and renewed interest in FT synthesis 

has been generated 
[41, 43]

.  Currently, FT process technology is a full scale global 
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industry with plants in South Africa (Sasol), Malaysia (Shell), Qatar (Exxon and 

Sasol) and Nigeria (Sasol/Chevron) 
[44]

.  FT synthesis is a desirable method for 

producing synthetic fuel since not only is it a “clean” technology that produces zero 

CO2 (producing syngas however is energy intensive), a green technology using less 

environmentally unfriendly chemicals such as H2SO4, HF and chloroalkanes 
[45]

, but 

also the sulphur and nitrogen free products can be directly used as gasoline and high 

quality diesel without further hydro-processing 
[18]

.  This type of gas-to-liquid (GTL) 

process is important in today’s energy industry.  The water produced in FT synthesis 

can react to oxidise CO to CO2 and thus the water-gas shift reaction can take place, 

in parallel to FT synthesis.  The reaction mechanisms are outlined below.  

Depending on the catalyst, temperature and H2/CO ratio these reactions can be 

optimised and equilibrium reached 
[18]

. 

 

FT synthesis:     H2 + nCO → CnH(2n + 2) + nH2O     (1) 

Water-gas shift reaction:  H2O + CO → CO2 + H2   (2) 

 

Cobalt and iron based catalysts, for syngas conversion, are the most common FT 

catalysts used today 
[41]

.  The choice of Co or Fe as a catalyst is a consideration of 

various criteria, some of which are summarised in Table 1-1.  Although Co catalysts 

are more expensive than their Fe analogues, their higher productivity, resistivity to 

deactivation, lower WGS activity and lower operating temperatures make them a 

preferred choice in many FT reactors.  The low temperature FT process, driven by 

Co catalysts, has seen a significant development in the last few decades fuelled by 

advanced understanding and design of these Co based catalysts.  After initial use of 

pure cobalt oxides and binary metal oxides as catalysts the use of high surface area 

carriers to deposit the metal onto was realised.   Silica and alumina and are the most 

commonly used catalyst supports 
[46]

.  
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Table 1-1. Summary of Co and Fe based catalysts for FT synthesis
[41]

 

 

Parameter Cobalt catalyst Iron catalyst 

Cost More expensive Less expensive 

Lifetime Longer Shorter 

Activity Comparable 

Productivity at high conversion Higher Lower 

Maximum sulphur content <0.1 ppm <0.2 ppm 

Water-gas shift reaction Less significant More significant 

Attrition resistance Good Poor 

 

1.2.3.2 Auto-exhaust  

In spite of depleting crude oil supplies and emerging technologies that aim to use 

alternative sources of fuel, including hydrogen cars and battery driven vehicles, there 

is still heavy demand for fossil fuels as a fuel source.  The automotive industry 

continues to grow as new and old industrialised nations develop.  With this comes an 

emphasis and increased responsibility in reducing the amount of harmful vehicle 

exhaust emissions that are produced.  This has primarily been driven by new 

legislation, in particular since the 1990s, that has been enforced to combat the 

potentially harmful and irreversible effects of pollutants such as unburnt 

hydrocarbons, CO and NOx that are emitted from automotive engine exhausts.  The 

term “three-way” catalyst (TWC) is derived from these three pollutants which it 

simultaneously treats 
[47]

.  Nowadays, virtually all road vehicles contain engine 

exhaust catalysts catalyst, termed “auto-catalysts” 
[48]

.  Principally, noble metal-

based catalysts including platinum, palladium and rhodium are used as auto-exhaust 

catalysts since they exhibit significantly higher activity and resistance to poisoning 

than base metal catalysts in the conversion of hydrocarbons, CO and NOx to H2O, 

CO2 and N2 within automotive engine emissions 
[6, 49]

.  Pt alone is effective, however 

Rh has superior NOx reducing activity and so is a feature in all TWC in modern 

vehicles thus it is added to produce a bimetallic catalyst of exceptional efficiency 
[47]

.  
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The use of these noble metals have also directly lead to the discontinued use of lead 

in petrol which acts by poisoning the catalyst 
[47]

.  Typically, 2 – 5.5 g l
-1

 of noble 

metal per catalyst volume are used 
[49]

 and these noble metals are frequently 

supported on alumina, ceria and mixed ceria-zirconia oxides 
[50]

.  Ceria in particular 

has attracted a lot of attention recently owing to its multifunctional properties, as an 

additive to TWCs, whereby it is reported to increase metal dispersion, stabilise 

Al2O3 supports and store and release oxygen under lean and rich conditions, 

respectively, to name but a few 
[51]

.  The catalyst exists either as a cordierite 

monolith in the auto-catalyst or as a wash coat layer and the noble metal is 

preferentially applied in a non-uniform distribution to enhance activity due to 

kinetics.  The noble metals are present as highly dispersed particles in the catalyst, 

often up to 50 %, leaving just single atomic layers exposed in the catalyst 
[49]

.  

Optimal catalytic performance is achieved in complex systems that contain 

numerous metals, supports and additives such as promoters and stabilisers 
[48]

.    

 

1.2.3.3 Methane oxidation  

Methane, CH4, is an abundant gas found predominantly in large reserves of natural 

gas throughout the world.  Additionally, it is an undesirable by-product from many 

industrial processes in which it possesses a much higher “greenhouse” activity than 

CO2 
[52]

.  Meeting alternative energy demands and addressing environmental 

concerns has generated much interest into new ways of converting methane, to 

harness its energy, and abating it as an unwanted by-product of gas turbines and gas 

fuelled vehicles 
[52]

.  Methane’s natural abundance and precursor in a variety of 

reactions, such as partial oxidation to syngas 
[53, 54]

, steam reforming 
[55, 56]

 and 

reforming for H2 production for fuel cells 
[57, 58]

, make it an attractive prospect for 

future fuel demands.  At present, energy is produced from methane in gas turbines; 

however these processes emit harmful NOx.  Noble-metal catalysed partial oxidation 

of methane operates at lower temperatures than conventional combustion and thus 

generates fewer NOx emissions 
[52]

.  It is, therefore, a valuable process in 

environmental catalysis.  It has been for some time that Pd/Al2O3 catalysts exhibit 

some of the highest turnover rates and lowest temperature operation for the catalytic 

total oxidation of methane 
[59]

 and supported Pd catalysts continue to be used for 
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commercial catalytic combustors.  In these catalysts there is still debate surrounding 

the active state of the catalyst, although many authors point to oxidised Pd (PdO) as 

being responsible for the methane conversion 
[60, 61]

.  Discrepancies still arise 

however in relating the precise atomic architecture of these catalysts to their activity 

towards methane combustion based on the support used 
[62, 63]

, particle size 
[64, 65]

 and 

support and metal phase  
[64, 66]

 that are responsible.   

 

In summary, materials science, particularly over the last decade, has innovated new 

designs for catalytic materials and its knowledge of catalytic processes.  With such a 

large and diverse range of industrial processes relying on a catalyst, a more 

fundamental approach to understanding the chemistry is taking place in the field of 

catalysis. 

 

1.3 Structure – function relationships 

As chemical and technological processes that rely on catalysts become more 

prevalent and the catalysis therein more complex, there is a strong desire to attribute 

catalyst performance to its physicochemical properties. The development and design 

of new catalytic materials cannot proceed without asking fundamental questions 

about the structure of catalysts.  Indeed, understanding the characteristic properties 

of the material and attributing them to catalytic behaviour is one of the primary 

concerns in catalyst research.  The ultimate goal is to derive a structure–function or 

structure–activity relationship.  In general this involves attempting to identify a 

specific species, structure or site in the active catalyst and attributing it to the 

activity, selectivity and function.  Similarly, it is desirable to understand how any 

loss of activity can be ascribed to changes within the structure of the catalyst.  To 

complicate matters, the selectivity and activity need not be related to the same 

property of the material and so unique relationships between structure and activity 

and selectivity are sought 
[67]

.  If this type of dependence can be determined then the 

time in which new catalytic materials can be brought to market, and the cost in doing 

so, can be significantly reduced.  Moreover, our fundamental understanding of 

catalytic processes can be refined and advanced.  Elucidating these relationships may 
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be challenging, however with advanced characterisation techniques and analytical 

methods greater insight into these correlations has been obtained than ever before.   

 

Chen and Goodman 
[68]

 identified the structure-activity relationship for supported Au 

nanoparticles which catalytically oxidise CO.  Here, the particle morphology was 

found to be critical to catalytic activity.  Au oxidation state and support effects also 

played a role in deriving this relationship highlighting the intricate interplay of 

various structural features, at various length scales.  A study by Ruth et al 
[69]

 

highlighted special activity of Mo-V-Nb oxide catalysts to the oxidation of ethane to 

acetic acid.  They showed that this was accredited to microscopic morphology that 

exhibited mixtures and interactions of crystalline phases within the material and an 

amorphous phase which showed highest catalytic selectivity.  The addition of gold to 

palladium, a Pd-Au alloy catalyst, has been shown to enhance the acetoxylation of 

ethylene to vinyl acetate.  It was deduced in their study that Au greatly enhances the 

activity, stability and selectivity of Pd and the role of Au is to isolate single Pd sites 

that facilitate the coupling of the reactant species at Au surfaces 
[70]

. 

 

1.4 Structural characterisation of catalysts 

Catalytic efficiency including activity, selectivity, lifetime, and cost are not only 

vital considerations in the selection of a catalyst but also in designing new catalysts.  

This task requires knowledge of the way in which active sites, usually surface sites, 

can be manipulated or modified 
[6]

 in a thoughtful way rather than by trial and error 

through performance which has traditionally been carried out 
[71]

.  Various 

parameters influence the catalytic activity, including surface area, pore volume and 

distribution, acidity or basicity and number of active sites 
[72]

.  Controlling these is 

critical to developing new more efficient catalysts.  A fundamental understanding of 

the kinetics, thermodynamics and structure of catalytic systems enables new catalyst 

design and development to be carried out in a methodical and intellectual manner.  
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1.4.1 Laboratory techniques 

A plethora of physical techniques exist today through which the structure and 

properties of a catalyst can be determined.  Much has advanced since early days of 

catalyst characterisation, mostly limited to X-ray diffraction for crystalline structure, 

chemical analysis for composition and measurements of texture by pore size 

distribution and surface area 
[73]

.   Whilst these are useful, the overall picture of the 

workings of a catalyst remains incomplete.  New techniques have quickly been 

adapted to the problems in catalysis and the physicochemical properties of catalysts 

with a vast range of approaches that are applicable to tackling catalyst 

characterisation.  Frequently these can be undertaken within the laboratory ensuring 

that they are easily accessible to industries. The list of these techniques is indeed 

expansive and cannot be listed exhaustively here.  We can group these techniques, 

more definitively, into some of the physical attributes they encompass: molecular 

spectroscopy, resonances, surfaces and X-rays.  Clearly, there is some overlap not to 

mention that certain techniques have sensitivities to surface and bulk, for instance.  If 

we want to probe the functional groups in catalysis, for example, then IR [A, C] and 

NMR [B] are principally used, although Raman and UV-Vis spectroscopy are also 

useful[C, D, E].  For structure of a particular site then diffraction is preferentially 

used (XRD, electron, neutron).  UV-Vis, XPS[F] and Mossbauer spectroscopies can 

extract information on electronic structure 
[73]

.  The surface structure of a catalyst can 

be characterised through XPS and for internal surfaces of a porous material both 

absorption measurements and bulk techniques are applicable 
[73]

.  Cyclic 

voltammetry is used as a characterisation tool in electrocatalysts for fuel cell 

applications 
[74]

.  The breadth of information derived using a multitude of techniques 

can certainly develop our understanding of catalyst structure however there is a limit 

to the knowledge we can obtain and what is fundamentally required.  Often is the 

case that the structural measurements made using these techniques are obtained 

under conditions that are not comparable to those in which catalytic measurements 

are made or indeed the conditions under which catalytic reactions occur.  Under such 

“unrealistic” conditions we cannot derive any information on the active state of the 

catalyst.  For surface studies in particular, the high vacuum required is a major 

drawback.  More generally, sample environments and resolution of the techniques 
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are restricting factors when undertaking advanced characterisation within the 

laboratory where techniques are routinely performed ex situ due to these limitations.          

 

1.4.2 High resolution techniques 

The future of heterogeneous catalysis will, undoubtedly, be influenced by 

environmental, economic and energy related factors.  Major scientific challenges are 

also encountered involving catalyst design, preparation, optimisation and 

characterisation 
[19]

.  Many mechanisms of a catalyst, its activity and selectivity are 

still unknown or cannot be distinguished 
[72]

.  Therefore, characterising the structure 

of these catalysts is vital to addressing these issues.  In a wider sense, structural 

characterisation in materials science is paramount to understanding the fundamental 

physiochemical principles that underlie solid state chemistry and in developing 

advanced functional materials.  As we have seen there is a great deal of effort placed 

upon determining structure–activity relationships in working catalysts.  Structural 

knowledge of the reactive site within a catalyst is required, usually at an atomic-level 

although it is also important to understand the structure over various length scales 

via selected techniques 
[75]

.   

 

Catalyst characterisation has advanced considerably over the last 40 years with high 

resolution techniques now routinely employed.  Of utmost importance in deriving 

structure-function relationships is the characterisation of the catalyst structure during 

its reaction or under operating conditions.  Just as catalytic measurements are 

performed in situ, it is necessary to characterise the working catalyst in situ.   This so 

called operando characterisation garners new information about the dynamic 

structure of the catalyst that is otherwise lost during a post mortem characterisation.  

Reactive gases, temperature and pressure changes can affect the properties of the 

material and its structure.  Moreover, transition states and intermediate structures can 

only be elucidated by performing this type of characterisation using in situ 

techniques 
[76]

.  It is indispensable that measurements on the catalyst structure can be 

made at comparable temperatures and conditions at which catalytic phenomena 

occur.   This has seldom been achieved in the laboratory.  The terms operando and in 
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situ are loosely similar and often used interchangeably.  Their distinction is slightly 

unclear; in situ characterisation refers to determining the structure under dynamic 

conditions, usually as a function of some experimental parameter such as 

temperature, gas, pressure or concentration, operando is frequently associated with 

the entire experimental setup mimicking that of a working catalyst 
[77, 78]

.   In essence 

and irrespective of terminology, data are measured when the catalyst is in its active 

state 
[79]

 hence the characterisation is performed in an environment similar to that of 

the real working catalyst.  In situ techniques employed are temporally and spatially 

resolved often with atomic-scale resolution and in the timeframe of the reaction 

which is crucial for studying the short lived activated complexes formed in catalysis.  

 

The majority of catalysts do not exhibit perfectly crystalline structures that can easily 

be characterised by, for example, X-ray diffraction (XRD).  Indeed many catalysts 

are poorly crystalline and contain constituent components that have varying degrees 

of crystallinity.  Often is the case in such materials, and many other materials of 

technological importance, that the long-range structure deviates from the local 

structure, which may be that of the active site in catalysis.  Local deviations from the 

well-ordered long range structure or nanocrystalline structures require a different 

approach to characterising their structures, one in which the intrinsic localised 

disorder can be elucidated and not discarded 
[80]

.  XRD is a widely used technique 

for characterisation of the long-range structure and crystallinity within materials.  It 

is not, however, amenable to probing the short-range order and is insensitive to very 

low concentrations of metal ions, such as those of the active site, or dopant ions 

displaced from crystallographic positions.  In spite of these limitations, XRD is a 

useful tool in catalyst characterisation where it can be performed either ex situ or in 

situ (as a function of temperature, gas, pressure) within the laboratory with relatively 

simple setups.  Useful information on how the catalyst’s overall structure is 

maintained, or otherwise, during catalysis can be obtained where, depending on the 

desired information, analysis of XRD data can be executed at varying levels of 

complexity.   
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Various other laboratory techniques can be employed for structural characterisation 

of catalysts in particular nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), infra-red 

spectroscopy (IR), UV-Visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) and electron microscopy 

(SEM, TEM) 
[81]

.   These can be used as complementary techniques with each 

bringing new information surrounding a particular length scale or structural 

characteristic.  Indeed, these techniques have consistently shown their usefulness in 

probing the structure of catalytic materials.  The main drawbacks of these techniques 

are that they are routinely performed ex situ, although sometimes in situ studies are 

carried out within the laboratory.  Nevertheless valuable information can be lost by 

not performing them under realistic conditions of a working catalyst. Although direct 

information surrounding the active state of the catalyst is not garnered in this manner 

these ex situ techniques performed within the laboratory have dedicated setups, are 

generally easy to perform and, after initial start-up, are low cost. Ex situ 

characterisation of catalysts is sometimes preferred if time resolved studies are not 

required thus circumventing the time and cost in going to central facilities.  Samples 

may be pre-treated for example by heating, quenching or ball milling and the 

characterisation subsequently performed to see the effects of these treatments on the 

local or long-range structure.  In all cases ex situ measurements will support those 

from in situ studies.  In summary, there are limitations encountered using these 

techniques, both structurally and experimentally, as we are faced with more and 

more complex systems.   This inherently becomes a materials chemistry problem, 

one that is not just faced by catalytic systems, where conventional techniques are 

inadequate and where we must look further afield for resolution.     

 

The experimental setups of operando experiments are often not simple and, as 

previously mentioned, afford the need of highly sensitive techniques which have 

very high temporal resolution to resolve different structures occurring over the 

course of the reaction.  Additionally, the active metal site of the catalyst may exist in 

very low concentration, ~0.1 %, therefore spatial resolution and detection is a 

concern.  With these issues in mind high resolution techniques at central facilities 

must be employed to fully characterise the dynamic structure of a catalyst.  

Moreover, no single technique can provide all the information required and a suite of 

techniques are often needed to make sound conclusions on the structure-function 
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relationship.  Each technique has its own advantages, limitations and requirements 

and by employing a range of techniques, sometimes in a single set-up, a more 

realistic picture of the working catalyst can be gained  
[82]

.   

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been extensively used in the 

characterisation of catalytic materials.  It is ideal for structural determination of the 

catalyst’s active state due to its sensitivity to very low concentrations of metals 

within the materials, its element specificity and fast time resolution with which data 

can be acquired.  Furthermore, the technique probes the local atomic structure 

without any requirements of periodicity or symmetry thus it is a much preferred 

technique for studying poorly crystalline and amorphous materials.  XAS is rarely 

performed within the laboratory these days due to the availability of synchrotron 

light sources.  These central facilities provide unparalleled spectral brilliance, such is 

that required for time resolved in situ studies 
[82]

 and versatility of sample 

environments.  Precise XAS measurements made at synchrotron sources can derive 

in depth structural information surrounding the active state of a catalyst under 

operating conditions.  The electronic state, local coordination geometry and bond 

lengths can be extracted with a high level of accuracy.  Coordination numbers, 

particle sizes and information on the level of disorder within the system can also be 

obtained albeit with less accuracy.  Although the active state, such as a metal site, of 

the catalyst may be localised, the catalyst’s extended structure can play a cooperative 

role in the function of the catalyst.  To characterise the system fully it is therefore 

desirable to have knowledge over various length scales.  Modern setups at 

synchrotron sources facilitate the combination of XAS and XRD in a single set-up 

and this has been successfully applied to studying catalytic materials 
[83-85]

.  The 

combination and complementarity of these techniques, that can be performed in situ, 

enables both the long range average structure and local atomic structure to be 

followed simultaneously in a single experiment thus highlighting the advantages of 

using the multi-technique approach.  In addition to XRD, XAS has also been 

combined with SAXS/WAXS 
[86]

, IR 
[87]

, UV-Vis 
[88]

 and UV-Vis/Raman 
[89, 90]

.  

This amenability to combination with other techniques and reacting environments 

makes XAS one of the most powerful tools in in situ catalyst characterisation.   
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The requirement of long range periodic order in materials has, historically, retarded 

the characterisation of complex structures such as those exhibited by catalytic 

materials.  Whilst XAS has been proven to be a powerful tool for determining the 

local atomic structure surrounding the absorbing atom, it provides very little 

information on the medium-range ordering.  X-ray total scattering is a synchrotron 

based technique (although can be performed in some laboratories) applied to a vast 

range of materials that have varying degrees of structural coherence.  In its infancy 

the technique was employed for characterisation of amorphous materials such as 

glasses and liquids.  More recently, however, the technique has been transferred to 

crystalline structures with disorder.  X-ray total scattering is essentially a diffraction 

performed at high energies, small wavelength, which yields the atomic pair 

distribution function (PDF) within the material.  Because of this, it is commonly 

referred to as the PDF technique, which terminology we shall use for work in this 

thesis.  The high energies of X-ray beams at synchrotron sources, combined with the 

high intensities of these X-rays, enables the PDF technique to be performed at 

sufficiently high resolution to determine the short-, medium- and long-range 

structure of the system.  Crucially, the PDF is obtained from these experiments 

without crystallographic requirements where scattering from both diffuse and Bragg 

components within the material is measured and analysed.  This has enabled the PDF 

technique to be applied to poorly crystalline, disordered, defect structured and 

nanocrystalline materials which make up the majority of technologically and 

catalytically important materials today.  PDF provides complementary information to 

XAS where the total and partial PDFs are obtained, respectively.  The technique has, 

up until recent years, not been exploited for use in catalysis which has principally 

been limited by current detector technology and method of analysis preventing time 

resolved studies from being performed.  Currently however, fast measurements are 

being made on real catalytic systems where sample environments with variable 

temperature and pressure are being made.  There is also a strong focus on developing 

new analytical methodologies to extract more detailed structural information from 

PDF data.  Presently, the PDF technique, unlike XAS, is not combined with a range 

of other techniques in a single experimental set-up however the self-consistent 

manner in which structure can be determined over various length scales and new 

time resolved studies in this area makes it a very effective and unique technique in 

the field of catalysis, bringing great new interest.  The combined use of XAS and 
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PDF techniques should glean new insights into systems that have hitherto been 

poorly characterised.     

 

In this thesis, a range of advanced X-ray techniques were employed using both ex 

situ and in situ methods to determine structures of a variety of industrial supported 

catalysts.  Highlights include implementation of multi-cluster models in the analysis 

of EXAFS and PDF data of supported catalysts.         
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods 

 

 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

The majority of the work undertaken in this thesis has been performed at synchrotron 

radiation sources.  The generation and uses of synchrotron radiation are discussed in 

this chapter.    In addition to this, the techniques we have employed are described in 

detail along with some specifics of the beamlines that were used.  The development 

of methodologies to model the ex situ and in situ X-ray data that were obtained is 

particularly relevant to this thesis and so shall be discussed in depth.  This includes 

the more conventional methods of analysis we have used in addition to more 

advanced methodologies that were developed.  In order to fully resolve the structures 

within the materials we have investigated, multi-cluster methodologies have been 

implemented using ex situ and in situ EXAFS and PDF data.  The term “multi-

cluster methodology” is applicable to the modelling of experimental data from both 

of these techniques.  Through these methodologies we have obtained in-depth 

structural information on both the short-range and medium-range ordering in a self-

consistent manner which is both insightful and challenging.     
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2.2 Synchrotron radiation 

It took just over half a century after the discovery of X-rays by Rontgen, in 1895
[1]

 , 

for synchrotron radiation (SR) to be observed by Elder et al 
[2]

.  It could not be 

envisaged then, how integral SR is to scientific research today spanning a wide range 

of scientific disciplines.  It had been known for some time (as early as 1897 
[3]

) that 

accelerated charged particles emit electromagnetic radiation.  Indeed, since it is a 

natural phenomenon in stars.  It was, however, Langmuir in 1947 
[2]

 who was 

accredited with first observing synchrotron white light through a 70 MeV 

synchrotron at the General Electric Laboratories as: “a small spot of brilliant white 

light”.   The electromagnetic radiation emitted by a synchrotron had, heretofore, 

been more of a nuisance than a useful tool as first generation synchrotrons were 

exclusively centres of high energy physics research 
[3]

.  The turning point came in 

1956, in a paper by Tomboulian and Hartman, when the potential for SR to be 

harnessed for use in research other than accelerator physics was realised 
[4]

.  SR was 

put to use in far-ultraviolet/soft X-ray spectroscopy.  Three major characteristics of 

the radiation produced by the synchrotron were unparalleled by any other source: (1) 

the intensity of the “white” electromagnetic radiation, (2) the spectral brightness and 

brilliance, and (3) the beam size of the emitted radiation.  Additionally, the linear 

polarisation of the SR beam added to the important properties for use in 

spectroscopy and research.  It took some time, however, before SR was used solely 

for condensed matter physics research.   

 

In 1966 the inaugural SR source dedicated to SR research was installed at University 

of Wisconsin, Madison.  This 240 MeV storage ring, Tantalus, was the advent of 

second generation SR sources 
[3]

.  Since then, advancements in optics and technology 

have facilitated the development of larger, more energetic, SR sources producing 

even more intense and brighter radiation.  Nowadays, third generation SR sources, 

such as the ESRF (France) and Diamond Light Source (UK) are accessible and 

indispensable facilities for the scientific community throughout the world.  There are 

currently more than 40 synchrotrons in 19 countries 
[5, 6]

 with even more being built 

and planned in particular in countries where SR sources do not currently exist.  SR 

has, and continues to, advance a diverse range of fields that include, but are certainly 

not restricted to medicine 
[7, 8]

, catalytic chemistry 
[9-12]

, materials science 
[13-15]

, 
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surface physics 
[16, 17]

, structural biology 
[18-21]

 and geology 
[22-24]

.  The SESAME SR 

facility near Amman 
[25]

, currently in the latter stages of commissioning, is a 

highlight in the importance of SR to scientific research which has fostered 

collaboration between diverse societies in the middle-east.   

 

2.2.1 Generation of synchrotron radiation 

The acceleration of electrons in a circular trajectory passing through a magnetic field 

emits electromagnetic radiation tangentially to their orbit.  SR is produced in this 

way when electrons are accelerated to ultrarelativistic velocities in a storage ring 

generating cones of polychromatic “white” light as the electrons change direction.  

The increase in the applied magnetic field strength, over time, with the increase in 

energy of the charged particles as they are accelerated through a circular path is 

synchronised and thus is the origin of the term “synchrotron” 
[26]

.  The synchrotron 

consists of several features including a linear accelerator (LINAC), a booster ring, a 

storage ring, insertion devices and experimental hutches.  A schematic of a SR 

source is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram of a synchrotron radiation source.  The key 

features are labelled 
[5]

. 
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Electrons are produced from an electron gun and are accelerated to high energies 

using a linear accelerator (LINAC), typically in the range of a few hundred MeV to 

several GeV
[27]

.  The electrons are then fed into a booster ring, located inside or 

outside the storage ring, where they are accelerated further to ultrarelativistic speeds.  

This process is known as injection.  Once the electrons have reached sufficient 

energy, typically 3 or more GeV, they are injected into the main synchrotron ring, 

known as the storage ring.  The storage ring is between ca. 120 
[6]

 and 1400 m 
[28]

 in 

circumference; the larger ring the ring, the more the energy is transferred to the 

electrons and the higher the energy of X-ray photons that are produced.  Electrons 

travelling through the storage ring are stored in bunches so that their loss in energy, 

as they accelerate round the ring, can be replaced by radiofrequency cavities 
[3]

.  

After a certain time period (typically a few hours) the current reduces, however, and 

electrons are re-injected into the ring.  Bending magnets located on the curved points 

in the storage ring focus the electrons round the storage ring and are the point at 

which a continuous spectrum of intense and coherent SR is emitted.  SR radiation is 

also produced at points in the storage ring where insertion devices are located.  

These are periodic magnetic structures located on straight sections of the storage ring 

known as either wigglers or undulators 
[26]

.  Figure 2-2 depicts the creation of SR at a 

synchrotron source.  Wigglers produce bright and spectrally continuous light with 

short wavelengths via the “wiggling” of the electron beam which yields a large 

angular divergence via a series of bending magnets of alternate polarities 
[26]

.  

Undulators produce a gentler periodic orbit with a smaller angular divergence.  As a 

result, interference of radiation causes an enhancement of flux and SR is observed 

over a narrower spectral range.  The magnitude of the induced oscillations 

differentiates wigglers and undulators as insertion devices.  The wavelength of the 

SR can be selectively chosen by moving the rows of magnets in the undulators closer 

together or further apart.  The use of insertion devices in the storage ring enables a 

greater range of experiments to be performed at SR sources where the spectral 

requirements of each experiment can be met by locating the beamline at bending 

magnet, wiggler or undulator positions.   
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Figure 2-2. The generation of synchrotron radiation [29].  Flux of synchrotron 

radiation emitted from an undulator insertion device can be several orders of 

magnitude higher than at a bending magnet and with a smaller angular divergence. 

 

 

A result of accelerating the electrons in bunches, rather than in a continuous manner, 

is that sub-nanosecond pulses of SR are produced at the bending magnets and 

insertion devices.  For most experiments the time between the pulses is so short that 

it is inconsequential to the experiment’s time resolution and thus is considered to be 

a continuous flux of SR 
[26]

.  Some very state-of-the-art experiments, however, are 

making use of femtosecond time pulses to probe atomic dynamics and excited states 

[30]
. 

 

2.2.2 Unique properties of SR 

The quite remarkable characteristics of SR produced at SR sources can be 

summarised as follows 
[31, 32]

: 

 

i. High intensity beams emitting from the storage ring from several kW to 

several MW, many orders of magnitude greater, for example, than X-rays 

produced from X-ray tubes.  

ii. High degree of collimation; a small angular divergence of the beam, ranging 

between 1 mrad and 0.1 mrad. 

iii. High linear polarisation in the plane of the ring or elliptical polarisation 

outside the plane. 

iv. Large spectral range; a highly tuneable source providing a continuum of 

energies from microwaves to the hard X-ray region. 
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v. Pulsed beams as short as 50 ps. 

vi. Very stable SR beams originating from the highly stable electron beam in the 

storage ring.  

vii. High brightness (or brilliance) 10
4
 to 10

14
 times more brilliant than lab X-ray 

sources and typically larger than 10
18

 photons/s/mm
2
/mrad

2
/0.1% bandwidth 

in third generation sources.  Brightness is defined as the photon flux per unit 

area per unit solid angle at the source.  

 

 

The above properties are incomparable to laboratory produced X-rays, for example.  

Features such as the high brightness of the X-ray beam (high flux with a low beam 

divergence) and the highly tuneable X-ray source are key to the success of highly 

spatially and temporally resolved experiments where specific wavelengths can be 

used for specific experiments. The rapid data collection at synchrotron light sources 

is also a major advantage over using laboratory sources, especially for in situ 

experiments that are performed.  The specific properties of SR allows for numerous 

techniques to be employed and, moreover, for multi-technique experiments to be 

carried out on a diverse range samples and systems at SR sources.  Well established 

techniques, such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and rapidly developing 

techniques, in particular the pair distribution function technique, have harnessed the 

power of SR with application to materials characterisation.  A detailed description of 

these techniques shall now follow.   

 

2.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

Since the first measurement of an absorption edge by M. de Broglie in 1913 
[33]

 and 

Fricke’s first observation on fine structure in an absorption spectrum in 1920 
[34]

, the 

theory that underpins X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has evolved 

substantially.  A theory which aimed to understand the origins of the structure 

sensitive features in an X-ray absorption spectrum was first put forward to by Kronig 

in 1931 
[35]

 however it wasn’t until the late 1960s that a formulation was derived that 

could propel this technique into new fields of research and development.  Kronig’s 

theory used crystal structure to explain the existence of oscillations observed in the 

higher energy region of an X-ray absorption spectrum; his theory was inherently 
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based upon the assumption of long-range order (LRO) within a material.  Short-

range order (SRO) theories were also proposed in response to this 
[36]

.  In the 

following years encouraging work was being carried out but no major progress was 

made.  Uncertainty as to whether the oscillations observed in the Extended X-ray 

Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) should lie with a LRO or SRO theoretical basis 

ensued up until 1971 when pioneering work by Sayers, Lyle and Stern demonstrated 

the SRO nature of EXAFS and used the Fourier transform as an analytical tool 
[37]

.  

It had hitherto been unused!  Their work between 1971 and 1975 laid the foundation 

for modern day EXAFS as a routine and powerful characterisation tool.  This came 

at a fortuitous time where the advancements in theory were paralleled by 

developments in synchrotron X-ray sources 
[36]

.  Indeed, the relatively weak 

oscillations in the absorption spectrum and the subtle features in the X-ray 

Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES) require the high resolution X-rays 

produced at SR sources.  The XANES and EXAFS regions of an X-ray absorption 

spectrum are highlighted in Figure 2-3. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3. The Pd K-edge absorption spectrum for palladium metal foil 

highlighting the XANES, edge and EXAFS regions.   

 

An XAS experiment seeks to determine the electronic state and local structure 

surrounding an absorbing atom.  This is made possible by the chemical specificity of 

the experiment and the inherently local probe it is.  Importantly, there are no 
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requirements of symmetry or periodicity which makes XAS a powerful tool in 

characterising industrially and technologically relevant materials that exhibit limit 

structural order.  XAS can be applied to practically any type of material, irrespective 

of its crystallinity, to study the short-range order, extending from crystalline to 

highly disordered solids, glasses to liquids, even molecular gasses.  The wide range 

of accessible X-ray energies at SR sources and the various edges that can be probed 

enables XAS to be a diverse structural tool for materials characterisation. 

 

2.3.1 Theory    

As X-rays pass through matter they are attenuated by the sample and the transmitted 

intensity, I,  follows Beer’s Law. 

 

      
    

 

The transmitted intensity, I, is a function of the intensity of the incident X-rays, I0, 

the sample thickness, x, and the absorption coefficient, μ.  This is represented in 

Figure 2-4.  

 

 

Figure 2-4. The transmission of X-rays through a sample according to Beer’s law.  

As X-rays pass through the sample they are absorbed and the transmitted intensity is 

attenuated as a function of the sample composition and the energy of the incident X-

rays. 

 

  

In an XAS experiment the absorption coefficient, μ, is measured as a function of 

incident photon energy where μ(E) describes the attenuation of X-rays by the sample 

and is the key property in an XAS experiment.  With increasing energy, the X-ray 

absorption spectrum exhibits a smooth decrease in absorption until the energy of the 
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incident X-rays are equal to the binding energy of a core-level electron.  At this point 

there is a sharp rise in absorption which signifies the excitation of a core-level 

electron into the continuum and this corresponds to the absorption edge of the X-ray 

absorption spectrum.  This process of X-ray absorption is graphically illustrated in 

Figure 2-5. 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Process of X-ray absorption (adapted from 
[38]

). When an incident X-ray 

has sufficient energy (hυ) a core-level electron is ejected out of the atom.  A 

photoelectron created from the ejection of a 1s electron is a K-edge absorption 

process.  Subsequent filling of the core-hole by a higher level electron gives rise to 

X-ray (fluorescence) or electron (Auger) emission. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 displays the Pd K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum, μ(E), for palladium 

metal foil illustrating the increase in absorption probability at the absorption edge.  

This increase in absorption probability at the absorption edge is due to the promotion 

of a core-level s electron into an unoccupied p state, i.e. 1s → 4p transition.  The 

characteristic absorption edge is unique for each element and is exploited in XAS 

experiments where the X-ray energy can be finely tuned to the binding energies thus 

making XAS an element specific technique.  Furthermore, probing different core-

level electrons enables K-, L- and M-edges to be accessed that extend from light to 

heavy elements using hard to soft X-rays
[49]

.  An alternative method of measuring the 

absorption coefficient is by using the X-ray fluorescence or Auger electron emission.  
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The yield of these processes indirectly measure µ(E) and will be described later in 

this chapter. 

 

2.3.1.1 XANES   

XANES extends to ca. 50 eV above the absorption edge and is highly sensitive to 

the chemical environment of the absorbing atom.  The XANES of cobalt oxide, 

Co3O4, is displayed in Figure 2-6.  The variety of shapes and features that are 

observed in XANES spectra arise due to its dependency on the electronic structure of 

the excited-state atom and its local geometry.  The absorption edge is directly related 

to an allowed transition of a core-level electron to an unoccupied bound state which 

is governed by the dipole selection rule, ΔL = ±1 
[39]

.  At energies slightly above that 

of the absorption edge the photoelectron is ejected into the continuum, or excited 

into unbound states, and experiences scattering by neighbouring atoms 
[39]

.  The 

theory of XANES is not as well developed as EXAFS theory and consequently 

interpretation and analysis is restricted to a qualitative or semi-quantitative level.  

Principally, this is due to XANES being strongly influenced by multiple-scattering 

effects, as well as electronic effects, which originate from the scattering of the 

photoelectron from neighbouring atoms.  These effects are significant and dominate 

in this energy region of the spectrum 
[40]

. 

 

 

Detailed XANES calculations can be performed, for example using FEFF9 
[41]

, 

however this level of analysis is seldom required or restricted  to simple structures.  

Nevertheless, very useful information can still be extracted from the XANES region 

of the absorption spectrum.  Furthermore, because the XANES signal is much 

stronger than that of the EXAFS and suffers from less noise it is, in most instances, 

easily obtained.  One of the primary uses for interpretation of XANES spectra is for 

speciation 
[42-46]

.  A XANES spectrum of a sample will be unique to the electronic 

and geometric configuration of the absorbing atom.  Several characteristic features 

are commonly observed in a XANES spectrum which may be present, prominent or 

completely absent.  These are the pre-edge, edge, near-edge and white line marked in 

Figure 2-6.  
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Figure 2-6. Co K-edge XANES spectrum of Co3O4.  Several distinguishing 

features are observed: 1) A weak pre-edge peak below the main edge arising 

from the 1s → 3d transition.  This is a dipole forbidden transition but gains some 

intensity due to the overlap of d orbitals with p orbitals, termed ‘dp mixing’.  2) 

The most intense absorption at the absorption edge which is due to the dipole 

allowed 1s → 4p transition. 3) The “white line” at the top of the rising edge.  

This intense peak originates from the presence of coordinating ligands such as 

oxygen in addition to the dependence on the density of unoccupied states. 4) 

Near-edge region which contains resonances that are strongly influenced by 

multiple-scattering. 

 

 

2.3.1.2 EXAFS 

Whereas XANES is concerned with the promotion of a core-level electron within the 

absorbing atom and is thus an electronic spectroscopy, EXAFS originates from the 

scattering of the ejected photoelectron wave by neighbouring atoms in such a manner 

that the distance to neighbouring atoms determines the interference pattern caused by 

the outgoing and backscattered photoelectron waves.  This interference gives rise to 

the fine oscillatory structure observed in μ(E) above the absorption edge which is a 
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fundamental property of the higher energy region of the X-ray absorption spectrum.  

In general, this feature begins at ca. 50 eV above the absorption edge and extends to 

ca. 1000 eV beyond it and is termed the extended X-ray absorption fine structure 

(EXAFS).  Figure 2-7 displays the XANES and EXAFS regions of the K-edge X-ray 

absorption spectrum of palladium metal foil. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7. The pre-edge, absorption edge, XANES and EXAFS regions in the 

μ(E) data of palladium metal foil.  The energy value of the absorption edge is 

taken to be at E0, the threshold energy, which defines the origin of the 

photoelectron wave vector, k. 

  

 

At energies above the binding energy, also referred to as the zero-point or threshold 

energy E0, of the core-level electron the photoelectron has a kinetic energy, Ek, 

defined as   
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In this energy regime the photoelectron is considered to be a spherical wave, having 

left the atom, and thus has an associated wavelength, λ, given by   

 

   
  

 
 

 

The EXAFS function, χ(E) given below, arises from the interference between the 

outgoing and backscattered photoelectron waves and therefore this region of the X-

ray absorption spectrum contains detail surrounding the local structure around the 

absorbing atom 

 

 ( )   
 ( )     ( )

   ( )
 

 

where μ0(E) is the atomic background absorption of an isolated atom and Δμ0(E) is 

the normalisation factor.  This factor is normally represented by the jump in 

absorption at the edge, E0.  The outgoing photoelectron, behaving as a curved wave 

with an associated wavelength, is defined in terms of k, the photoelectron wave 

number.  The conversion of energy to k, with reciprocal distance units (Å
-1

) is given 

by, 

 

   √
  (    )

  
 

 

where E0 is the threshold energy and m is the mass of an electron.   χ(k), referred to 

as the EXAFS function, contains precise information on the local atomic structure 

influenced by the type and distance of neighbouring atoms.  The different 

frequencies in the oscillatory function, χ(k), correspond to different surrounding 

atoms, or coordination shells, where χ(k) is the summation of all interference patterns 

caused by scattering from all neighbouring atoms.  Furthermore, interference can be 

in phase (constructive) or out of phase (destructive).  The interference pattern 

changes as the energy of the photoelectron does.  Consequently, the absorption 
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coefficient is modulated with energy where maxima and minima appear due to the 

constructive and destructive interference of the outgoing and backscattered 

photoelectron waves. This is depicted in Figure 2-8 which displays the χ(k) data for 

palladium metal foil.  One important consequence of this phenomenon is that 

different atoms experience different phase shifts and hence the identity of the 

scatterer can be deduced.    

 

 

Figure 2-8. Scattering of the outgoing photoelectron wave by the neighbouring 

atoms.  Constructive (in phase) and destructuve (out of phase) interference gives rise 

to maxima (C) and minima (D) in the EXAFS, χ(k).  The distance to neighbouring 

atoms in coordination shells (R1, R2) is determined by the associated phase shifts of 

the backscattered waves. 

 

 

Although the outgoing photoelectron is considered as a spherical wave, the 

construction of an equation that describes the EXAFS function has, for simplicity, 

used a single-scattering plane-wave approximation.  The equation derived by Sayers 

et al in 1971, which remains useful for most analyses today,  has been modified to 

include many-body interactions that give rise to multiple-scattering processes and 
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these that have been shown to be of importance in structural determination by 

EXAFS 
[47]

.  The general EXAFS equation is given below. 

  

 

 ( )    
 ∑ 
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This equation represents the summation of all interference patterns, or damped sine 

waves, from the scattering of all neighbouring atoms.  From a phenomenological 

viewpoint the absorbing atom is surrounded by “shells” (j) of like atoms, at a 

distance from the absorber, Rj, of number Nj with a backscattering factor fj(k) that 

depends on the atomic number, Z, of the backscattering atom.  As Z increases the 

scattering intensity increases.   The 1/R
2
 dependence on amplitude means the 

oscillations diminish which has implications in the analysis of the EXAFS Fourier 

transform.  Further dampening of the sine waves occurs due to the two exponential 

terms in the EXAFS equation.  The first term which contains λ(k) is due to the mean 

free path of the electron.  This accounts for losses from inelastic scattering the 

photoelectron experiences.  The consequence of this is that the EXAFS contains 

information up to ca. 10 Å.  The second exponential dampening term contains σ
2
 

which represents the mean square displacement in Rj referred to as the Debye-Waller 

factor.  This fluctuation in Rj by σ
2
 is due to both static disorder (σD) and thermal 

motion (σT) of the atoms, given as     

 

 

      
     

  

 

The sine term in the EXAFS equation represents the phase of the wave interference 

which arises from the atomic potentials of the absorbing and backscattering atoms.  

The 2kR phase shift denotes the fact that the photoelectron travels from the 

absorbing atom to the backscattering atoms and back again.  From determination of 

phase shifts, the distance to the nearest neighbours (effectively half the scattering 

path length) can be determined.  The S0
2
 term in Equation 2-6 is the amplitude 
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reduction factor due to many-body effects and is included to account for the shake-

up and shake-off processes that occur in the central atom after photo-ionisation.  

Essentially this describes how not all the photoelectrons that are produced take place 

in the scattering phenomena by neighbouring atoms.  A result of the additive nature 

of the scattering processes is that EXAFS is an element specific and an average 

technique that is sensitive to all surrounding atoms equally 
[9]

.  Additionally, the 

mean free path term in the EXAFS equation inherently makes EXAFS a local 

structural probe. 

 

Since both the amplitude and phase parts of the EXAFS equation have dependence 

of k, analysis of the EXAFS data can yield structural information that is contained 

within.  The k dependence of fj(k) identifies the backscattering element and similarly 

the phase shift determines the distance.  Once these factors have been calculated, N, 

R and σ
2
, as variable parameters, can extract the respective number, distance and 

disorder.  The amplitude term of the EXAFS equation contains both N and σ
2
 which 

are highly correlated thus the determination of N carries with it uncertainties of at 

least 10 % 
[48]

.  Estimates of σ
2
 may be a little better known, through using standards, 

although the total σ
2
 determined from the EXAFS equation contains both the thermal 

and static disorder contributions. 

 

EXAFS data may be represented in k-space or, equally, in R-space via the Fourier 

transform of χ(k).  The simulation and analysis of the EXAFS can be performed 

entirely using the EXAFS equation .  It is, however, often preferable to reproduce 

EXAFS data as its Fourier transform whereby 

 

  ( )   
 

√  
∫   

    

    

 ( )        

 

The FT is a weighted distribution of absorber-scatterer distances often referred to as 

a “pseudo” radial distribution function where groups of atoms, or “coordination 

shells” are separated by different distances corresponding to peaks in the FT.  Data 

viewed in this way enables a more heuristic approach to interpreting the EXAFS.  It 

is noteworthy that this visualisation represents the modulus of the FT whereas in fact 
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the FT is a complex function containing real and imaginary parts.  For the EXAFS 

studies in this thesis work only the moduli are shown.  

  

A consequence of  the energy dependence of the phase shift, Φj(k), is that the 

position of the peaks in the FT do not directly correspond to inter-atomic distances.  

The position of these peaks are frequently between ca. 0.2 and 0.5 Å lower than the 

real distances and are generally similar for each element.  The k
n
 term in the fourier 

transform corresponds to the weighting factor by which k is multiplied and which is 

commonly between 1 and 3.  It is useful in EXAFS, and routinely applied in 

analysis, since multiplying by a higher k-weighting can compensate for the loss in 

amplitude in χ(k) at higher k.  Moreover, this k-weighting is particularly useful for 

distinguishing between high and low Z scatterers; at low k values low Z scatterers 

dominate the EXAFS signal and at higher k values heavier elements scatter more 

significantly.  Different regions of the EXAFS spectrum can therefore be emphasised 

to reveal contributions from different Z scatterers 
[9, 49]

.  Figure 2-9 highlights the 

different k-weighted EXAFS and FTs of palladium metal foil data.   

 

 

Figure 2-9. k-weighted EXAFS and associated FTs for Pd foil. (a) k-weighted, (b) 

k
2
-weighted and (c) k

3
-weighted.  With increasing k-weighting the higher values of k 

are emphasised.  Fourier transform data can significantly vary, i.e. the first peak in 

the k- and k
3
-weighted FTs.  Note the y scale indicates the k-weighting. 
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The EXAFS resolution can be approximated to π/2Δk which arises from the FT of 

the EXAFS sine waves over a finite k-range.  The kmin and kmax in Equation 2-8 are 

the integral limits of the FT and these values determine the width of the peaks in the 

FT so that a smaller k-window (k-range) gives broader peaks in the FT.  This can be 

important in EXAFS analysis where coordination shells that are close together may 

be poorly resolved and appear a single peak in the FT.  Another important result of 

the finite k-range is the available information content contained within an EXAFS 

spectrum.  Essentially, this is determined by the number of independent points, Nind, 

that a set number of parameters, Nvar, can be used to model.  This is estimated using 

the Nyquist theorem, 

 

      
     

 
   

 

where Δk is the region in k-space over which the data is analysed and Δr is the 

region in R-space over which the fit is made.  The upper limit of the data in k-space 

is restricted by the level of noise that dominates the signal more so than the 

attenuation by the exponential damping terms in Equation 2-6.  This is of great 

consequence in modelling the data since Nvar must be less than the Nind to extract 

meaningful information 
[50]

.  

 

2.3.2 XAS experimental modes 

Figure 2-10 is a schematic diagram of an XAS setup at a beam-line.  Depending on 

the sample matrix, the concentration of the absorbing element within the matrix and 

the desired surface sensitivity, XAS experiments can be performed in transmission, 

fluorescence or electron yield (TEY) modes.   In all cases the measurement of μ(E) is 

needed for an X-ray absorption spectrum which should be obtained via an X-ray 

source with high photon flux and tuneability and recorded using high quality 

detectors 
[38]

.  Geometry and detectors characterise the differences between the 

experimental modes and it is the sample characteristics which include concentration, 

homogeneity and thickness, that determine the selection of the type of measurement.  
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The geometries of these setups and their requirements in an XAS experiment shall be 

briefly discussed.    

 

 

 

Figure 2-10. Schematic diagram of the XAS experimental setup. 

 

2.3.2.1 Transmission 

The measurement of μ(E) in a transmission experiment is given by 

 

 ( )     
  
 

 

 

This represents the measurement of X-ray photons before and after the beam has 

passed through the sample.  Transmission is the most frequently employed 

experimental geometry and is the preferred choice if the element of interest is 

concentrated in the sample, typically above ca. 500ppm 
[48]

.  It is a requirement of a 

transmission experiment that the sample is homogeneous where the grain size of the 

powder should be approximately equal to, or smaller then, the absorption length.  

Typically, the sample thickness is adjusted so that μ(E)x at the edge step is ≈ 1 

(where the thickness of the sample is equal to one absorption length).  This ranges 

from a few microns for metallic samples to millimetres for dilute samples 
[38]

 and can 

be calculated based on the elements and incident X-ray energy 
[51]

 .  Ionisation 

chambers filled with gas are used as detectors which measure the intensity of the 

incident and transmitted X-ray beam.  The gas composition is selectively adjusted so 

that the gas absorbs some of the incident and transmitted beams and the desired 

transmission intensity is reached.  Inert gases such as He, Ne, Ar and N2 are most 

commonly used and optimised based on the energy range of the experiment and the 

absorption coefficients of the gases 
[52]

.    
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2.3.2.2 Fluorescence 

When lower concentrations of the target element are present within the sample (ppm 

level or less 
[38]

) then Fluorescence measurements are favoured.  Whilst fluorescence 

measurements do not directly measure the absorption coefficient, the fluorescence 

yield is proportional to the absorption cross-section as given by 

 

 ( )    
  
  

 

 

This is, however, is only upheld when (a) the sample is thin and concentrated, or (b) 

the sample is thick and dilute.  A problem with using the fluorescence is that all 

elements at energies below that of the absorbing edge will produce fluorescence.  In 

addition to this inelastic (Compton) scattering is produced thus a convoluted “noisy” 

spectrum of X-ray emission is generated.  In order to obtain a reasonable μ(E), 

detectors need to have sufficient energy resolution to discriminate between the 

wanted and unwanted emitted X-rays thus improving the S/N ratio by filtering out 

background intensities.  This is often achieved using modern solid state Si or Ge 

detectors of high energy resolution.  The most efficient energy resolution is obtained 

when the detectors are perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam and the sample can 

be adjusted from 45 º to the beam.  A pictorial view of the fluorescence geometry is 

displayed in Figure 2-11.   

 

Figure 2-11. The Fluorescence measurement in EXAFS (adapted from 

fundamentals of XAFS).   
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Fluorescence measurements are usually made for dilute samples and thin films and 

are particularly important for catalysts and environmental samples where the 

absorbing element is contained in low concentrations within a matrix 
[48]

.  One 

problem that is encountered with making fluorescence measurements is that of self-

absorption.  In this process the fluorescence intensity is no longer proportional to the 

absorption coefficient and the result is that μ(E) is modulated in such a way that the 

absorption spectrum appears distorted where the amplitude of the oscillations in the 

EXAFS region are dampened.  This is the process of the re-absorption of emitted 

fluorescence X-rays by the target element in the sample and occurs frequently in 

concentrated samples.  Steps must accordingly be taken to correct for the self-

absorption process in data analysis although, ideally, the sample should be thin and 

concentrated or thick and dilute to avoid this aberrancy altogether 
[49]

. 

 

2.3.2.3 Total Electron Yield  

Total electron yield (TEY) XAS involves the detection of electrons, rather than X-

ray photons, that are emitted when the core-hole is refilled after excitation hence it is 

similar to fluorescence, in that secondary emission is detected
[49]

 .  TEY 

measurements overcome the problem of self-absorption in fluorescence however the 

surface sensitivities of the two techniques differ (TEY is more surface-sensitive than 

fluorescence) and thus a selection of which technique to use must be made based 

upon the information required and the sample characteristics 
[53]

.  The mean free path 

of the electron, which is dependent upon the incident X-ray energy, plays a key role 

in TEY measurements 
[54]

.  Chapter six exemplifies the use of the TEY technique in 

low energy XAS studies.     

 

2.3.3 Limitations 

XAS provides a detailed view of the surrounding coordination sphere of an 

absorbing atom where both the electronic structure, from XANES, and local 

coordination geometry, from EXAFS, can be gleaned.  It is a powerful local probe of 

the short-range order where distances derived from EXAFS analysis are obtained 

reliably to within ± 0.01 Å.  The amenability of the technique to most materials of 

industrial relevance has meant it has provided much of the information sought from 

understanding reaction mechanisms as they occur and on materials that do not 
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exhibit perfect structures.  Unlike other local probes, such as EPR and NMR, the 

environment that the probe element exists in is always obtained, and without any 

requirements of crystallinity or symmetry, such as with XRD.  As discussed in 

chapter one, with third generation synchrotron sources providing advanced setups, 

there is much opportunity to combine EXAFS with other techniques thus leading the 

way to structural determination without any ambiguity.  Limitations of the technique 

do, however, arise and are generalised below.     

 

 

1) EXAFS is a bulk averaging technique.  When mixtures or multi-component 

systems are present the result of an EXAFS experiment is a spatially and 

temporally resolved average of all components in the material.  

 

2) EXAFS data is unreliable below k ≈ 3 Å
-1

 because the single scattering 

theory is not upheld.  Multiple-scattering processes in the XANES region are 

significant and whilst EXAFS theory is well advanced, that of XANES is not 

as well understood.  The absence of low-k information, which corresponds to 

high-R regions, can affect the determination of both interatomic distance and 

nearest neighbour coordination shells.  This effect is more prominent in 

disordered systems.  This can explain the origin of disagreements with 

EXAFS and other RDF techniques 
[55, 56]

. 

 

3) The coordination number, N, cannot be determined with great accuracy due 

to the high correlation with the Debye-Waller factor, σ
2
.  The reliability of N 

drastically decreases after the first coordination shell and, in general, N is 

usually generated with 10 – 20 % accuracy 
[55]

.  For disordered systems, 

where Gaussian distribution is frequently not observed, the Debye-Waller 

approximation is inadequate and thus uncertainties propagate in the 

determination of N.   

 

4) The inverse R
2
 dependence on amplitude restricts the distance with which 

higher coordination shells can be analysed in the analysis. 
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5) Although the accuracy in the determination of bond lengths, R,  is ≈ 0.01 Å, 

when there exists a relatively large distribution of R from various 

backscatterers the accuracy is much diminished from this value, and ΔR is 

more realistically ~ 0.1 – 0.2 Å.  This is also strongly coupled to the kmax used 

in analysis where the resolution in R is given by ΔR ≥ π/2Δk 
[56]

 and hence 

real, noisy, data impacts upon the extraction of R from analysis. 

 

6) Backscattering atoms that are close in Z cannot be fully resolved as near-

neighbours, e.g. C and N or Mn and Fe
[87]

.  Conversely, however, elements 

that may appear at the same distance but have different backscattering and 

phase functions can be resolved 
[48]

. 

 

 

In summary, intrinsic EXAFS limitations arise due to the theoretical basis upon 

which it is formulated and the real disordered systems that it capable of studying.  

These limitations do not apply in all samples all of the time and data quality has a 

considerable impact on the amount of extractable information.  As theory advances, 

especially in XANES, and analysis procedures develop the uncertainties generated in 

analysis and the difficulties encountered in analysing systems are reduced.   
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2.4 X-ray total scattering 

It was first postulated by Debye in 1915 that non-crystalline materials can produce 

diffraction patterns from the disordered array of atoms they contain 
[36]

.  The 

structural determination of amorphous materials has, however, traditionally not 

aroused the same level of interest as using crystallography to determine crystal 

structures.  The periodic three-dimensional array of atoms in a lattice defines long-

range order and the scattering of X-rays or electrons has undoubtedly provided the 

most information on crystalline materials.  Of primary concern has been to solve the 

abundance of crystal structures which has synergistically advanced X-ray diffraction 

as an important technique for studying material structure.  Materials such as glasses, 

liquids and gases do not contain long-range order and so characterising them has 

been limited to determining the short-range order which spans just a few atoms.  

Indeed, it has been little understood how the properties of many materials can be 

correlated to their local atomic structures.  Focus has, therefore, remained on 

elucidating the long-range average structure extending over ten to hundreds of atoms 

[57]
.   

 

In the absence of long-range order conventional X-ray diffraction is an inadequate 

structural probe and historically local structure techniques such as EXAFS, NMR 

and SAXS have routinely been employed 
[58, 59]

.  These techniques have their 

limitations too and often discrepancies from these techniques arise due to their 

inherent limitations and requirements and are useful only in probing the structure up 

to a few Ångstroms.   

 

Many of the novel materials today that are of technological importance exhibit local 

structural deviations from that of the ideal, or long-range, structure.  These 

deviations may play a key role in the functionality of the material.  With a desire to 

understand the structure and properties of advanced functional materials, new 

techniques and methods that are capable of characterising these deviations are 

necessary, which may otherwise be “averaged out” using traditional crystallographic 

approaches 
[60]

.   
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For materials with nano-crystalline or disordered structures traditional X-ray 

diffraction analysis fails by taking into account only the Bragg reflections from the 

well-ordered component within the material.   The lack of long-range order, or 

presence of atoms that deviate from the average structure, in these systems means 

that, in addition to Bragg scattering, diffuse scattering is produced.  This diffuse 

scattering, hidden between the Bragg peaks, is disregarded in XRD analysis (usually 

it is removed as a background) however it contains all the structural information 

relating to the disordered regions and displacement of atoms from crystallographic 

sites.  Moreover, the diffuse scattering extends widely over Q-space and contains a 

considerable portion of the total experimental scattering from the sample.   If both 

the diffuse component and Bragg peaks can be analysed then a much clearer picture 

of the material’s structure can be assembled.   One technique that circumvents the 

loss of essential information, as in conventional diffraction, is X-ray total scattering.  

Although there are various factors that distinguish X-ray total scattering and X-ray 

diffraction as being different, they are essentially measuring the same data by the 

same experiment.  X-ray total scattering is simply a diffraction measurement at low 

wavelength.  The crucial difference that enables X-ray total scattering to be a 

structural probe of disordered systems is that, in addition to Bragg scattering, the 

diffuse scattering is both measured and analysed.  The data are also represented in a 

different way to diffraction data in that the X-ray total scattering data are Fourier 

transformed into r-space to generate a pair distribution function (PDF).  It is because 

of this unique way in which data are extracted that it is referred to commonly as the 

PDF technique or simply “PDF” 
[58]

.     

 

2.4.1 Pair distribution function (PDF) 

Unlike in EXAFS, for instance, that yields a partial pair correlation function of 

atoms, the Fourier transform of X-ray total scattering data generates the total atomic 

PDF; all atom-atom pairs within the material are sampled.  This is a real-space 

method in which the weighted distribution of bond lengths contained in the PDF is 

directly interpretable.  The PDF is a probability function of finding an atom at a 

distance, r, from another atom and distances far beyond that of a crystallographic 

unit cell can be obtained.  The short- and long-range order aspects of the PDF have 

important implications for studying complex materials such as in nanomaterials 
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where crystallinity is restricted to the nanometer regime and conventional 

crystallography is not applicable.  Alternatively, materials that exhibit long-range 

order with local distortions can be investigated using the PDF technique 
[61, 62]

.  

Furthermore, the medium-range order, which has been seldom studied, has been 

investigated through atomic PDF analysis 
[57]

.  Crucially, the PDF being the Fourier 

transform of the total scattering structure factor, S(Q), has no requirements of 

symmetry or periodicity for its generation.  Materials ranging from bulk crystalline 

structures to completely amorphous show a PDF in this manner thus making the PDF 

technique versatile in its application to a wide range of materials.  The short-range, 

medium-range and long-range order can be characterised simultaneously and even 

without sophisticated modelling limited information can be readily obtained.  Thus 

the combination of high energy X-rays and atomic PDF analysis can yield structural 

information (a) on disordered and nanosized materials and (b) over various length 

scales, simultaneously, that no other technique has the capability of doing in such a 

self-consistent manner.  Some of the theoretical treatment of how the PDF is 

obtained shall now be discussed. 

 

2.4.2 Theory 

In a PDF experiment the total scattering intensity, IT, is given by 

 

                      

 

where Ic is the coherent scattering intensity, IIC is the incoherent scattering intensity, 

IMS is the multiple scattering intensity and IBG is the scattering intensity from the 

background.  The incoherent scattering arises from Compton scattering by atoms in 

the sample and contains no structural information so is removed in data analysis 

procedures.  Multiple-scattering is due to the re-scattering of scattered X-rays within 

the sample and also by the environment the sample is in.  The background scattering 

is the scattering of X-rays by the environment, the container the sample is in and its 

surrounding parts.  Critical to successful PDF measurements is the accurate 

measurement of background intensities since the diffuse scattering must be retained 

and analysed.  Fourier transformation of diffuse scattering that does not originate 

from the sample, i.e. from the background, would give an erroneous PDF.  The total 
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scattering intensity is a function of the X-ray wavelength, λ, where the diffraction 

vector, Q,  is given by 

  
      

 
 

 

where θ is half the scattering angle between the incident and diffracted beams.  For 

an isotropic sample Q is the scattering vector in all directions and is referred to as the 

momentum transfer.  This equation has important meaning for PDF measurements 

where the wavelength, λ, determines the maximum value of Q accessible in the 

experiment.  For laboratory sources that typically use Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) 

Qmax equates to ca. 8 Å
-1

.  For the high energy X-ray beams used at synchrotron 

sources, a λ of 0.1 Å can be employed and thus Qmax values above 40 Å
-1

 are readily 

achieved.  High values of momentum transfer are necessary for PDF measurements 

since, (i) this provides the high real-space resolution of the PDF, given as Δr = 

2π/Qmax, and, (ii) higher values of Qmax are needed to mitigate the effects of 

termination ripples in the PDF originating from truncation effects of the finite 

Fourier transform 
[58]

. 

 

After corrections are applied to remove the incoherent, background and multiple 

scattering contributions, the coherent scattering intensity, IC(Q), is converted to the 

total scattering structure function, S(Q), and is given by the relation  

 

 ( )     
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where ci and fi are the atomic concentration and X-ray scattering factor, respectively, 

for atomic species i.  Figure 2-12 displays the S(Q) data for a powder sample of 

copper metal.   
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Figure 2-12. S(Q) data of Copper metal powder. 

 

 

The S(Q) contains scattering from both Bragg and diffuse components and is the sum 

of all the partial structure functions from all pairs of atoms that scatter within the 

sample.  The Fourier transform of the experimentally observed structure function, 

S(Q), yields the total PDF, G(r) given by 

 

 ( )   
 

 
∫  [ ( )   ]    (  )

    

    

   

 

The Q(S(Q)-1) term denotes the reduced structure function as is frequently written as 

F(Q).  Qmax and Qmin are determined by the experiment and, as previously 

mentioned, as wide a Q-range as possible should be used.  The real-space function 

G(r) is a radial distribution function that describes the probability of finding a pair of 

atoms at a spherical distance, r, from a reference atom as given by 

 

 ( )     [ ( )    ] 
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where ρ0 is the average number density of the sample and ρ(r) is the local atomic 

density.  The Fourier transform of the S(Q) data (in Figure 2-12) is represented in 

Figure 2-13 as the pair distribution function, G(r).   

 

 

Figure 2-13. The Fourier transform of S(Q) in Figure 2-12 yields G(r), the PDF 

of Cu metal foil (selected r-range of 25 Å).  The first peak in the PDF 

corresponds to the first nearest neighbour and is the Cu—Cu bond length, 2.54 

Å.   

 

 

The function, G(r), is described as the reduced pair distribution function which is 

distinguished from g(r), the atomic pair distribution function, in that it is the 

weighted sum of the partial PDFs, g(r), thus is the total PDF representing all 

interatomic distances in the sample.  Presentation of the PDF using G(r) is often 

preferred for several reasons:  

(1) G(r) is the direct product of the Fourier transform of the experimental 

S(Q).   

(2) The amplitudes of the oscillations are constant in r, thus only instrument 

resolution factors and/or structural coherence influences any 

diminishment in amplitude in the PDF 
[58]

.   
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Alternative pair correlations functions can be used, in particular T(r) and D(r).  

These are simply weighted by different amounts using a multiplicative factor and 

emphasise the PDF at different distances.  All contain the same information 
[63]

.  For 

work in this thesis we will use the notation, G(r), for all PDF studies. 

 

2.4.3 Limitations  

Detailed structural information can be extracted via PDF analysis however as with 

all structural characterisation techniques, limitations arise.  Some of these are 

described below.   

 

 

1) The Fourier transformation of S(Q) yields the total PDF and thus all the 

interatomic correlations within the sample are displayed.  Deconvolution of 

the PDF may be challenging if there are many different scattering atoms 

present.  One method to overcome this, by isolating certain correlations in the 

PDF, is to obtain the differential PDF 
[64]

.  Differential PDF analysis will be 

explained in more detail in chapter five.  

 

2) As the radial distance increases the distances between successive 

coordination shells, and thus the peaks in the PDF, become closer together 

and overlap.  It is vital therefore to have good resolution to resolve these 

distances.  The resolution is determined by the Q-range of the experiment 

thus a PDF experiment can only be successful if the Qmax employed is 

sufficiently high to resolve the peaks.   

 

 

3) Understanding the structure of nano-sized crystals or localised disorder by 

diffraction requires sophisticated method of analysis.  Historically, these have 

been difficult to use or relatively sparse.  Techniques such as RMC modelling 

are being successfully applied to PDF analysis to model complex structures 

[65-67]
.  Alternatively, PDF data analysis programs such as PDFgui have 

enabled structural information from crystalline and poorly crystalline systems 

to be obtained 
[68]

.   
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4) At present, there are significantly less PDF beamlines throughout the world’s 

numerous synchrotron sources, especially in comparison with X-ray 

diffraction and X-ray absorption spectroscopy techniques.  The relative 

inaccessibility of the PDF technique has been associated with less demand 

for its use.  Now with more demand and with increasing availability of 

pulsed neutron sources and established X-ray sources the potential for PDF in 

materials characterisation has been fully realised.  A dedicated X-ray PDF 

beamline at Diamond light source for example, is forthcoming 
[5]

.  This 

would complement the neutron PDF beamline at the ISIS facility neutron 

facility close by. 

 

 

In summary, the major drawbacks of the PDF technique have, hitherto, been directly 

and indirectly attributed to the PDF community size.  Now the advantages have been 

realised there is much development on-going in bringing PDF to the forefront of 

materials chemistry.  Major developments are being made so that its application can 

become more routine and more powerful.  
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2.5 Data analysis methodologies 

 

2.5.1 Commonalities of data analysis 

Irrespective of the length scales involved, analysis of EXAFS, XRD and PDF data 

proceeds by much the same routine; the experimental data is fit to some sort of 

model wherein the analysis program computes a theoretical spectrum or pattern of a 

hypothetical structure using various experimental and structural parameters.   Most 

commonly, this data modelling proceeds via a nonlinear least-squares curve fitting 

routine using mathematical algorithms (commonly the Levenberg-Marquardt 

method) 
[69, 70]

.  This is particularly true of EXAFS, XRD and PDF data analysis 

where standard curve fitting procedures are performed and values of structural and 

non-structural parameters are obtained during a refinement by minimising the mean 

square error between the data and the fit.  This method requires that the global 

minimum in the least squares fitting is reached, not false minima, also known as 

local minima.  This is usually achieved by widely varying the initial values in the 

refinement.   

 

2.5.2 Statistical metrics 

In order to evaluate how good the structural model is in describing the experimental 

data a series of statistical parameters are used.  These parameters measure the 

goodness of fit, mathematically, which aids inspection of the fit, simply by eye, and 

evaluate the meaningfulness of the refined variables (parameters) obtained from the 

fit in terms of correlations, error bars and variation from initial values.  The 

canonical method of obtaining these parameters and error bars by minimising the 

mean square error,   ({α}), in nonlinear least-squares is given by the expression 
[71]

 

 

  ({ })   
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           ({ }))
 

  
 

 

 

 

where {α} is the set of refined parameters,  s
2

i represents the noise level and Nind and 

Nvar are the number of independent data points and the number of free parameters in 
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the fit, respectively.  The function   ({α}) is more commonly referred to as reduced-

χ
2
 in curve fitting analysis.  This is particularly effective when comparing large 

numbers of fits which, depending on the statistical parameter, can be used to 

compare various structural models.  The R-factor is frequently reported too which 

measures the overall residual of the fit, measured as the difference between the 

experimental and calculated data and, in EXAFS, is given by the expression 
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where χ
exp

(ki) is the experimental EXAFS, χ
calc

(ki) is the theoretical (calculated) 

EXAFS, N is the number of data points and n is a weighting chosen so that 

experimental EXAFS has constant amplitude over the data range.  The R-factor of a 

good fit is small.  One disadvantage of using the R-factor alone is that it does not 

take into account the estimated uncertainties on the values nor does it take into 

account the number of data points, Nind, and variables used in the fit, Nvar, which is 

crucial when evaluating how meaningful the fit obtained really is.   

 

The reduced-χ
2
, on the other hand, takes into account the uncertainties on the refined 

values and correlations between them from the correlation matrix (which is where 

the errors are derived from).  The reduced-χ
2
 is very informative and a good metric 

when comparing different fits of a single data set to see, for example, how varying 

the parameterisation of one variable or how reducing the available data affects the 

fit.  A combination of both is good practice in determining the best model for the 

data.   
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2.5.3 Analysis of X-ray absorption spectroscopy data 

 

2.5.3.1 Obtaining the EXAFS, χ(k) 

Raw XAS data, whether obtained from transmission, fluorescence or electron yield 

measurements, are processed in order to extract the experimental χ(k) prior to any 

curve fitting analysis.  Several programs are available for this, in particular Viper 
[72]

 

and Athena 
[73, 74]

 (from the IFFEFIT suit of programs) are extensively used.  XAS 

data reduction and processing in this thesis work was carried out using Athena and 

so shall be discussed from here on.   

 

With programs such as Athena, time consuming data reduction of voluminous data 

sets can be mitigated by the in-built functionalities that allow one to process multiple 

data sets at once by transferring parameters across.  A good understanding of the 

system is essential first, i.e. chemical transferability between data sets. 

 

Within an XAS spectrum (Figure 2-3) the increase in absorption probability in μ(E) 

around the absorption edge is proportional to the concentration of the absorbing 

atom.  It is often unknown what the exact concentration of the element is within the 

sample and other factors such as sample thickness and absorption by the matrix 

influence the measured signal.  The normalisation procedure, wherein μ(E) data is 

divided by the edge step jump so that the edge step is set to one, accounts for the 

unknown concentration and also for sample thickness 
[71]

.  To determine the edge 

step the normalisation is carried out using pre- and post-edge polynomials above and 

below the absorption edge which fit to the lowest and highest energy limits of the 

data.  These low order polynomials (linear or quadratic) can then be extrapolated to 

the point of the rising edge as displayed in Figure 2-14.  The fitting ranges should 

exclude the EXAFS region close to the edge since this is highly dependent on local 

structure and thus would skew the normalisation.   
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Figure 2-14. The pre- and post-edge normalisation lines in raw μ(E). 

 

 

The raw μ(E) data in Figure 2-14 has a pre-edge line that is fit over the range −250 to 

−60 eV about E0 and a post-edge line fit over the range +60 to +960 eV about E0.  

Since the values of the fitted pre- and post-edge lines are defined in terms of E – E0, 

the value of E0 must first be chosen.  Although a widely-off selection of E0 can result 

in issues with modelling χ(k) further down the line, the choice of E0 is somewhat 

arbitrary.  Most importantly the choice of E0 should be based at the same point on the 

rising absorption edge in the standard and in the unknown ensuring consistency in 

the data reduction and where only relative changes in E0 between the unknown and 

standard are important 
[71]

.  The most commonly used points for E0 selection are (1) 

the value at half of the edge step and (2) the inflection point (zero crossing in the 

second derivative).  The inflection point is frequently chosen in a systematic fashion 

although electronic transitions or resonances at the edge may mask this actual 

position therefore the half height of the edge is preferably used 
[9]

.  Once the value 

for E0 has been specified, the μ(E) data can be converted to a k-space grid (Å
-1

).   

 

The next step in data reduction is to remove the background (μ(E)-μ0(E)), the slowly 

varying part of the absorption coefficient, after the absorption edge, i.e. the single 

atom behaviour in the near-edge and EXAFS regions.  The atomic contribution is 
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usually determined using a cubic spline function 
[75]

 and removal carried out via a 

linear least squares fitting routine.  It is crucial to fit the background function μ0(E) 

to μ(E) without removing any of the real oscillatory structure.  Fitting the μ(E) data 

using a cubic spline works fairly well where issues often encountered such as the 

background following the data too closely and low frequency oscillations not being 

removed are alleviated.  The background function can be weighted by k
n
 (n = 1-3), 

so that it fits the lower and higher energy regions in μ(E) more adequately; for 

example k
3
 is used for a better background at high k.  The cubic spline must therefore 

have start and end energies to determine the number of points and the more data 

points the better the fit of the spline function.  Figure 2-15 illustrates the cubic spline 

function for background removal. 

 

 

Figure 2-15. The background removal of normalised μ(E).  Note that the cubic 

spline extends from the position of E0 (half the height of the edge jump) up to the 

end of the absorption spectrum. 

 

Smoothing functions such as spline clamps and the Rbkg parameter in Athena can be 

applied to improve the fit of the background.  Once the total experimental absorption 

is normalised by the edge-step, generally around 50 eV after the absorption edge 

(performed automatically by the program), the χ(k) is obtained (Figure 2-9) and is 

calculated given by  
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The Fourier transform of χ(k), over a specified k-range and using various k-

weightings, can now be calculated (Figure 2-9).  The Athena project file now 

contains μ(E), χ(k) and χ(R) data available for analysis.  

 

2.5.3.2 XANES analysis 

For the work undertaken in this thesis XANES analyses were performed at a semi-

quantitative level using sets of reference materials (empirical standards) and shall 

here forth be discussed in more detail.   

 

2.5.3.3 Absorption edge and white line intensity analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the binding energy of an atom within a sample is dependent on 

the oxidation state of the absorbing atom and can be modulated by neighbouring 

atoms since these affect the positions of the energy levels within the atom relative to 

the 1s energy level.  Furthermore, the same sample measured at a different time or 

on a different beamline may encounter a shift in the binding energy.  The absolute 

value of the binding energy within the sample cannot, therefore, be directly assigned 

to the oxidation state. The use of a set of reference materials or model compounds 

containing the absorbing atom with known oxidations state circumvents these issues 

and also negates full XANES calculations so that the oxidation state of the absorbing 

atom can be deduced in an unknown sample by comparison to the values in the 

reference materials.  Often is the case that a sample contains mixtures and mixed 

oxidation states.  In this instance the mixed valency is manifested through the shift in 

the absorption edge relative to the reference materials thus is informative when 

determining the existence of mixtures.  This can include, for example, identifying if 

a sample has completely reduced or undergone a partial oxidation.  As described 

earlier in this chapter, the existence and the intensity of the white line feature is 

influenced by the type of neighbouring atom and its coordination geometry.  These 
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two features are, therefore, particularly useful in determining the extent of reduction 

and the species present. 

 

2.5.3.4 Linear Combination Fitting (LCF) 

Interpreting unknown data by comparing data to a reference material, provides 

characteristics of the atomic structure of the absorbing atom in the unknown sample.  

If more than one type of species exist then this comparison by fingerprinting the 

XANES spectra cannot be performed.  It is desirable to deduce the exact nature of 

the species and their relative concentrations within the material.  For time resolved 

data this is particularly useful where quantifying the component phases that enter and 

leave the system as a function of time gives a good idea of the kinetics and chemistry 

of the dynamic system 
[76-79]

.  If several species exist then the spectrum of the 

unknown sample is a fingerprint of the linear combination of the components that 

make it up and the superposition of these spectra, weighted by their relative 

concentration, makes up the unknown spectrum.  This type of analysis is called 

linear combination fitting (LCF) and necessitates the use of a complete set of 

accurate standards to be used in the fitting, consisting of either as model compounds 

or reference materials.  These standards reflect all the possible oxidation states and 

geometric arrangements of the absorbing atom that are contained within the 

constituent species.  

 

LCF can be performed using EXAFS data by the same routine, using a set of 

complete standards, however with low Z scatterers, such as C, N and O, their 

respective contributions to the amplitude of the EXAFS is relatively weak and it is 

often difficult to distinguish atoms in EXAFS which are very close in atomic 

number.  In contrast, when lighter atoms are present in the local coordination sphere 

around the absorbing atom, a sharp rise in the absorption probability at the top of the 

rising edge is observed.  This is referred to as the white line intensity 
[80]

.  These 

features facilitate the use of XANES data for accurate LCF.  For LCF analysis in this 

thesis work, XANES regions of in situ XAS data were used.   
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2.5.3.5 EXAFS analysis 

The EXAFS equation derived by Stern, Sayers and Lytle is still used today as a very 

good approximation for interpreting and analysing EXAFS data.  Extracting the 

values of the parameters in the EXAFS equation which determine the structural 

characteristics of the material is the primary goal in EXAFS analysis.  So that the 

true global minimum is found in the least-squares fitting the values of the parameters 

in the refinement should be given good initial values that are, to varying extent, close 

enough to the true values.  Different variables will have different sensitivities to the 

choice of starting values.  The Debye-Waller factor (σ
2
), coordination number (N), 

collectively the amplitude terms, are refined during a fit.  Due to the multiplicative 

nature of these variables in the equation these parameters are highly correlated and 

can, consequently, carry enlarged uncertainties of up to ca. 20 %.  In practice, one 

can reduce the impact of these correlations by fixing one of the parameters and 

letting the other refine in the fit however this is only permissible if chemically 

justifiable to do so.  This is made more convoluted in that the total Debye-Waller 

factor, that is used in analysis, is the sum of the static and thermal components and 

disentangling these contributions is nontrivial.   

 

In terms of the phase term, the parameters that are used in analysis are the Fermi 

energy, Ef, (also referred to as threshold energy, E0) and the interatomic separation 

(R).  Ef takes values from −10 eV to +10 eV and is dependent upon the selection of 

E0 in the initial data reduction.  This parameter is usually always refined.  R, which is 

the half path length (2R corresponds to the length of the scattering pathway from the 

central atom to the backscattering atom and back again) determines the interatomic 

separation and must be refined from an initial value that is not too distant from that 

of the true value.  EXAFS gives a fairly accurate value of R, usually reported to two 

decimal places, from accurate calculations of the phase shifts for different 

backscattering atoms.  Depending on the program, the method in which R is refined 

and is parameterised varies.  This will be discussed in more detail later in the 

chapter. 

 

EXAFS data analysis in this thesis work was performed using EXCURVE98 
[81, 82]

 

and Artemis 
[73, 74]

 programs.  Whilst the overall aim is to extract structural 
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information using a model to fit the experimental data to, the data analysis 

methodology can differ substantially between the two programs.  Both programs 

have their advantages and limitations; one is if often more suitable than the other 

depending on the material and the information required.   A summary of the 

methodologies used and their benefits and shortcomings are discussed.  

 

2.5.3.6 EXCURVE98 

In EXCURVE98, atomic potentials and phase shifts are calculated for backscattering 

atoms relative to the absorbing atom.   The muffin tin potential is the theoretical 

standard for calculating these.  Once the EXAFS data have been read into the 

program (usually in a χ(k) format) a structural model is created by adding a number 

of coordination shells, the number of which depends on the required information, i.e. 

shells are usually added in increasing distance from the absorber.  Often only the 

first, and sometimes second, peak in the FT is fit however these may contain a 

number of sub-shells, for example due to mixtures in the data.  Each coordination 

shell contains a specified backscattering atom type, the coordination number, N, the 

interatomic distance, R, and the Debye-Waller factor, 2σ
2
.  The AFAC parameter, 

which represents S0
2
 in the EXAFS equation, is set globally for the analysis and is 

obtained from fitting a metal foil or model compound of fixed coordination number.  

The analysis is performed in k-space with χ(k) data and the resultant fits are depicted 

for both the χ(k) and the Fourier transformed data.  Statistical parameters are 

generated for the fit of which an R-factor is usually reported.  Although the 

command driven platform may seem somewhat primitive, the flexibility with which 

hypothetical structures can be created makes EXCURVE98 a robust program for 

analysis of EXAFS data.  There are no crystallographic requirements when creating 

a structural model and so it is suitable for all systems; well-ordered, amorphous, 

solids and liquids.  Multiple scattering can be included in the model and there are 

several methods that this can be implemented.  If the crystal structure (or space 

group) is known, i.e. FCC or HCP, multiple scattering can be applied to the entire 

structure.  Alternatively, multiple scattering calculations can be performed on single 

moieties.  Whole structure multiple scattering can generate a very large number of 

coordination shells where the contribution to the multiple scattering from each shell 
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is unknown.  Furthermore, this is a computationally demanding method and adds 

significant time to the refinement. 

 

2.5.3.7 Artemis 

The EXAFS analysis program Artemis is part of the IFFEFIT suite of programs and 

uses the FEFF code for calculation of ab initio self-consistent real space multiple-

scattering which yields the scattering amplitudes and phase shifts required for 

EXAFS analysis.   The use of Artemis, for EXAFS analysis, in combination with 

Athena, for XAS data reduction, is advantageous in that the Athena project file 

containing the background subtracted and normalised μ(E) data can be directly read 

into Artemis, requiring no further data conversion.  Artemis contains a data panel 

where the fit parameters are set.  These include the Fourier transform k-space upper 

and lower limits, the fitting range in R-space and the dk and dr data processing 

parameters are also displayed.  The k-weightings of the fit are also selected here and 

multiple k-weightings can be used in the fit.  The analysis of EXAFS data can be 

performed in either k-space or R-space.  Although not exclusively, frequently the 

structural model is based upon a crystallographic information file (CIF).  Using 

crystallographic data (from the CIF) a FEFF calculation is performed up to a radial 

distance from the absorber, termed “cluster size” (NB: Artemis can handle 

calculations on non-crystallographic materials if they are in the form of a FEFF input 

file.  This procedure was not utilised in our studies and thus is not described in any 

detail).  This FEFF calculation generates all single scattering and multiple scattering 

paths at distances up to the specified cluster size.  One of the main advantages of 

using Artemis (over EXCURVE98 for example) is the multiple scattering path 

expansions 
[83, 84]

.  Here, all single, double or triple scattering paths are evaluated 

wherein the estimated importance of each path is enumerated.  Single scattering 

paths, for simple first shell fitting, can be constructed based on a FEFF calculation 

on an absorber-scatterer distance.  Whilst this can only be used as a single shell it is 

useful when a CIF is not available.  Several of these quick first shell theories can be 

performed if there exists a mixture of species in the first coordination shell (sub-

shells).  
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The terms in the EXAFS equation; N, S0
2
, E0, ΔR and σ

2
 must be assigned values for 

each and every path in the fit.  These are not themselves the parameters that FEFF 

calculates but are defined in terms of these parameters 
[85]

.  The choice is somewhat 

arbitrary however it is commonplace that the EXAFS parameters and associated 

FEFF parameters are used as listed in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2-2. Structural terms in the EXAFS equation and their corresponding FEFF 

parameters. 

 

EXAFS parameter FEFF parameter 

N, degeneracy Fixed in each path 

S0
2
, amplitude reduction factor amp 

E0, energy correction enot 

R, path length delR 

σ
2
, Debye-Waller factor ss 

 

 

Some major differences between Artemis and EXCURV, in terms of parameters, are 

that Artemis (i) uses ΔR: The deviation from the theoretical distance in the FEFF 

calculation.  The initial value of R should be not too far away from the true value, 

typically less than ca. 0.1 Å.  This poses a limitation on using crystallographic data 

in the structural model where the distance would need to be recalculated using new 

phase shifts and scattering amplitudes.   (ii) N is fixed in each path: The degeneracy 

of every single and multiple scattering path is not refined, rather the fraction of the 

reduction in coordination is refined.  (iii) S0
2
 can be set for each path or take different 

values, for example, beyond the first coordination shell, using additional amp 

parameters.  This can be particularly useful for more disordered systems where the 

assignment of a single S0
2
 to all shells may not be appropriate.  The fit parameters 

are assigned in the Guess, Def, Set window of Artemis.  Here each parameter is 

given a value which is either refined as a Guess or fixed to a numerical value as a Set 

or defined in terms of another parameter, Def.  Mathematical expressions for 
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parameters can also be evaluated, if known.  The parameterisation of fit parameters 

can greatly reduce the number of variables in the fit.  After the fit Artemis produces 

a statistical analysis of each fit and the fitting parameters for each path are evaluated.  

 

The crystallographic approach has its drawbacks, not least for the fact that 

disordered materials cannot be analysed in the way described.  This, therefore, puts a 

strong limitation of the types of materials that can be analysed using Artemis.  For 

instance, in metal oxides, often the second peak in the Fourier transform is much 

more intense than the first and a better quality fit is obtained when fitting the first 

two shells.  If no crystallographic information is available then Artemis cannot be 

used since it is not possible to analyse beyond the first shell.  EXCURVE98 in this 

instance would provide a much better solution.  On the other hand, with multiple 

data set fitting, multiple scattering calculations for every shell and sub-shell and the 

ease of parameterising variables, Artemis is a sophisticated EXAFS analysis 

program for use on crystallographic systems.  

 

2.5.4 Analysis of X-ray total scattering data 

 

2.5.4.1 Obtaining the PDF 

As described earlier in this chapter, the measured total scattering intensity consists of 

coherent scattering, incoherent scattering, background scattering and multi-

scattering.  Therefore in order to extract only the coherent scattering, the structure 

sensitive part, corrections to the raw X-ray total scattering data must be made.  These 

corrections are performed on the raw data measured as the scattering intensity plot 

against two theta.  Our PDF measurements were carried out at the BL04B2 High 

Energy Diffraction beamline 
[86]

 at SPring-8 synchrotron source, Japan and the data 

processing was performed using the Igor (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, 

USA) program and using a macro developed by the beamline for the corrections to 

the raw scattering data.  Often is the case, and for the work undertaken in this thesis, 

samples are presented to the X-ray beam in either a capillary (quartz or borosilicate) 

or as a pellet as a “containerless” sample.  For capillary measurements, X-ray total 

scattering data on an empty capillary are obtained and used as a background in the 

data analysis where identical experimental parameters to those of the sample in the 
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capillary are used.  For measurements which use containerless samples the 

background removal is adjusted using the macro.  Data are introduced into the 

program along with a parameter file which details the type and relative amounts of 

each atom present, the incident X-ray energy, the density of the sample and the 

capillary thickness, if used.  The data, which are contained within several data sets, 

are merged and interpolated onto the same two theta grid.  Some of the corrections 

are performed automatically using the macro.  The polarisation factor is adjusted in 

the gui so that the data, once converted to S(Q), tends to unity at high-Q.  The 

reduced Q(S(Q)-1) data are converted to G(r), using a specified value of Qmax, and 

then to  g(r).  At low-r, where a strong, usually negative, oscillation is usually 

present, the G(r) data are set to zero.  At this stage the g(r) is converted to G(r) and 

the data are subsequently backtransformed to S(Q).  An 85% smoothing is performed 

on the S(Q) data which are then Fourier transformed to G(r) using a Lorch window 

function.  The total pair distribution function, G(r), can be converted to the total 

correlation function, T(r), at this point (not required in this thesis work).   

 

2.5.4.2 Interpretation of the PDF 

The reduced PDF contains structural information that can be obtained directly, 

without further corrections or curve fitting analyses.  The peak positions in the PDF 

provide a direct measurement of the true interatomic separations within the material 

and – unlike in EXAFS analysis which requires the calculation of phase shifts or 

atomic potentials – this can be obtained without any a priori knowledge of the 

system.  The PDF can also provide information regarding the particle size;  a rapid 

decrease in intensity of peak amplitudes provides an estimate of the size of the 

particles.  This is particularly instructive for nanoparticulate systems which contain 

well-ordered structures in the nano regime but lose the sharp oscillations in the G(r) 

due to small particle sizes.  The dampening of the peaks in the PDF is also due to the 

finite instrument resolution and this can be modelled in the PDF by using reference 

data.     
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2.5.4.3 PDF data analysis 

The analysis of PDF data are performed in real-space using the G(r) function via a 

standard nonlinear least squares curve fitting.  One commonly used program for PDF 

analysis of crystalline materials is PDFgui 
[68]

.  All PDF analysis performed in our 

investigations was executed using PDFgui and the details of the fitting procedure are 

evaluated. 

 

2.5.4.4 PDFgui 

The fitting of PDF data, in real-space, is analogous to the Rietveld method used in 

analysis of X-ray diffraction data.  Although diametrically opposed in refinement 

space, the two methods yield similar structural parameters.  Whereas analysis of 

XRD data is based solely upon the long-range average structure, PDF analysis using 

PDFgui can be applied to systems which contain crystallographic symmetry but have 

intrinsic localised disorder or deviations from periodicity, i.e. ordered and disordered 

components.  Therefore, the analysis of PDF data can yield structural information 

relating to the short-, medium- and long-range order.  In PDFgui a structural model 

is created by using either a CIF or by using the program itself to create a structure 

based on symmetry and crystallographic parameters.  The program imposes periodic 

boundary conditions to generate a theoretical PDF from the CIF.  

 

The program has several functionalities.  These include: 

 

1. To plot the experimental PDF data as G(r). 

2. To calculate the PDF of a structure from a CIF or built in crystal structure. 

3. To fit the experimental PDF data to a structural model.  

 

In the phase configuration pane the crystal structure parameters must be specified.  

These include the lattice parameters (a, b, c), unit cell angles (α, β, γ), the fractional 

coordinates (x, y, z) and the occupancies (Occ) which are defined according to the 

symmetry constraints of the system.  In the refinement the lattice parameters and the 

atomic displacement parameters, ADPs (U), are refined.  The occupancies can also 

be refined.  For crystallographic systems where the atoms are located on special 

positions, the fractional coordinates are fixed in the refinement.  The phase scale 
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factor, which accounts for the difference in intensity between the experimental data 

and calculated PDF, is refined. The delta parameters (δ1, δ2), which are the linear and 

quadratic atomic correlations factors, account for correlated atomic motion at low-r 

and have the effect of sharpening the peaks in the PDF.  Both δ1 and δ2 can be refined 

independently.  Nanoparticle size can be modelled using the spdiameter parameter. 

 

Calculation of a PDF from a crystal structure is performed using the calculation 

configuration pane.  Here, the r-range over which the PDF is to be calculated is 

defined.  The PDF can be calculated either as a neutron or X-ray PDF; the 

parameters used are the same for both.  The Qmax of the experiment is defined along 

with the experimental parameters, Qdamp and Qbroad.  These instrumental parameters 

account for the respective dampening and broadening of the peaks in the PDF at high 

distances.  For a calculation Qdamp and Qbroad can be set to their default values of 

0.001 and 0, respectively.   The calculation is performed using the “cog” icon and the 

PDF displayed using the plot control window.  As described in chapter one, the 

resolution of the PDF, i.e. the width of the peaks, is determined by the value of Qmax.  

A larger value of Qmax will resolve the peaks more clearly whereas a smaller value of 

Qmax will broaden the peaks in the PDF.  

  

To fit the experimental PDF data to the calculated PDF, constraints are added to the 

fit parameters in the data pane.  Both Qdamp and Qbroad are refineable parameters for 

fitting the PDF, although a small positive value must first be assigned.  Depending 

on the r-range used in the fitting, the instrumental parameters may or may not have 

any effect on the fit.  Below 10 Å it is unlikely that the PDF will have any 

appreciable peak broadening and damping and thus Qdamp and Qbroad will have little, 

or no, effect.  The data can be sampled on a Nyquist grid in addition to the normal r-

spacing of that contained within the data file.  For complex structures, containing a 

large number of atoms and parametric terms, this provides a “rough and ready” fit of 

the data.  Values obtained under Nyquist sampling may be close to, but differ from, 

the true values.  Using Nyquist sampling aids the refinement in reaching a global 

minimum and so can be used initially before the real data sampling refinement is 

performed.  
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After a fit is performed, using the “cog” icon, a results page is displayed which 

provides the refined parameter values, the associated uncertainties and some 

statistical analysis which includes the reporting of the reduced-χ
2
 and a goodness of 

fit, Rw, value.   The experimental PDF, the fit and the residual spectrum can be 

visualised in the plotting window.  A fitting model was considered to be successful 

when, in general, the residuum Rw is below ~ 0.15 and does not improve, the 

difference curve is reasonably close to zero in the plot, and the refined variables have 

physically meaningful values.    

 

2.5.5 Multi-cluster methodologies 

Often routine analysis is insufficient and more in depth modelling is required to 

determine the overall structure.  This can, for example, include systems that contain 

mixtures or mixed phases.  Modelling the short- or long-range structures may not 

provide a unique solution to the structure and understanding the medium-range 

ordering is required to resolve the structure.  PDF and EXAFS, to some extent, are 

structural probes of the medium-range ordering and as we have seen can generate 

information via a crystallographic approach.  Although EXAFS is routinely used as a 

local probe to determine the short-range ordering around the absorbing atom it can, 

in principal, be extended to higher distances than just the first few coordination 

spheres.   This, of course, depends on the level of disorder and the quality of data.  

PDF is an ideal technique to garner information on the medium-range ordering since 

it is not limited by R-space data.        

    

The terms “phase” and “cluster” are used interchangeably and are general terms 

describing a component of within a material’s structure.  This may imply a single 

crystalline constituent or one which lacks any structural coherence.  These phases or 

clusters are characterised using X-ray techniques.  We coin the term “multi-cluster” 

with reference to the analysis methodology.  In this thesis we have developed this 

methodology using industrially relevant materials of which phase composition is of 

importance where information pertaining to the medium-range ordering on these 

systems has hitherto been lacking. 
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2.5.5.1 EXAFS 

The multi-cluster methodology was implemented with EXAFS data of a cobalt 

system.  This required both Co HCP and FCC phases to be included into the model.  

HCP and FCC have P63/mmc and Fm3m space groups, respectively, and these 

structures were calculated using CIFs.  The resulting FEFF calculations contain all 

single and multiple scattering paths up to a cluster size of 6 Å.  Scattering paths from 

HCP and FCC FEFF calculations are added to the structural model, under each FEFF 

calculation pane to the right.  Figure 2-16 illustrates Artemis used for multi-cluster 

modelling of the cobalt system illustrating multiple-scattering paths from the FEFF 

calculation.  The fitting parameters used in the model are the same as those described 

previously with the addition of amplitude mixing parameters, x and y.  These 

parameters were introduced in order to resolve the HCP and FCC phase contribution 

to the data and the overall phase composition.  The magnitude of these parameters (0 

to 1) attenuates the amplitude of the EXAFS signal and relates directly to the phase 

fraction.  In the multi-cluster modelling of EXAFS data the coordination numbers, N, 

are set to their path degeneracies for each scattering path and the value for S0
2
 is set 

globally.  Using the first single scattering path in the Co FCC FEFF calculation as an 

example, the path parameter expression for N is given by the syntax 

 

N: 12 X S0
2
: amp*y, 

 

And for the first single scattering path in the HCP phase, the syntax evaluating N is 

given by 

 

N: 6 X S0
2
: amp*x, 

 

It is noteworthy that the first coordination shell in the HCP structure is split into two 

shells of marginally different distance each with a coordination number of 6.  In the 

Guess, Def, Set panel both x and y are guess parameters.  Values of x and y, the 

respective FCC and HCP fractions, took initial values of 0.5 which would represent 

an equally mixed system.  The refinement of these parameters yields values between 

0 and 1 and in most cases the values summed to unity.  When they did not, due to 

small particle sizes, the x and y phase fractions were renormalized to obtain the 
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phase composition.  For the mixed HCP and FCC Co system it was found that by 

selecting all multiple scattering paths under both FEFF calculations the best fit was 

obtained.  Significant time was spent developing and optimising the HCP/FCC 

model for different data sets with the omission of some multiple scattering paths, 

however the variation in the quality of fit and the reduced-χ
2
 by varying path 

inclusion was negligible.  Due to the differences in the degeneracies of the HCP and 

FCC clusters, in particular above ca. 4 Å, the total number of paths generated from 

the FEFF calculation for the HCP cluster, up to 6 Å, was 69 and for FCC the number 

was 34.  According to the Nyquist sampling theorem (Equation 2-9) number of 

independent parameters, Nvar, that are used to fit the data cannot exceed the number 

of independent data points.  With an exponential increase in parameters with R, and 

only a linear increase in the number of independent data points, a large number of 

the path parameters must be parameterised to satisfy this constraint and avoid over 

fitting the data. 

 

Similarly, only one amp parameter representing S0
2
 is used and, unlike in 

conventional EXAFS analysis  - in which S0
2
 is obtained through refinement of Co 

foil data – it was determined by fitting the first shell of bulk cobalt metal powder 

data.To ensure the validity of this method and to verify the stability of the phase 

composition analysis, the S0
2
 was set to 0.8 (arbitrarily selected) in analysis of all ex 

situ EXAFS data (results not shown) to see the effect on the amplitude mixing terms.  

The effect on the fit quality was negligible for all multi-cluster analyses although the 

reduced χ
2
 increased by setting the amp to 0.8.  In all cases the refined values of x 

and y reduced slightly although the normalised phase fraction was consistent to 

within 5 % from both analysis routines.  This demonstrates the robustness of the 

methodology and the stability of the phase composition.   

 

The assignment of path length parameters, delr, and Debye-Waller factors, ss, for 

each path took numerical suffixes that increase with increasing path length, ss1, ss2, 

ss3,… and delr1, delr2, delr3, … and so on.  The significant multiple-scattering 

effects originating at higher coordination shells meant the parameterisation of multi-

scattering paths was particularly challenging where a vast number of double and 

triple scattering paths exist.  The parameterisation of delr and ss in the models was 

crucial to obtaining a good and reliable fit of the experimental data.  Within each 
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cluster delr parameters were grouped together by distance so that single and multiple 

scattering paths were assigned one delr parameter.  For the Co system this seems to 

work adequately, especially at higher R where the amount of multiple scattering 

paths increased considerably.   For different Co samples the parameterisation of delr 

had to be varied moderately to account for the different phase compositions 

including in situ data where the magnitude of x and y varied.  All delr parameters for 

the FCC cluster were def parameters in terms of delr for the HCP cluster thus 

reducing the number of refined parameters and which allows for the delr parameter 

to be updated during the refinement in an iterative method.   

 

The Debye-Waller factors, ss, were parameterised in a similar fashion to delr 

parameters; ss for the HCP cluster were free to vary and ss for the FCC cluster were 

parameterised in terms of ss for HCP.  The parameterisation of ss is somewhat more 

straightforward than delr where a larger number of paths can be described using a 

single ss parameter than can be using a single delr.   The number of ss parameters, 

usually between 4 and 6 for each cluster, was also restricted by correlations between 

the Debye-Waller terms which suffer from greater correlations that R terms, inherent 

in the EXAFS formalism.   
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Figure 2-16. Artemis multi-cluster modelling.  Single- (SS), double- (DS) and 

triple-scattering (TS) paths are highlighted. 

 

2.5.5.2 PDF 

The PDFgui program is capable of calculating the PDF of one or more structures, 

either independently or as a mixed phase system, and this makes it particularly 

desirable for PDF multi-cluster modelling.  For a monatomic system, like that of 

metallic cobalt, multi-cluster models were constructed using the known coordinates 

and lattice constants for HCP (P63/mmc) and FCC (Fm3m) Co allotropes.  Multi-

cluster modelling uses the same parameters as fitting of a single phase, as described 

earlier in the chapter. The introduction of phase scale parameters to the refinement, 

crucially, provides a quantitative description of the phase composition where the 

refined values for the HCP and FCC phases reflect the proportion of each phase 

contributing to the experimental PDF and hence the relative amounts of HCP and 

FCC within the sample.  The program takes the phase scale factors and corrects for 

the average X-ray scattering power of each phase and the results are reported as 
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phase fractions in terms of atomic mass, number or unit cell (for a monoatomic 

system, such as Co, fractions by mass and number are the same).  We report the 

results as per cent by mass (number) in this thesis work.  These phase scale 

parameters are analogous to the amplitude mixing parameters in EXAFS multi-

cluster modelling.  

   

Within the phase configuration (Figure 2-17) the lattice parameters (a, c), phase 

scale factor, δ parameter and temperature factors (U11, U22, U33) are refined for each 

phase during the fit.  Structural parameters such as anisotropic ADPs (Uij, i≠j) and 

occupancies are set to their respective default values, 0 and 1.  The phase parameters 

relating to nanoparticles (as described earlier) are not refined and kept set to their 

default values.  For fitting of the experimental Co PDFs in this study only δ1 was 

refined, since this resulted in the most stable refinements.  The atomic displacement 

parameters (ADPs) for FCC phase are constrained in all directions to be the same 

and refined (U11 = U22 = U33) during the fit due to the cubic nature of the cluster.  

This reduces the number of free parameters in the fit and avoids parameter 

correlations.  For the HCP phase, analysis was executed in this manner as well since 

these constraints proved most successful in the parameterisation of the modelInitial 

values for the ADPs were between 0.003 and 0.01, though the refinement routine 

was insensitive to the choice of starting values.   
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Figure 2-17. PDFgui multi cluster modelling. 
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Chapter 3  The dynamic structure of allotropic cobalt 

characterised using multi-cluster methodologies 

 

 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

Using ex situ and in situ PDF and XAS techniques an investigation has been 

performed to understand the mixed phase composition contained within a variety of 

cobalt metal powders.  The cobalt metal system contains HCP and FCC structures 

which only differ in the medium-range ordering.  By developing multi-cluster 

methodologies using crystallographic data, the structure of metallic cobalt, a model 

Fischer-Tropsch catalyst, has been examined in detail.  The HCP and FCC phase 

composition over the course of the phase transformation was determined using 

EXAFS and PDF multi-cluster methodologies.  These methodologies have 

demonstrated the effectiveness of both XAS and PDF techniques for characterising 

the mixed phase systems and have provided new insight into the medium-range 

ordering which has hitherto been poorly characterised.  
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3.2 Introduction 

Metallic Co promoted catalysis, in particular the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, is 

generally accepted to proceed via surface sites of reduced Co metal 
[1-3]

.  The active 

state and structure responsible for this type of Co based catalysis is, however, not 

fully understood principally because the active catalyst has been shown to exhibit 

mixed metallic and oxide species
[1]

.  Structurally, bulk metallic Co is itself of interest 

owing to the presence of both hexagonal closed pack (HCP) and face centred cubic 

(FCC) allotropes.  Whilst the structure of metallic Co is widely understood to be 

HCP, bulk metallic powders in fact constitute a mixed phase of FCC and HCP 

allotropes at room temperature
[4]

.  The FCC and HCP structures share similarities in 

the way that the unit cells are packed together each atom being surrounded by 12 

neighbouring atoms and achieving the highest atomic packing factor (APF) that is 

possible, 74 % 
[5]

.  Differences arise in the stacking sequence between planes in the 

HCP and FCC lattices.  The HCP lattice is stacked together so that every other layer 

is the same (-A-B-A-B-A-B-) whereas in FCC lattice stacking every third layer is the 

same (-A-B-C-A-B-C-)
[6]

.  The stacking sequences in HCP and FCC structures are 

depicted in Figure 3-1.  Furthermore, at room temperature bulk Co metal powder 

does not exhibit a distinct pure biphasic composition but rather a faulted mixture of 

the two crystal phases where incongruities in the stacking sequences exist 
[7, 8]

. 

 

Thermodynamically, Co allotropes are very close in energy separated by only ca. 

1eV and HCP is the stable low temperature phase
[9]

.  Upon heating however, to 

temperatures above ca. 420 °C, Co undergoes a Martensitic-type allotropic phase 

transformation where the HCP phase converts to a stable high temperature FCC 

phase 
[8, 10-12]

 however this is a slow process
[13]

 and increasing FCC phase 

composition occurs with temperature until complete transformation of HCP to FCC 

is achieved above 500 ºC
[14]

.  The mechanism of this diffusionless type 

transformation is understood to proceed via movement of atoms between adjacent 

planes of atoms by less than a full interatomic distance
[15]

.   This process is reversible 

where the FCC to HCP transformation takes place upon cooling with considerable 

hysteresis. Studies have shown some (approximately 25-30 %) of the FCC phase is 
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retained and a higher proportion of the FCC phase is retained with air cooling for 

small cobalt particle sizes
[16]

. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Stacking sequences in cobalt HCP and FCC structures. 

 

It is of fundamental importance to be able to characterise the HCP/FCC mixtures to 

develop our physicochemical knowledge of the active state of the catalytic system 

therefore equipping us with information required to derive a structure-function 

relationship.  Catalyst performance has been shown to be dependent upon phase 

composition where it has frequently been shown that the Co HCP phase is more 

active towards CO hydrogenation
[17, 18]

.  Co catalysed FT syntheses proceeds at 

temperatures in the range 200 - 240 °C 
[19, 20]

 thus identifying the relative phase 

contributions at room temperature alone does not provide insight into the structural 

changes occurring during catalyst activation and reduction.  Understanding the phase 

transformation processes and characterising the structural changes in the metallic 

particles are imperative to enhancing activity and selectivity of future Co FT 

catalysts.  Carrying out these investigations on real catalytic systems is challenging 

due to the nature of the reacting environment where waxes in the catalyst are formed 

[21]
.  Advanced setups at synchrotron beamlines have, however, enabled operando 

and in situ experiments to be performed 
[22-25]

.  Some of the studies undertaken have 
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linked activity to catalyst structure yet still there lacks a sufficient structural 

knowledge at the fundamental level.  It is, therefore, desirable to use model catalytic 

systems, such as metallic Co powders, to develop our understanding at the atomic 

level and then apply this knowledge to working industrial catalysts. 

 

Literature at present lacks in detailed experimental evidence as to the 

transformations occurring at temperatures around the phase transformation. Early 

investigations in the 1960s on the HCP ↔ FCC transformation in metallic Co 

powders were unable to study the process since transformations at these 

temperatures took place in less time than required for each measurement (about ten 

minutes)
[12]

.  It is known that localised disorder exists within the HCP and FCC 

allotropes over the transformation 
[26, 27]

 thus non-crystalline characterisation 

techniques are desirable for investigations on the Co system.  More recently a study 

employing 
59

Co NMR spectroscopy on Co metal powders demonstrated its 

effectiveness in probing the local ordering around Co sites during the phase 

transformation of small Co particles.  This study highlighted the localised disorder 

around Co sites attributed to HCP/FCC deformation fault
[16]

.  XRD contributed to 

this investigation by providing insight into the mixed phase composition of the Co 

system where metallic samples were heat treated to various temperatures.  

Discrepancies arose however between the results of NMR and XRD where inherent 

stacking faults in the defect structure and small particle sizes (crystallite sizes in the 

nanometer range) exist.  More significantly, limitations arose from laboratory 

techniques that were performed ex situ at room temperature.  Quantifying the phase 

composition accurately at temperatures above and below the HCP ↔ FCC phase 

transformation temperature remains to be carried out.  Overlap of peaks pertaining to 

both Co HCP and FCC phases precludes any accurate determination of phase 

composition using XRD
[28]

. 

 

Discrimination of the structures at the atomic level, through EXAFS for example, is 

particularly challenging since both HCP and FCC allotropes have identical first and 

second nearest-neighbour coordination numbers, 12 and 6 respectively, and share 

equal interatomic distances (to within 0.01 Å) for the first and second coordination 
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shells 
[29]

.  Table 3-1 displays the short- and medium-range ordering of the metallic 

Co structure where differences between HCP and FCC structures are manifested in 

the medium-range ordering, above 4 Å.  When a radial distance, i.e. 6 Å, is imposed, 

there are marginally more Co atoms in the HCP cluster (80) than in the FCC cluster 

(76), however a greater disparity arises between the number and distance of 

consecutive coordination shells.  In EXAFS, where scattering phenomena are 

strongly dependent upon geometry, this makes the two structures distinguishable.  In 

particular, through multiple-scattering where the effect is much greater in FCC due 

to the absence of alignment of first- and fourth-nearest neighbours in HCP
[30]

.  

Resolution of HCP and FCC structures is therefore, in principal, possible through 

analysis of the medium-range ordering.  A few studies have employed EXAFS 

although these have been restricted to the first few coordination shells
[31]

  or have not 

directly looked at HCP/FCC phase composition
[11]

.  XANES spectroscopy has been 

shown to be useful in identifying Co HCP and FCC phases in mixtures however full 

quantitative information was not performed
[28, 32]

.  Furthermore, in real samples or 

nanoparticles, often XANES is inadequate in resolving or reproducing spectral 

features calculated by theory
[33]

.  

 

In EXAFS formalism the exponential damping term, in addition to the 1/R
2
 

dependence upon amplitude, restricts the radial distance to which the analysis can be 

reliably performed.  With increasing distance, the number of variables required to 

model EXAFS data far outweighs the number of data points available which is given 

by the Nyquist criterion (Equation 2-9).  Thus, the amount of reliable information 

that can be extracted through EXAFS analysis is limited and analysis, therefore, is 

frequently restricted to the first few coordination shells.  The PDF technique is 

complementary to EXAFS and, crucially, it does not have the same above limitation 

imposed on it as EXAFS.  The available data in R- and Q- space, in PDF, far exceeds 

that in EXAFS measurements enabling structural analysis to be performed to much 

greater length scales and making it a much preferred technique to investigate the 

medium-range ordering.   
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Table 3-1. The short- and medium-range ordering of metallic Co detailing the radial 

distance and coordination number (in brackets) of each coordination shell, up to the 

8
th

, in Co HCP and FCC allotropes (obtained using FEFF calculations of HCP and 

FCC crystal phases). 

 

Coordination 

Shell 

R Co-Co / Å (CN) 

HCP FCC 

1 2.51 (12) 2.51 (12) 

2 3.54 (6) 3.54 (6) 

3 4.07 (2) 4.35 (24) 

4 4.34 (18) 5.03 (12) 

5 4.78 (12) 5.62 (24) 

6 5.01 (6) 6.16 (8) 

7 5.60 (12) 6.65 (48) 

8 5.95 (12) 7.11 (6) 

 

The investigation of a reduced catalyst, such as that employed in FT synthesis, by 

understanding cobalt HCP and FCC structures requires XAS and PDF techniques to 

bring detailed information over the medium-range ordering at temperatures below 

and above the phase transformation temperature.   

 

3.3 Aims and objectives 

Using a combination of ex situ and in situ XAS/XRD and PDF techniques our aim is 

to establish multi-cluster methodologies by obtaining detailed structural information 

on HCP and FCC Co structures, in particular through the medium-range ordering.  

We will then extend the multi-cluster methodology to determining the Co HCP/FCC 
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phase composition below and above the phase transformation temperature.  The 

results from both these techniques will be evaluated and rationalised.  
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3.4 Experimental 

 

3.4.1 Sample preparation 

All cobalt samples used in this study were provided by Johnson Matthey Technology 

Centre, Sonning Common.  The heat treated and ball milled Co metal powder 

samples used in this study were CC200, CC700, SC700 and BM.  CC and BM 

samples were used in accordance with Speight et al’s 2009 diffraction and NMR 

studies 
[16, 34]

.   “CC200” denotes the sample was heat treated to 200 °C then “crash 

cooled” by quenching in liquid nitrogen.  “BM” relates here to the “Aldrich BM” 

sample used in Speight et al’s 2009 NMR study which was subject to a 24 hr milling 

time.  “SC700” denotes heat treatment to 700 °C with subsequent cooling in air, 

“slow cooled”. The untreated as-received Co metal powder sample used in this study 

was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (99.8 % purity). 

 

3.4.2 X-ray total scattering  

X-ray total scattering data were collected at BL04B2 (High Energy X-ray 

Diffraction) beamline 
[19]

 of the SPring-8 synchrotron, Japan.  The storage ring 

operates with an energy of 8 GeV.  For ex situ measurements, Co metal powder 

samples were prepared by grinding and loading into a stainless steel sample holder 

with the powdered samples sealed in place using Kapton tape.  In situ measurements 

were made with Co metal powder samples that were prepared by loading into 

evacuated quartz capillary tubes (0.7 mm internal diameter).  The beamline has a 

two-axis diffractometer installed and which was used in these experiments as shown 

in Figure 3-2(a).  Data were recorded ex situ at room temperature for BM, CC200, 

CC700 and SC700 sample powders and in situ at room temperature, 350 °C and 550 

°C, in transmission geometry.  The two-axis diffractometer was equipped with a high 

temperature furnace which enabled in situ experiments to be carried out (Figure 3-2 

(b)).  Scattered X-rays from the sample were collected in step-scan mode using a Ge 

detector integrated with a multichannel analyser at a wavelength of λ = 0.2018 Å 

tuned by a Si (220) monochromator.   This enabled a momentum transfer, Qmax, of 
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up to 25.0 Å
-1

 to be achieved.  Due to the intense Bragg peaks from the metallic 

samples and the need for accurate determination of background and diffuse 

intensities to high Q values, data collection was performed continuously and in four 

segments over a 2θ range of 0.3 to 48.2°, corresponding to a Q range of 0.16 to 

25.43 Å
-1

, where counting times and step sizes were varied accordingly.  For both in 

situ and ex situ data collection samples were measured for approximately 3.5 hours.   

 

 

Figure 3-2. (a) BL04B2 High energy X-ray diffraction beamline, SPring-8. (b) High 

temperature furnace on BL04B2 beamline used for in situ PDF measurements. 

 

. 
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3.4.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy  

Ex situ XAS measurements at the Co K-edge, for cobalt metal powder samples were 

performed at the Dutch - Belgian beamline, BM26A at the European Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility (ESRF).  The storage ring operates at 6.0 GeV with a typical 

current of between 170 and 200 mA.  The station is equipped with a Si(111) double 

crystal monochromator.  Higher harmonic rejection was performed using vertically 

focussing mirrors installed after the monochromator.  The energy resolution was 1eV 

at the Co K edge (7709 eV).  Ionisation chambers filled with appropriate gas 

mixtures were used to detect the intensities of the incident beam (I0), and the 

transmitted beam (I1).  EXAFS data were acquired in step scans over a k- range (k 

being the photoelectron wave vector) of 3 Å
−1

 to 14.5 Å
−1

.  A typical scan time taken 

was ca. 20 minutes.  Samples (50 mg of sample pelletized, 12.5 mm pellets) were 

suspended on a ceramic holder and loaded into the sample chamber. 

 

3.4.4 Combined X-ray absorption spectroscopy/X-ray diffraction 

Combined XRD/XAS measurements were performed on the as-received cobalt metal 

powder sample in situ at the BM29 beamline of the ESRF.  The beamline is 

equipped with “Quick-EXAFS” (QEXAFS) continuous scanning mode and using Si 

(111) double crystal monochromator.  XAS data were collected at the Co K-edge 

(7709 eV) in transmission mode.  A full scan between 7600 and 8900 eV was taken 

every 240s taking with a data acquisition time of 1s per scan.  Detectors use 

ionisation chambers I0, I1 and I2.  XRD was performed sequentially with enough time 

for the monochromator to reset to 7500 eV (1.653 Å) using a MAR345 area plate 

detector which recorded angle-dispersive XRD data between 0.01 and 56.7 ° 2θ.  

Approximately 7 mg of a cobalt metal powder sample was mixed with γ-Al2O3 as a 

diluent to make 50mg of self-supporting wafer and was loaded into a specially 

designed in situ spectroscopic cell provided by the beamline (Figure 3-3).  The 

experiment was carried out under a 5% H2/N2 atmosphere with a temperature profile 

that began at room temperature and increased to 575 °C at 5°/min.  After heat 

treatment samples were cooled down to room temperature whilst continuing to 

collect XAS and XRD data. 
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Figure 3-3. In situ spectroscopic cell used for QuickXAS measurements at BM29 

beamline. 

 

 

3.4.5 Data analysis 

3.4.5.1 XRD analysis 

Rietveld analysis was performed on CC200, CC700 and SC700 Co metal powder 

samples using diffraction data obtained from X-ray total scattering measurements 

recorded at BL04B2. Spring-8.  TOPAS-Academic software was used for the 

analysis.  P63/mmc and Fm3m space groups were used for HCP and FCC phases, 

respectively, in the analysis.  A wavelength of 0.2018 Å was used in analysis.   

 

3.4.5.2 PDF analysis  

The processing of raw X-ray total scattering data to obtain the G(r) was executed 

using a beamline macro and the Igor program and is discussed in detail in chapter 

two.  A Qmax of 25.0 Å
−1

 was used in the data analysis. 
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3.4.5.3 PDF multi-cluster modelling 

Modelling of the experimental PDF data was performed using PDFgui
[35]

 and the 

details of the multi-cluster methodology are discussed in chapter two.  R-space fits 

were performed over a 1 to 10 Å range for this study, since below the first Co─Co 

interatomic distance of ca. 2.50 Å there is no structural information.  Data were 

Fourier transformed up to 10 Å.  Differences in the PDF between HCP and FCC 

structures are observed above 4 Å thus a sufficient portion of the data in r-space (4 to 

10 Å) is used for resolving HCP and FCC structures.  The analysis was performed 

using a Qmax of 25.0 Å
−1

.  The Qdamp parameter was refined and Qbroad was set to the 

default value of zero, as this parameter had no effect on the fit due to the 10 Å upper 

fit range.    

 

The multi-cluster model containing Co HCP and FCC phases was generated using 

CIFs which have the crystallographic space groups P63/mmc and Fm3m, 

respectively.  The FCC (a), HCP (a,c) lattice parameters, phase scale factors and 

atomic displacement parameters (U) were refined for both phases.  The delta 

parameter, δ1, was refined and constrained to be the same for each phase.  The 

introduction of the δ2 to the fit had no effect and these parameters are highly 

correlated so in practise only one is varied.   The ADPs (U) for the HCP and FCC 

phase were refined isotropically and constrained to be the same for each phase.  

P63/mmc and Fm3m space groups contain atoms which lie on special positions and 

were therefore not refined for each phase.  Structural parameters including the 

anisotropic ADPs and occupancies were set to default values, 0 and 1, respectively.  

The spdiameter parameter was not refined and set to the default value of 0.   This 

analysis routine was kept consistent for all cobalt metal powder PDF data. 

 

3.4.5.4 XAS analysis 

The removal of background and normalisation of raw XAS data were performed 

using the Athena program
[36]

.  Routine normalisation and background subtraction 

procedures were employed in this study using ex situ and in situ Co K-edge XAS 
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data.  The value for E0 selected in the data processing was chosen to be the 

maximum of the first peak in the derivative spectra.   

 

3.4.5.5 EXAFS multi-cluster modelling 

EXAFS analysis was performed using Artemis
[36]

.  A general description of the 

multi-cluster methodology is given in chapter two.  The refinement of EXAFS data 

was performed in R-space from 1 to 6 Å using a k-range of 3.2 to 12.0 Å
−1

 in the 

analysis of ex situ data and 3.2 to 10.5 Å
−1

 for in situ data.  A smaller terminating 

kmax was selected for in situ data analysis due to the increased S/N ratio at higher 

temperatures which limits the available data in k-space.  The extracted EXAFS was 

refined using a structural model with structural parameters including: the amplitude 

reduction factor (S0
2
), bond distances (R), Debye-Waller factors (σ

2
), threshold 

energy (E0) and HCP and FCC amplitude mixing parameters (x and y).  The use of 

cobalt metal powder, as a standard, to extract the S0
2
 value is an appropriate routine 

in these analyses, however it is noteworthy that this method results in a lower S0
2 

value compared to using cobalt foil as a standard.  The reported values and 

uncertainties of bond distances are little affected by the fitting of S0
2
 using the first 

coordination shell, however when constraining S0
2
 globally for full data fitting, 

additional uncertainty to the reported values of the amplitude mixing parameters 

should be taken into account.  The overall phase composition results are not affected 

in this manner. 

 

Multi-cluster models of mixed phase Co systems were developed using CIFs for Co 

HCP and FCC phases.  FEFF calculations generated structures (clusters) up to 6 Å.  

Single, double and triple scattering paths are displayed for both clusters and added to 

the model in a stepwise fashion.    Path degeneracies (coordination numbers), other 

than for the first two coordination shells, vary for HCP and FCC structures therefore 

the parameterisation of the structural model for each data set had to be varied, to 

some extent, accounting for the different phase compositions.  All scattering paths, 

in total 69 for HCP and 34 for FCC, were included in the model in a systematic 
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fashion where paths were added and removed in order to determine their effect on 

the overall fit.    

 

Various cluster models were employed in an attempt to reduce the number of 

independent variables (Nvar).  The correlated Debye model, for example, 

parameterises Debye Waller factors as a function of the Debye temperature of cobalt.  

This proved not to be a robust model for analysis of the mixed phase cobalt system 

as in situ data were collected above the Debye temperature 
[37]

.  For metallic systems 

an isotropic expansion model can be used; each coordination shell expands or 

contracts by the same amount and is described by an expansion coefficient, α, which 

increases or decreases all scattering path lengths in the cluster by this value.  

Attempts were made to validate such a model for the Co system system, however 

this was an over-parameterisation for fitting two phases and so not developed 

further.   

The  multi-cluster model used in the analyses in this investigation required bond 

distance parameters for each phase that were assigned to single, double and triple 

scattering paths which were close in distance, R, the half-path length.  Only the 

parameters for the HCP cluster (ΔRh) were allowed to vary and those for the FCC 

cluster (ΔRf) were defined in terms of the HCP cluster parameters.  This is a viable 

method to minimise the number of bond distance parameters being refined whereby 

ΔRf values are updated during the fit.  The Debye Waller factors, σ
2
, were modelled 

in a similar fashion by grouping scattering paths together that are close in distance by 

assignment of the same σ
2 

parameter.  This enabled numerous multiple-scattering 

paths contributing to higher shells to be constrained to the same σ
2 

value thereby 

minimising the number of variables, Nvar, in the fit.  The HCP/FCC phase 

compositions in all the cobalt samples were determined using the results of the 

refinement of the amplitude mixing parameters, x and y (for HCP and FCC phases, 

respectively).  
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3.5 Results and Discussion 

 

The results of the PDF analysis of ex situ X-ray total scattering data from various 

cobalt metal powder samples using multi – cluster models to determine the phase 

composition are first described.  Further development of the PDF methodology by 

implementing with in situ data is then reported with an aim to understanding the Co 

HCP to FCC phase transformation.  Finally, results from complementary ex situ and 

in situ XAS studies are evaluated with the similar aim of determining the Co phase 

composition and transformation using EXAFS multi – cluster modelling.  

 

3.5.1 Ex situ PDF analysis of Co metal powders 

The normalised total scattering structure functions, S(Q), obtained from ex situ data 

for Co metal powder samples CC200, CC700, SC700 and BM are shown in Figure 

3-4.  The most intense scattering is clearly seen in the SC700 sample which displays 

the sharpest reflections, which are visible up to 25 Å
−1

, in comparison with other 

data where peaks in S(Q) are broader and less intense.  This can be explained by the 

heating of the metal powder, followed by the slow air cooling process, which 

induces the formation of well-defined crystallites that gives rise to the sharp peaks in 

the S(Q).  In all the data the peaks are located at the same positions, however for the 

BM sample the reduction in intensities and broadening of the peaks make the S(Q) 

data more difficult to interpret with respect to the other three samples.  The 

mechanical ball milling action can broaden the diffraction peaks due to the reduction 

in particle size.  This effect is frequently observed in nanocrystallites
[37, 38]
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Figure 3-4. Stacked plots of the normalised total scattering structure function, S(Q), 

obtained from ex situ PDF measurements on Co metal powders.  The full region 

(above) and enlarged region (below) in Q-space are displayed.  Peaks belonging to 

FCC (dotted line) and HCP (dashed line) phases are annotated in the enlarged Q-

region.  All other peaks are mixtures pertaining to HCP and FCC cobalt. 
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Figure 3-5 displays the Co HCP and FCC unit cells with the first four nearest-

neighbour distances annotated.  The corresponding HCP and FCC distances are 

highlighted in Figure 3-6 which displays the PDF fits up to 10 Å for the BM sample 

using two different structural models; one using Co HCP and the using Co FCC.  It 

is clear that neither model completely represents the data, in particular above ca. 4 Å, 

where there is considerable mismatch between the experimental and calculated PDF 

peak intensities.  The first two peaks at ca. 2.49 and 3.52 Å corresponding to the first 

and second coordination shells in metallic Co are modelled adequately, which is not 

unexpected since both allotropes share similar first and second shell Co─Co 

distances and coordination numbers.  Emphasised here is the inability to fully 

characterise the metallic cobalt sample, in particular based on the short-range 

ordering which comprises a mixed HCP/FCC phase, by modelling with a single 

crystallographic HCP or FCC phase.  In order to fully resolve the structures present 

and to quantitatively determine the phase composition, multi – cluster models are 

required that include higher shell distances. 

 

 

Figure 3-5. Cobalt HCP (left) and FCC (right) unit cells.  The first four nearest-

neighbour distances and the lattice parameters ‘a’ and ‘c’ are highlighted. 
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Figure 3-7 illustrates the best PDF fits of the experimental data belonging to the BM, 

CC200, SC700 and CC700 samples using multi-cluster modelling.  The PDF fit for 

the BM sample is much improved over the single phase fits where the data show 

very good agreement with the model (Rw = 11 %) over the full fit range of 1 to 10 Å.  

The SC700 PDF data show an excellent agreement to the multi – cluster model (Rw = 

7 %) where the residual spectrum is almost a flat line.  The CC200 PDF data show a 

reasonably good agreement (Rw = 18 %) although some peak amplitudes and 

positions are not so accurately modelled.  Nevertheless, the model generates an 

adequate fit to the data.  There are clear differences in the PDF of the CC700 sample 

compared to the other Co powders, notably at ca. 1.90 and 3.05 Å where peaks are 

not well modelled.   The 6 to 9 Å region of the PDF displays a greater residuum 

between experimental and calculated PDFs (Rw = 36 %).  It is very likely that some 

oxidic component in the sample is responsible for the inadequate fitting model since 

the peak positions are consistent with Co─O distances found in higher valent Co
3+

–

O species.  The addition of bulk cobalt oxide phases, CoO and Co3O4, to the model 

did not improve the fit.  It is, therefore, quite likely that surface oxide species exist in 

this system.  These phases may not exhibit sufficient long-range order to be studied 

Figure 3-6. Best fits of the experimental PDF data (black line) to the calculated 

PDF (red line) for the BM sample using structural models of Co HCP (Rw = 

0.30) and Co FCC (Rw = 0.35).  The residual spectrum (green line) is shown 

below.  Peaks belonging to the first four nearest-neighbour distances are 

annotated.    
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based on crystallographic data which is a requirement in PDFgui.  From 

interpretation of S(Q) data (Figure 3-4) it is unclear as to whether the CC700 sample 

has undergone any oxidation since extraneous reflections originating from an oxidic 

species could not be assigned.  Table 3-2 reports the refined values of the structural 

parameters obtained from PDF fitting.  The FCC and HCP lattice parameters have 

refined values that are consistent with crystal structure data.  The c/a ratio in the 

samples varies between 1.610 and 1.626, closely matching the value of 1.633 in an 

ideal HCP crystal structure.     

  

  

Figure 3-7. Best fits of ex situ Co PDF data for the BM, SC700, CC700 and CC200 

samples.  Experimental PDFs (black line) are fit to calculated PDFs (red line) using 

multi-cluster models.  Good agreement is obtained with the exception of the CC700 

data where sample oxidation is responsible for the much larger fit residuum. 
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Table 3-2. Results of PDF fitting for various Co metal powder samples using multi – 

cluster models.  Refined values of HCP and FCC lattice parameters(a and c), 

isotropic ADPs (Uiso), the vibrational correlation term (δ1), HCP and FCC phase 

scale factors (SF) and the instrumental resolution damping parameter (Qdamp) are 

reported. 

 BM CC200 SC700 CC700 

a (HCP) / Å 2.510(4) 2.500(2) 2.506(5) 2.510(4) 

c (HCP) / Å  4.077(12) 4.065(5) 4.056(13) 4.040(8) 

a (FCC) / Å 3.528(4) 3.537(4) 3.528(1) 3.526(1) 

Uiso / Å
2
 0.0115(13) 0.0067(12) 0.0088(0) 0.0044(0) 

δ1 1.02(13) 0.75(17) 0.74(8) 0.39(22) 

SFHCP 0.36(2) 0.46(1) 0.22(1) 0.18(1) 

SFFCC 0.32(2) 0.17(1) 0.65(1) 0.30(1) 

Qdamp 0.041 0.044 0* 0.002 

Rw (%) 10 18 6 36 

*Qdamp unstable and therefore fixed in the refinement  

 

The HCP and FCC phase scale factors provide a quantitative measure of the Co 

phase composition and this is graphically represented in Figure 3-8 as the relative 

HCP and FCC phase abundance.  PDF analysis indicates that all Co samples 

comprise a mixed HCP/FCC phase composition.  The BM sample contains a slightly 

more dominant HCP phase (55 %) which is the thermodynamically stable phase 

induced via ball mill action.  Previous studies have revealed that the milling time can 

be preferentially adjusted to obtain varying HCP and FCC phase compositions and 

our results are in agreement with this
[39]

.  The SC700 sample contains a 24 % and 76 

% phase composition for HCP and FCC phases, respectively, indicating that during 

the cooling process from above the phase transformation temperature the reverse 

FCC to HCP transformation takes place, to some extent, assuming that at 750 °C 

only the FCC phase is present.  Fitting results of the CC200 PDF data also indicate a 

mixed phase composition where HCP is the dominant phase (74 %).  CC700 data 

display a much poorer agreement with the model (Rw = 36 %) which yields a 62 % 
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FCC and 38 % HCP phase composition.  The thermodynamics of the phase 

transformation would suggest that, at 750 ºC, the sample consists of a single FCC 

phase and quenching the sample in liquid nitrogen ‘locks in’ the sample 

composition.  Clearly the model fails to account for some component of the PDF, in 

particular in the short-range ordering.  It is possible that some surface oxide species 

may have contaminated the metallic phase which is more difficult to model in the 

PDF.  The reliability of the analysis using CC700 PDF data is therefore questionable.   

 

 

Figure 3-8. HCP and FCC cobalt phase composition in various cobalt metal powder 

samples determined from PDF analysis using multi – cluster models.   The errors 

from least squares fitting are as follows: BM ±3%, CC200 ±2%, CC700 ±1% and 

SC700 ±2%.  

 

3.5.2 Ex situ XRD analysis of Co metal powders 

The results of Rietveld analysis on a variety of Co metal powders are listed in Table 

3-3.  The analysis was performed using data between 5 and 15° 2θ.  The best fits of 

the experimental diffraction data (obtained from X-ray total scattering 
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measurements) to calculated structures based on HCP and FCC Co are displayed in 

Figure 3-9.   

 

Table 3-3. Results of Rietveld analysis for various Co metal powders 
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Figure 3-9.  Best fits of diffraction data obtained from X-ray total scattering 

measurements to calculated patterns based on HCP and FCC Co structures via 

Rietveld analysis. 
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From the Rwp values listed in Table 3-3 it is evident that there is some mismatch 

between the experimental diffraction data and the calculated diffraction patterns.  

This is highlighted by the difference spectrum below each fit.  Mismatch in the 

experimental and calculated peak intensities, particularly at low angle, is observed 

and may originate from fitting of the background function which is challenging since 

the data obtained from experiments was optimised for PDF analysis.  The best fits 

were obtained using a Gaussian peak function for FCC Co phase and a Pseudo-Voigt 

peak function for the HCP Co phase.  Figure 3-10 graphically depicts the HCP and 

FCC phase fractions obtained from Rietveld analysis represented as weight fractions 

and is compared to the phase composition analysis obtained using PDF data.  The 

agreement between both techniques is, in general, good.  Phase compositions from 

SC700 data are in very good agreement.  CC200 and CC700 data show larger 

disparities between XRD and PDF analyses although the results are within 17 per 

cent or less.  Additional peaks of low intensity that are not modelled by the 

calculated XRD patterns are likely evidence for partial oxidation of these samples 

which was also indicated from PDF analysis using the same data.  This may 

potentially explain the difference in phase composition analysis for CC200 and 

CC700 data between the two techniques. 
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Figure 3-10.  Phase composition results from Rietveld analysis of diffraction data 

from various Co powders. For comparison, the results from PDF analysis are also 

shown. The errors from Rietveld analysis are within ±5%. 

 

3.5.3 In situ PDF analysis of Co metal powder 

Figure 3-9 displays the S(Q) data of the as-received cobalt metal powder from the in 

situ heating.  These temperatures were chosen to represent the structure of cobalt 

below and above the phase transformation temperature.  The S(Q) data at room 

temperature and at 350 °C bear close resemblance albeit with a small reduction in 

the intensities of the peaks upon heating due to thermal effects.  The allotropic HCP 

to FCC phase transformation is not expected to occur by 350 °C and therefore the 

data are consistent with this hypothesis.  At 550 °C the differences in S(Q) are 

noticeable and is evidence to suggest that the sample has undergone some structural 

transformation at this higher temperature. Having validated the multi – cluster 

methodology for mixed Co HCP and FCC phase structures using ex situ PDF data, 

the methodology was then developed via implementation of the in situ Co PDF data 

in order to follow the HCP to FCC phase transformation at higher temperature.  
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Figure 3-10 illustrates the best fits of the experimental PDFs measured at room 

temperature, 350 and 550 °C to the calculated PDFs using multi – cluster modelling, 

over an r-range of 1 to 10 Å.  Values for the structural parameters extracted from 

PDF analysis are summarised in Table 3-3.      

 

 

Figure 3-11. The normalised total scattering structure function, S(Q), from in situ 

heating of cobalt metal powder measured at room temperature (black), 350 °C 

(blue) and 550 °C (red).  The full region (above) and enlarged region (below) in Q-

space are displayed.  Peaks belonging to FCC (dotted line) and HCP (dashed line) 

phases are annotated in the enlarged Q-region.  All other peaks are mixtures of HCP 

and FCC cobalt. 
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Table 3-4. Results of PDF analysis of cobalt metal powder measured in situ at 

various temperatures. 

 

 RT 350 C 550 C 

a (HCP) / Å 2.495(2) 2.505(3) 2.485(7) 

c (HCP) / Å  4.071(4) 4.067(6) 4.245(8) 

a (FCC) / Å 3.529(2) 3.531(2) 3.543(1) 

Uiso / Å
2
 0.0084(5) 0.0014(5) 0.0184(4) 

δ1 0.45(11) 0.95(10) 1.08(8) 

SFHCP 0.70(2) 0.61(2) 0.09(2) 

SFFCC 0.25(1) 0.16(1) 0.97(2) 

Qdamp 0.052(8) 0* 0* 

Rw (%) 12 23 26 

*Qdamp unstable and therefore fixed in the refinement  
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Figure 3-92. PDF best fits obtained using multi-cluster modelling of in situ cobalt PDF data 

at room temperature, 350 °C and 550 °C.  Experimental PDFs (black line) are fit to 

calculated PDFs (red line) using multi-cluster models.   
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The PDF data obtained at room temperature show a very good agreement to the 

calculated PDF (Rw = 12 %).  The refined HCP and FCC phase scale factors indicate 

a mixed phase with a dominant HCP component (although further corrections are 

applied to these parameters to obtain the real composition).  The HCP (a and c) and 

FCC (a) lattice parameters are consistent with crystallographic data.  At 350 °C there 

is a small component in the PDF that is not captured by the HCP/FCC model which 

is indicated by the larger residuum (Rw = 23 %).  It is unclear as to the nature of this 

additional component although the residual spectrum (below in green) oscillates with 

a comparable amplitude at high- and low-r.  It is important to note that this 

crystallographic based analysis has not taken into account the static disorder that 

exists at phase boundaries.  The HCP c/a ratios are 1.632 and 1.624 for RT and 350 

data respectively, in good agreement with the ideal c/a ratio in HCP of 1.633.   The 

FCC lattice parameter increases by 0.0014 Å on heating to 350 °C due to the thermal 

expansion of the FCC lattice and the increase in thermal disorder is modelled 

through the increase in the isotropic ADPs.  The delta (δ1) parameter, which accounts 

for low-r peak sharpening due to correlated atomic motion, also increases which is 

correlated to temperature.  The phase scale factors suggest a mixed phase system at 

350 °C where HCP remains the dominant phase.  At 550 °C the thermodynamics of 

the HCP to FCC phase transformation suggest that this process is complete.  PDF 

analysis indicates that the sample contains some HCP phase at this temperature 

where the HCP phase scale factor takes a non-negative and non-negligible value, i.e. 

its presence is implied and is not modelling some of the noise in the PDF.  The 

quality of the fit is similar to the data at 350 °C and there is a significant low-r 

portion to the data, below ca. 3.5 Å, that is not accurately modelled, in particular a 

peak at ca. 1.6 Å.  The second peak in the PDF, representing the second nearest-

neighbour distance, has moved to lower-r.  It is possible that this peak is a 

convolution of Co─Co (metallic second shell) and Co─O (oxide first shell) peaks 

thus suggesting that partial oxidation of the metallic sample has taken place.  The 

FCC lattice parameter increases by 0.012 Å due to thermal expansion of the lattice 

however the HCP c/a ratio is 1.709, considerably larger than that at room 

temperature and 350 °C.     
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Figure 3-11 depicts the HCP and FCC Co phase composition derived from PDF 

analysis in the cobalt metal powder sample at each temperature obtained from 

refinement of the phase scale factors.  At room temperature the sample contains a 

phase composition of 76 % and 24 % for HCP and FCC structures, respectively.  At 

350 °C the Co sample contains the same phase composition as at room temperature, 

within the uncertainty limits.  The 79 % HCP and 21 % FCC phase composition 

indicates that Co has not undergone the phase transformation, consistent with studies 

on the phase transformation that reveal the transformation takes place above ca. 

420°C 
[12]

.  The differences are displayed in the structural parameters where the 

ADPs and the lattice parameters have increased due to increased thermal motion and 

expansion of the lattices.  At 550 °C multi–cluster modelling of the PDF data 

supports the HCP to FCC phase transformation.  The results suggest however that 

this is incomplete and a residual of ca. 10 % HCP phase exists.  The larger fit 

residuum and larger HCP c/a ratio obtained modelling the high temperature data is 

evidence for some non–metallic component to the PDF.  The HCP phase may be 

over fitting and trying to model this component, possibly a disordered phase, which 

is also present in the 350 °C due to the comparable fit residua.  
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Figure 3-103. Cobalt phase composition, below and above the phase transformation 

temperature, from multi-cluster PDF modelling of in situ data. 

 

3.5.4 Ex situ XAS of Co metal powders 

 

3.5.4.1 XANES 

The normalised μ(E) XANES spectra obtained from ex situ Co K-edge XAS 

measurements on Co metal powders are displayed in Figure 3-12.  The threshold 

position of the absorption edges (E0), taken as the maximum of the first peak in the 

derivative spectrum, are listed in Table 3-4 and the derivative spectra are also 

displayed in Figure 3-12.  The increase in absorption probability arises due to the 

electric dipole-allowed 1s → 4p transition where a core s electron is promoted into 

an unoccupied p state.  All four samples display a shoulder on the rising edge at ca. 

7710 eV.  This characteristic feature of Co metal originates from the transition of an 

s state electron to a bound s-p hybridised state although this is frequently referred 

termed the 1s → 4p transition involving shake-down processes 
[40]

.   
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Figure 3-114. (a) Normalised ex situ XANES μ(E) spectra for Co metal powder 

samples; as-received, BM, CC700 and SC700.  E0 is the threshold energy.  ‘WLI’ 

denotes the white line intensity at the top of the main absorption edge.  Features 

marked ‘A’ are assigned, in all samples, to the 1s → 4p transition.  This prominence 

of the WLI in the metallic BM and SC700 XANES imply these samples have some 

oxidic component.  Spectral features of the as-received and CC700 samples are 

purely metallic on the other hand. (b) Derivative XANES μ(E)spectra for Co metal 

powder samples.  The position of E0, taken as the maximum in the derivative, is 

displayed.   
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Table 3-5. Edge energies (E0) and white line intensities (WLI) for various Co 

powder samples.   

 

Sample E0 (eV) WLI (a.u.) 

As-received 7706.6 1.01 

BM 7706.5 1.07 

CC700 7706.6 0.99 

SC700 7706.5 1.04 

 

 

The main differences in the XANES between metallic samples are observed in the 

lineshapes at the rising edge maxima; the white lines (WLI).  Figure 3-12 indicates 

the positions of E0 and the WLI.   One such feature is a broad lineshape like that seen 

in the as-received sample (red).  The other is a doublet in this region, a ‘double–

hump’, similar to that seen in the CC700 sample (green).  The nature of the singlet 

and doublet white lines is thought to originate from HCP and FCC structures where, 

with increasing energy, the photoelectron experiences longer range electronic effects 

that are manifested in the XANES region
[41]

.  The XANES regions are strongly 

influenced by multiple-scattering phenomena which would explain the differences 

between FCC and HCP structures. These processes are not fully understood however 

and detailed XANES analysis to support this is beyond the scope of this 

investigation.   

 

The BM and SC700 XANES spectra display increased white line intensities in 

comparison to the as-received and CC700 samples thus suggesting some non-

metallic like character in the samples.  In addition to electronic effects, XANES 

lineshapes are influenced by the local coordination geometry surrounding the 

absorbing atom, i.e. ligand effects 
[42-45]

.  The white line is most prominent in the BM 

sample and is intensified by the presence of coordinating ligands such as oxygen.  

This occurs when the oxygen p orbitals are brought closer to the metal p orbitals and 

this increases the probability of the dipole allowed 1s → 4p transition.  Based on 

these diagnostic spectral features it is very likely that the SC700 and BM samples 
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have undergone partial oxidation.  The edge positions between the samples vary by 

0.2 eV (within error limits) and thus oxidation cannot be quantified using the edge 

positions.  This would, accordingly, suggest a very small oxidic component in BM 

and SC700 samples. 

 

 3.5.4.2 EXAFS 

EXAFS parameters including bond distances and Debye-Waller factors and the 

phase composition  were derived from curve fitting analysis using ex situ Co K-edge 

EXAFS data.  The multi–cluster methodology was implemented with EXAFS data in 

order to determine the Co HCP/FCC phase composition in various cobalt metal 

powders and the results are evaluated herein. 

 

The calculated k
3
-weighted χ(k) spectra and the associated Fourier transforms (phase 

shift uncorrected) for Co HCP and FCC structures are shown in Figure 3-13.  The 

differences between structures are apparent when inspecting the Fourier transforms 

(FT) of the EXAFS above ca. 3.5 Å.  The different amplitudes of the peaks between 

the two structures arise from the difference in number, degeneracy and distance of 

the HCP and FCC scattering paths in this region.   
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Figure 3-125. Calculated EXAFS (above) and the associated Fourier transforms 

(below) for Co HCP and FCC structures (FT range 2-15 Å
−1

).  Multiple-scattering 

effects originate at higher coordination shells and are more intense in the FCC 

structure which accounts for the enhanced intensity of the fourth peak in the FT. 

 

 

Both Co structures exhibit multiple-scattering phenomena at higher coordination 

shells, i.e. beyond the second, which gives rise to higher than expected peak 

amplitudes.  These multiple-scattering effects are particularly strong in FCC, where 

the fourth peak is more intense due to the collinear scattering geometry having a 

strong focusing effect
[46]

. Figure 3-14 graphically depicts the strong multiple-

scattering effects in the FCC structure.  This effect is more pronounced in the FCC 

cluster than the HCP cluster as indicated by a greater enhancement in intensity of the 

fourth peak corresponding to a distance of 5.026 Å.  There are several explanations 

for this: (1) The fourth nearest-neighbour distance is exactly twice the first shell 
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distance in FCC of 2.513 Å.  This is depicted in Figure 3-6 where r4 = 2r1.  In HCP, 

the first shell coordination, N = 12, is split so that there are six nearest neighbours at 

R = 2.498 Å and six at R = 2.510 Å (obtained from FEFF calculations using HCP 

crystal structure) which gives an average of 2.504 Å, marginally smaller than the 

FCC distance.  As a result this alignment exists in the HCP (0001) basal plane but is 

all but lost in other planes whereas in FCC this effect is isotropic 
[47]

.  (2)  There 

exists a much larger number of multiple-scattering paths in the HCP structure and 

this can result in phase cancellation in the EXAFS and thus the reduction in 

amplitude of some peaks in the Fourier transform.   

 

 

 

  

Figure 3-136. The origin of multiple-scattering phenomena in the Co FCC structure.  

The collinear geometry of the first and fourth near-neighbour distances has a 

focusing effect (illustrated on left) which enhances the intensity of the fourth peak in 

the FT (see Figure 3-13). 

 

 

Figure 3-15 displays the best fit of the EXAFS and associated Fourier transforms 

from ex situ data of the as-received cobalt metal powder sample.  These fits represent 

the attempt at modelling the data using Co HCP and FCC phases exclusively.  The 

first peak corresponding to the Co─Co bond distance fits well to both models which 

are in accordance with equal first nearest-neighbour coordination number of 12 and 
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bond distance of ca. 2.50 Å in HCP and FCC structures (Table 3-1).  In the 4 to 6 Å 

region, which encompasses the third and fifth coordination shell, single cluster 

models fail to adequately model the metallic system, in particular between 5 and 6 Å 

where there is largest mismatch between experiment and theory.  These results are 

unsurprising since both HCP and FCC allotropes share identical local geometry, 

below 4 Å, and the structures are indistinguishable in this region.  HCP and FCC 

structures can be resolved using EXAFS by analysing higher coordination shells.  

This is challenging, however, since coordination shells become progressively closer 

in distance and account for significant multiple-scattering effects.   

 

  

  

Figure 3-147. Best fits of the EXAFS (left) and associated Fourier transforms (right) 

of as-received cobalt metal powder using single-cluster modelling of Co HCP and 

FCC phases.  Fit R-factors of 0.0016 and 0.0009 are obtained using HCP and FCC 

models, respectively. 

  

Fitting the EXAFS data of the As-received, BM, SC700 and CC700 samples using 

multi–cluster models indicate an excellent agreement to the calculated structures.  
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The best fits of the EXAFS and FTs are displayed in Figure 3-16.  Table 3-5 

summarises the R-factors and reduced χ
2
 values for the various models.   The 

reduction in both reduced χ
2
 and R-factor indicates, clearly, that the multi-cluster 

HCP/FCC model provides the best description of the data.  All peaks in the FT are 

modelled well, even up to 6 Å, with just a slightly larger residual in the second peak, 

at ca. 3.4 Å, which displays a low intensity and broad amplitude in the Fourier 

transforms of all samples. 
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Figure 3-158. Best fits of the EXAFS (left) and associated Fourier transforms (right) 

of ex situ Co K-edge EXAFS data of various cobalt metal powder samples using 

multi–cluster models.  NB: FT data is uncorrected for phase shift.  For all samples 

the HCP/FCC multi-cluster models yield a very good agreement with the data.  

 

 

Table 3-6. Statistical summary of the models used for fitting of as-received cobalt 

metal powder. 

 

Model Reduced χ
2
 R-factor 

HCP 1223 0.0016 

FCC 451 0.0009 

HCP/FCC 165 0.0003 

 

Results from the structural refinement of the ex situ EXAFS data are evaluated in 

Table 3-6.  In general the parameterisation of the cluster models was kept the same 

for all samples with the exception of the BM sample in which the number of 

independent variables was adjusted from 17 to 15 to obtain the best fit.  At higher-R 

where the distance between coordination shells becomes progressively smaller, the 

refined distances increase, as does the associated estimated uncertainties.  EXAFS is 

a local structural probe and the exponentially damping amplitude terms from the 

inelastic losses and mean free path of the electron, in addition to the inverse R 

squared term, limit the Rmax employed in the analysis.  The accuracy with which 

EXAFS analysis can derive these distances at higher values of R is therefore 
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significantly reduced.  The Debye–Waller factors increase on going from the first to 

the second shell then take relatively stable values (σ
2
 ≈ 0.01 Å

2
) beyond the second 

shell.  The parameterisation of the Debye-Waller factors was increased at higher 

distances to reflect the rigid structures in the cobalt systems.  The uncertainties in the 

Debye-Waller factor do, however, increase due to the highly correlated amplitude 

terms and the limitations of the available data in k-space.  The S0
2
 parameter for 

CC700 and SC700 samples was set to 0.67 and for the BM sample to 0.69.  These 

values were obtained by fitting the EXAFS data prior to multi–cluster modelling, 

due to the absence of Co foil data, using the first shell only.  This ensured the best fit 

was obtained when introducing amplitude mixing parameters into the refinement and 

fitting all R-space data with a cluster size of 6 Å.   

 

A careful and detailed parameterisation of all the single and multiple-scattering paths 

in the multi–cluster models was essential in minimising the correlations between 

parameters and the resultant enlarged uncertainties.  Varying the parameterisation 

can significantly affect the quality of the fit and the magnitude of x and y values.  In 

the case of the SC700 and BM samples the best fit was obtained by parameterisation 

of the model that yield values of x and y that do not sum to one.  This implies that 

there is some component of the EXAFS data that the model cannot account for and 

indeed, SC700 and BM samples show the greatest residua between the experimental 

and calculated data.  Nevertheless fits of acceptable quality and physically 

meaningful values were obtained and the refined amplitude mixing parameters were 

normalised to obtain, quantitatively, the HCP and FCC phase composition.  Fitting 

of the As-received and CC700 data result in x and y values that sum closely to one 

and have also been normalised with respect to each other to give the phase 

composition as a % by phase.   
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Table 3-7. Refinement results from multi-cluster modelling of ex situ Co K-edge 

EXAFS data for various Co metal powder samples.  The uncertainties on the first 

shell Debye-Waller factors are below 10%.  Subsequent shell Debye-Waller factors 

range between 10 and 20 %. 

 

 As-received BM CC700 SC700 

S0
2
 (set) 0.71 0.69 0.67 0.67 

Nind 34 34 34 34 

Nvar 17 15 17 17 

ΔE0 (eV) 7.12 -2.43 7.64 -2.79 

k-range (Å
-1

) 3.2-12 3.2-12 3.2-12 3.2-12 

HCP     

R1 2.49±0.001 2.50±0.006 2.50±0.002 2.49±0.003 

R2 3.53±0.006 3.55±0.021 3.54±0.007 3.52±0.015 

R3 4.08±0.006 4.08±0.013 4.07±0.006 4.08±0.012 

R4 4.35±0.006 4.35±0.013 4.35±0.006 4.35±0.012 

R5 4.81±0.053 5.12±0.168 4.79±0.081 4.68±0.069 

R6 5.04±0.056 5.21±0.088 5.09±0.052 5.14±0.015 

R7 5.61±0.032 5.80±0.088 5.56±0.067 5.78±0.011 

σ
2

1 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.006 

σ
2

2 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.012 

σ
2

3 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.010 

σ
2

4 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.010 

σ
2

5 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.008 

σ
2

6 0.010 0.010 0.008 0.010 

σ
2

7 0.010 0.010 0.008 0.010 

FCC     

R1 2.50±0.001 2.51±0.006 2.50±0.002 2.50±0.003 

R2 3.55±0.006 3.56±0.021 3.55±0.007 3.54±0.015 

R3 4.36±0.006 4.36±0.013 4.36±0.006 4.36±0.015 

R4 5.00±0.037 5.03±0.021 5.00±0.010 5.02±0.018 

R5 5.70±0.037 5.63±0.041 5.69±0.018 5.64±0.023 

σ
2

1 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.006 

σ
2

2 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.013 
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σ
2

3 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.010 

σ
2

4 0.010 0.010 0.008 0.010 

σ
2

5 0.010 0.010 0.008 0.010 

x (HCP) 0.59±0.06 0.23±0.15 0.41±0.10 0.19±0.18 

y (FCC) 0.44±0.06 0.59±0.15 0.56±0.10 0.69±0.18 

Rfit 0.0003 0.0054 0.0007 0.0029 

 

Figure 3-17 illustrates the Co HCP and FCC phase composition, reported as % phase 

fraction, for the various cobalt samples.  The analysis indicates that the As-received 

sample comprises a reasonably equal mixed phase of 57 % HCP and 43 % FCC 

composition.  The SC700 sample contains a more dominant FCC phase which 

suggests that after cooling in air, from above the transformation temperature, the 

reverse FCC to HCP transformation occurs, and ca. 20 % HCP is formed under these 

conditions.  The CC700 sample shows a smaller component of the stable high 

temperature FCC phase, contrary to what is hypothesised since crash cooling should 

“lock in” the high temperature cubic phase, however less FCC is formed under these 

conditions than with the SC700 sample.  This unexpected 20 % difference in FCC 

content between different cooling methods is potentially attributed to oxidation of 

the SC700 sample and the oxidic component is modelled by the cubic phase.   This 

could explain why there is non-unity in summation of the amplitude mixing 

parameters and the larger fit residuum.  The BM sample further exemplifies the 

potential oxide contamination of a metallic sample where the small peak at ca. 2.7 Å 

in the k
3
-weighted FT is observed.  A second shell distance belonging to Co

2+
─Co

2+
 

(oxide) could conceivably appear at ca. 2.7 Å as proposed in Figure 3-18.  The 

prominent sidelobes at the right side of the main peak, however, impede the 

identification of low-Z scatteres, such as O, using different k-weighted FTs due to 

the behaviour of Co phase shift function and back-scattering amplitude.  The 

diagnostic white line intensity in the XANES (Figure 3-12), however, is supportive 

evidence for oxygenated species.  The phase composition of the BM sample obtained 

from EXAFS analysis is 72 % FCC and 28 % HCP.  Due to the potential partial 

oxidation of the BM sample, the FCC phase component of ca. 70 % is likely to be an 

overestimation.  The incorporation of bulk oxide phases into the multi–cluster 

models for both BM and SC700 EXAFS data analysis was attempted but was 
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unsuccessful in capturing oxygenated species and therefore it is our belief that some 

surface oxide species lacking long-range order are formed which exhibit a Co─O 

bond length that deviates from that in the bulk.  

 

 

Figure 3-169. Co phase composition in various Co samples as HCP/FCC fraction.  

Results were obtained from Co K-edge EXAFS analysis using multi – cluster models.  

The errors from least squares fitting are as follows: As-received ±6%, BM ±18%, 

CC700 ±10% and SC700 ±20%. 
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Figure 3-20. Potential origin of the small peak at ca. 2.7 Å in the FT (phase shift 

uncorrected) of the BM sample attributed to oxide contamination.  The oxidic 

species we propose lacks sufficient long-range order to be detected from EXAFS 

analysis where crystallographic data is required by the program.  A surface oxide 

species is likely to exist in small amounts, which does not have bulk characteristics, 

and which is why the second shell distance, r2, from Co scattering, is detected 

only.*2.7Å plus phase shift. 

 

3.5.5 In situ XRD/XAS of Co metal powder 

 

3.5.5.1 X-ray Diffraction 

The in situ X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the heating of the As-received 

cobalt metal powder with sequential XRD/XAS measurements are shown in Figure 

3-19.  The broad peaks in the XRD pattern that do not belong to metallic Co HCP 

and FCC phases originate from γ-Al2O3 (diluent).  The reflections belonging to both 

HCP and FCC phases, in the 2θ range 32 to 44°, are highlighted.  The peak at ca. 35° 

2θ is an overlap of the HCP (002) and FCC (111) reflections, which gains in 

intensity between 444 °C and 561 °C.  The emergence of peak at ca. 41° 2θ, 

belonging to the FCC (022) reflection, and the decrease in intensity of diffraction 

peaks at ca. 33° and 37.5° 2θ, belonging to HCP (010) and HCP (011) reflections 

respectively, also occur over this temperature regime.  In situ XRD indicates, 

therefore, that the HCP to FCC phase transformation is kinetically hindered, 

proceeding between 444 and 561 °C.  Moreover XRD highlights the inability to fully 
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resolve the Co HCP and FCC structures due to the overlapping reflections from 

HCP, FCC and γ-Al2O3 phases and the need for further characterisations techniques 

to fully characterise this mixed phase system.     

 

 

Figure 3-21. In situ X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from heating and cooling of 

as-received Co metal powder.  Reflections belonging to Co HCP and FCC phases 

are labelled.  Additional broad peaks originate from γ-Al2O3. 

 

3.5.5.2 XANES analysis 

The XANES spectra obtained from in situ Co K-edge measurements on cobalt metal 

powder as a function of temperature are plotted over the energy range 7680 to 7790 

eV in Figure 3-20.  From inspection of these plots it is evident that cobalt remains in 

the reduced state as indicated by the position in energy of the rising absorption edge, 

at 7713 eV, and the shoulder located at the mid-point of the edge which confirm the 

Co
0
 state.  These features remain static upon heating and cooling.  As previously 

observed in our study on the ex situ Co K-edge XANES, the formation of a ‘double-
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hump’ at the white line is apparent (Figure 3-20 inset).  This spectral feature begins 

at around 522 °C and persists up to the final scan at room temperature, after cooling, 

and is a phenomenological effect of the HCP to FCC allotropic phase transformation, 

which occurs in this temperature regime.  Temperature effects in the near-edge 

region of the absorption spectrum are rarely, if at all, a consideration in XANES 

fingerprinting.   

 

 

 

3.5.5.3 EXAFS analysis 

The multi–cluster models developed and optimised using ex situ Co K-edge EXAFS 

data were implemented for the in situ Co K-edge QuickEXAFS data of cobalt metal 

powder to elucidate the cobalt phase composition and its phase transformation.  

Analysis was performed in order to extract detailed structural information including 

Debye–Waller factors and bond distances and in particular to see how the phase 

composition varies with temperature through refinement of the amplitude mixing 

parameters.    

Figure 3-22. In situ XANES plots from the heating to 575 °C and cooling to room 

temperature of as-received Co metal powder.  Inset shows the formation of a double-

hump at the top of the rising edge, with onset at ca. 522 °C. 
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It is noteworthy that, at higher temperatures, the data contain a higher level of noise.  

The increase in thermal motion is modelled by the Debye–Waller factor however the 

lower signal-to-noise ratio at high temperatures is detrimental by shortening the 

useable data in k-space in the analysis.  Indeed this is one of the major drawbacks of 

the EXAFS technique in that the information extracted from analysis is limited by 

the available data: a shortened k-range reduces Nvar.  The multi-cluster model has a 

high degree of parameterisation and for these reasons a terminating kmax of 10.5 Å
−1

 

was selected for the analyses.  Some data sets measured at higher temperature 

(isothermally after 80, 92 and 96 minutes) contained considerable noise at high-k and 

resulted in instabilities in the refinement.  For these reasons they have been excluded 

in the reported data analysis. 

 

Figure 3-21 is the plot of the in situ k
2
-weighted Fourier transform data (phase shift 

uncorrected) from heating of the as-received Co metal powder up to 575 ⁰C and 

subsequent cooling to room temperature.  The amplitude of the peaks in the Fourier 

transform are attenuated by the thermal disorder component the Debye–Waller 

factor, as can be seen by the decrease in amplitude of the first shell peak, with 

increasing temperature and its restoration upon cooling to room temperature.  The 

position of the first peak, at ca. 2.15 Å, in the Fourier transform remains unchanged 

and corresponds to the first Co─Co coordination shell, i.e. the metallic Co―Co bond 

distance. The Co―Co coordination number is 12 for FCC and HCP structures, 

therefore any variation in the peak amplitudes is solely due to thermal effects.   
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Figure 3-173. In situ Co K-edge EXAFS Fourier transform spectra (k
2
-weighted) 

from heating to 575 °C and cooling to room temperature of as-received cobalt metal 

powder. 

 

The results of the refinement of the HCP and FCC Co─Co bond distances, as a 

function of temperature, are represented in Figure 3-22.  The values range between 

2.475 and 2.510 Å, with the exception of an outlier at 84 min, and are consistent 

with crystallographic data.  HCP and FCC lattice expansion with increasing 

temperature is expected to take place however there is no supporting evidence for 

this from the EXAFS derived bond distances.  This is a common phenomenon in 

EXAFS at elevated temperatures where a Gaussian function for peak fitting is 

inappropriate due to the anharmonic behaviour arising from the vibrations of atom 

pairs exhibiting an asymmetric distribution of bond lengths
[48]

.  The first shell 

Debye–Waller factors are plotted in Figure 3-22 and display a strong positive 

correlation with temperature. This is due to the increase in thermal vibrations of the 

atoms in the first coordination shell generating a greater mean square displacement 

of bond distances.  There is some variation in the Debye-Waller factor between 60 

and 116 min. and this is attributed to changes in static disorder in the cobalt system, 
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since the measurements are under isothermal conditions there should be little change 

in thermal contributions.  The agreement (R) factors of each fit are plot in Figure 3-

22 and are, in general, low.  This clearly indicates a good agreement between the 

measured and calculated EXAFS data and thus the successful implementation of the 

multi–cluster models with QuickEXAFS data on the cobalt metal powder system.  

Representative best fits of in situ EXAFS data and the associated FTs are displayed 

in Figure 3-23. 
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Figure 3-184. The variation of Co─Co bond lengths (above), first shell Debye – 

Waller factors (middle) and fit R-factors (below) with temperature from EXAFS 

analysis of in situ Co K-edge EXAFS data using multi-cluster models.   
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Figure 3-195. Representative best fits obtained from multi-cluster modelling of k
2
-

weighted Co K-edge in situ EXAFS data (left) and associated FTs (right) measured 

at 54 °C (top), 326 °C (middle) and the final scan at 575 °C (bottom).     
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The refinement of the amplitude mixing parameters for HCP and FCC clusters yield, 

quantitatively, the Co phase composition and this is represented for in situ Co data as 

a function of temperature in Figure 3-24.  The analyses clearly indicate the metallic 

sample comprises a mixed HCP/FCC phase in the starting material and a mixed 

phase exists with heating up to 575 °C.  The HCP phase is the more dominant phase, 

although the results do show that in modelling of some of the data between 54 and 

575 °C FCC is more dominant.  This is due to some instability of the refinements 

due to the data quality and not any structural effects.   The HCP content falls 

dramatically in the third scan at 575 °C, corresponding to a time interval of 240 

seconds between scans.  An almost pure FCC phase is detected in the subsequent 

scan at 575 °C (some HCP is captured in the analysis however this falls within 

experimental uncertainty) thus elucidating the HCP to FCC transformation.   This 

implies that the transformation is complete and takes place quickly with respect to 

the timescale of the measurements.  Proceeding isothermal scans, with some 

exceptions due to refinement instabilities, display a single FCC phase.  The data 

upon cooling suggest there is hysteresis in the FCC to HCP transformation via the 

reappearance of the HCP phase in the measured data at 115 °C.  At room 

temperature, unlike prior to the ramping, the structural composition contains a more 

dominant FCC phase. 
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Figure 3-206. Phase composition analysis.  Results show the Co HCP/FCC phase 

fraction within the Co metal powder determined using multi–cluster modelling of in 

situ Co K-edge EXAFS data.  EXAFS data measured after 80, 92 and 96 minutes 

(under isothermal conditions) have been excluded due to instabilities in the fitting 

routine.  
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3.6 Conclusion 

Previously, the phase composition of metallic Co powders had been investigated 

using techniques including NMR and XRD probing the short-range and average 

long-range structures, respectively
[16]

.  These laboratory based techniques have 

encountered difficulties in characterising this type of system due to faulted regions 

such as phase boundaries, that can be XRD amorphous, and small particle sizes, that 

can be ‘silent’ to the NMR signal.  Furthermore discrepancies between the results 

obtained from these techniques that were performed ex situ, highlighted the need for 

more in depth structural studies.  This investigation has successfully addressed some 

of the issues surrounding the characterisation of a mixed phase model Co Fischer–

Tropsch system through extending structural studies to the medium-range ordering 

using high resolution techniques at synchrotron sources.   XAS and PDF techniques 

circumvent problematic issues encountered by conventional characterisation 

techniques including small particle sizes and disordered regions, as is crucial to their 

growing practical application.  Although addressing the inherent localised disorder, 

arising from stacking faults and phase boundaries, has not been the focus of this 

study (this would warrant future work), detailed structural information on HCP and 

FCC structures in a variety of Co metal powders has been garnered, for the first time, 

through application of these techniques.   

 

For pure metallic cobalt samples these proved to be robust models for modelling ex 

situ data, where the use of single clusters to model PDF and EXAFS data were 

inadequate.  From PDF, excellent agreement was obtained in modelling some of the 

experimental data.  In some cases sample oxidation hindered the characterisation of 

the metallic species and oxidic components could not be accounted for in the model, 

most likely through formation of non-bulk like surface species.  Attempts were also 

made to include additional phases; at present this was unsuccessful and so the 

analysis was constrained to using biphasic models.  When the PDF fits were of good 

quality, the uncertainties on the phase scale parameters, which measure phase 

composition, were low.  Rietveld analysis of ex situ diffraction data also provided a 

quantitative measure of phase composition in some Co metal powders.  In general, 

the results were in good agreement with those obtained from PDF multi-cluster 
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modelling.  Thus, improving the reliability of results obtained from using PDF multi-

cluster models.  These results also suggested that some additional oxidic phases may 

be present.  Interpretation of ex situ XANES spectra also highlighted oxide 

contamination in some of the Co samples, supporting the results from EXAFS multi–

cluster modelling (via lower R factors).  Good agreement with experimental data was 

obtained elsewhere using HCP/FCC multi-cluster models which required a high 

degree of parameterisation to reduce the number of variables in the fitting and 

correlations between them.  The magnitude of the uncertainties in the coordination 

number, N, derived from EXAFS analysis, is comparable to those obtained in 

deriving the HCP/FCC phase composition. 

 

The multi–cluster methodology was further developed by implementing with in situ 

EXAFS and PDF data with the aim of tracking the HCP to FCC phase 

transformation as a function of temperature.  PDF, in this instance, is a more 

accurate tool for following the transformation because the number of refineable 

parameters in EXAFS analysis is limited by the available data in k- and R- space.  

Modelling the EXAFS with temperature resolved data showed encouraging results in 

the first study of its kind however the available k-space data was restricted at higher 

temperatures due to lower S/N ratios and where peak broadening in the Fourier 

transforms limits the information content of the data, thus affecting the interpretation 

of Co phase composition over the transformation.  Minimising the number of 

parameters that are refined in multi-cluster models and the correlations between 

them has proved to be crucial to obtain reliable results.  Amplitude mixing 

parameters in EXAFS modelling can vary significantly and are very sensitive to the 

parameterisation of the model. PDF gives potentially more reliable results due to the 

far greater available data in r-space and absence of multiple-scattering effects which 

seem to dominate the EXAFS when analysing cluster sizes extending up to 6 Å 

 

Through the development of analytical methodologies in this work, as applied to a 

model catalytic system, the characterisation of multi-component phases, irrespective 

of local distortions or long range disorder, has been demonstrated successfully.  

Importantly, quantitative information on phase composition and transformation has 
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been garnered through development of multi–cluster modelling methodologies.  This 

is particularly challenging for EXAFS data where analysis is routinely restricted to 

the first few coordination shells.   

Future possibilities could see structural studies on Co powders by a combined 

PDF/XAS technique.  This would be much preferable over employing each 

technique separately as any environmental, sample or beamline fluctuations that may 

arise performing spectroscopic and scattering studies individually may be eliminated.  

This combined setup is currently not available however advancements in synchrotron 

technology may soon enable this setup to be achieved.  Furthermore, a combined 

PDF and EXAFS analysis approach is already available using RMC modelling 

although currently understanding phase transformation behaviour has not been 

implemented. 
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Chapter 4 A combined in situ XANES/EXAFS/XRD study 

of a model Fischer-Tropsch catalyst 

 

 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

In this chapter the results of an in situ investigation into the speciation of a model 

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) supported cobalt catalyst are discussed.  A combination of X-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to 

understand the structure of the catalyst in its precursor state and time resolved 

studies were performed in order to deduce the structural changes occurring within 

the catalyst undergoing reduction.  The 20 wt.% Co/Al2O3 catalyst was reduced at 

500 °C under hydrogen which is realistic in terms of Fischer-Tropsch operating 

temperatures and relevant to real working catalysts.  Results of XANES analysis, 

including linear combination fitting using a set of reference materials, supported 

those from EXAFS analysis.  XRD supported both XANES and EXAFS analysis, 

highlighting that there is a significant unreduced component to the reduced catalyst.  

EXAFS proved to be indispensable in understanding the structure of the unreduced 

component within the catalyst which leads us to believe that Co
2+

 ions insert into the 

γ-alumina framework upon reduction generating hard-to-reduce, non-bulk like, 

species.  
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4.2 Introduction 

In chapter two the structure of a model FT catalyst, Co metal powder, was 

investigated wherein the HCP/FCC phase composition in various Co metal powders 

and at temperatures below and above the phase transformation temperature was 

determined.  This was a methodological development which expanded our 

fundamental understanding of the mixed phase system in the reduced catalyst.  In an 

attempt to complete this investigation into the structure of the active and precursor 

state, it is our aim to study the speciation of a working catalyst undergoing reduction.  

 

There are numerous issues surrounding supported cobalt catalysts used in FT 

synthesis relating to their activation, deactivation 
[1-6]

, reduction 
[7, 8]

 
[9]

, metal-

support interactions 
[10, 11]

, crystallite size 
[2, 12]

, reducibility, promoters 
[13-16]

 and 

water effects 
[17, 18]

 
[19]

.  These factors often exhibit interdependencies and the scope 

and number of investigations into cobalt FT catalysts is extensive. With respect to 

catalyst structure, there still exist discrepancies in the experimental evidence in the 

literature primarily due to the varying conditions under which these studies were 

performed.  As a result, research in this field continues to expand.   

 

As described previously, it is widely understood that the catalyst in its active state 

contains reduced cobalt metal particles supported on high surface area carriers such 

as alumina 
[20-22]

.  The structure–function relationship is incomplete however due to 

the existence of additional cobalt phases, as cobalt oxides in the catalyst (Co3O4, 

CoO, CoAl2O4) although they do not possess catalytic activity 
[21]

.  Catalyst 

calcination generates a supported Co3O4 phase via the thermal/reductive 

decomposition of cobalt nitrate 
[14]

.  Although metal-support interactions play an 

important role in FT catalysis by essentially anchoring the metal particles onto the 

support, the stabilising interaction of Co with alumina can significantly affect the 

reducibility of the oxide leading to a detrimental effect on catalytic activity
[8, 23]

.  The 

strong metal-support interactions generate hard–to–reduce oxide-support compounds 

that do not produce active sites for FT synthesis 
[23, 24]

. Silica–supported Co catalysts 

have been shown to form irreducible Co species upon calcination through migration 
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of Co
2+

 into the support matrix
[25]

.  This effect is much stronger in γ-alumina 

supported catalysts due to the stronger metal-support interaction 
[23, 26]

 as illustrated 

in Figure 4-1.  To a lesser extent this is also a significant effect in α-supported 

catalysts
[27]

.  Studies have shown that with increased cobalt loading, larger Co 

clusters are formed and the reducibility is improved through a decrease of 

interactions with the support 
[26, 28]

.   

 

 

Figure 4-1. Variations in strength of metal-support interactions based on different 

supports.  These interactions have a profound effect on catalyst reducibility and 

crystallite size 
[29]

. 

 

The formation of hard–to–reduce species upon calcination arises due to similarities 

in the structures of Co3O4 and Al2O3 and their respective ionic radii where the defect 

spinel structure of γ-alumina facilitates the migration of Co
2+

 ions (from Co3O4) into 

the support framework 
[27, 30]

.  Diffusion of Al
3+

 into the Co3O4 spinel framework can 

also occur through isovalent substitution particularly at high calcination 

temperatures.  Contrarily, some authors report that irreducible Co phases are not 

formed during calcination but during reduction of the Co catalyst 
[31]

 or indeed both 

[32-34]
.  Irrespective of whether calcination or reduction is responsible, the formation 

of cobalt-alumina phases impacts strongly on the generation of FT active Co
0
 

particles 
[14]

.  Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) is a useful tool to 

understand the catalyst reduction however there is controversy in the literature as to 
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the nature of the reduction species where cobalt loading, calcination temperature and 

promoter effect can cloud interpretation 
[26, 35]

.  Highly dispersed, amorphous species 

appear at higher reduction temperatures in the TPR between ca. 500 and 800 °C 
[31]

. 

 

The structural similarities of the calcination product – Co3O4 and the γ-alumina 

support phase – severely impedes characterisation using XRD.  Moreover, when 

metal-support phases are generated they are not necessarily bulk like structures; Co
2+

 

has been shown to migrate into cation vacancies of the first few layers of the alumina 

framework 
[27]

, thus are characterised as surface type species lacking long-range 

order.  Some authors have reported the formation of an irreducible cobalt aluminate, 

CoAl2O4, phase 
[29, 36]

 and some have linked its formation to Co particle size 
[28]

 and 

calcination temperature 
[37]

.  Some of the investigations highlighted in this 

introduction emphasise that a complex interplay of particle size, dispersion and 

reducibility exists.  Furthermore, these types of studies demonstrate that before 

correlations can be made to catalytic performance, a full structural knowledge of the 

system is essential.  Various parameters seem to control catalyst structure; literature, 

however, is lacking in agreement as to the nature of the reduced species contained 

within the catalyst.  XAS has been widely applied to the study of these supported Co 

catalysts since it provides excellent information on the local structure and can be 

performed in situ under realistic conditions.  In addition to ex situ XAS structural 

studies 
[14, 38]

, Khodakov and co-workers have carried out a series of time resolved 

XANES and EXAFS investigations 
[39-42]

 to investigate the activation, speciation and 

reducibility of alumina and silica supported catalysts under realistic FT conditions.  

Ex situ and in situ XAS has also been employed extensively by Davis and co-

workers to investigate calcination 
[43]

, reduction
[35, 44]

  and promoter effects 
[36, 45]

.   

XAS has been shown to be a powerful tool in detecting cobalt aluminate phases 

where both XANES and EXAFS have been employed to probe the local atomic 

structure around cobalt sites 
[46-48]

.  Notwithstanding new structural information 

garnered using these techniques on the nature of the unreduced species, there is no 

clear agreement as to whether or not cobalt aluminate is formed.   
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In summary, there is abundant literature surrounding Co FT catalysts.    XAS seems 

to be an ideal technique for investigations of the structure of the precursor and active 

state of supported cobalt catalysts due to the non-crystalline nature of cobalt-alumina 

phases having properties that deviate from that of the bulk.   

 

4.3 Aims and objectives 

Our aim is to understand the reduction behaviour of a realistic unpromoted Co/Al2O3 

FT catalyst using combined in situ XANES/EXAFS/XRD techniques.  More 

specifically, we will use time resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy for speciation 

within the catalyst undergoing reduction.  XRD and laboratory TPR data will be 

used to support our findings.  Due to the vast amount of literature that surrounds the 

formation of surface and bulk like oxidic Co species upon catalyst activation and 

reduction, we shall put our results into context with reference to the existing 

literature.    
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4.4 Experimental  

 

4.4.1 Sample preparation  

This study used a model 20 wt.% Co/Al2O3 catalyst which was prepared by Johnson 

Matthey.  The catalyst was prepared by dissolving 19.76 g of cobalt nitrate 

hexahydrate (Alfa Aesar) in 9 ml of demineralised water by warming 16 g of gamma 

alumina (HP14-150, Sasol, 150 m
2
 g

-1
) was added to the solution. The resulting pink 

solid was dried at 105°C for 3 hrs and calcined in static air at 400°C for 1 h using a 

2°C/min ramp rate.  Reference materials used in this study were Co3O4, CoO and Co 

metal powder.  These were all obtained from Alfa Aesar. 

 

4.4.2 Laboratory temperature programmed reduction (TPR) 

For TPR measurements the following samples were used: 1) 2.72 g of Co3O4 mixed 

with 8 g of γ-Al2O3. 2) 2.54 g of CoO mixed with 8 g of γ-Al2O3.  3) A 20 wt.% 

Co/Al2O3 catalyst (as described above).  A 10 % H2/Ar gas mix was used using a 

flow rate of 30 ml/min and a ramp rate of 10°C/min with a 10 min hold at the 

maximum TPR temperature.  

 

4.4.3 Combined in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy/X-ray diffraction  

The combined XAS/XRD measurements were performed at the BM29 beamline of 

the ESRF as described in chapter two.  For this investigation, an identical setup and 

scan parameters as the investigation on cobalt metal powders in chapter two were 

used. Samples were ground using a pestle and mortar and mixed with γ-alumina, as 

diluent, to produce a homogeneous powder sample.  For the reference materials, the 

following masses of each powder were used: 13 mg of CoO and 13 mg of Co3O4.  40 

mg of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst were used.  The varying weight of samples used reflect 

the varying wt.% of Co within each sample and the relative concentrations of Co 

once physically mixed with γ-alumina.  The sample weights were calculated a priori 

to ensure the absorption at the edge jump in the X-ray absorption spectrum was 
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optimised.  For in situ TPR experiments using Co3O4 and CoO, the maximum TPR 

temperature reached was 550 °C.  For the Co/Al2O3 catalyst the TPR reached 500 

°C.  A 5 °C/min ramp rate was used in all experiments.  After heat treatment samples 

were cooled down to room temperature whilst continuing to collect XAS and XRD 

data. 

 

4.4.4 Data analysis 

 

4.4.4.1 XAS analysis 

For background subtraction and normalisation, Athena 
[49]

 was used where routine 

data reduction procedures were employed.  For XANES analysis, E0 was selected to 

be the energy of the maximum in the first derivative. EXAFS analysis was 

performed using the EXCURVE98 program 
[50]

.  Co3O4, CoO and Co metal powder 

were used as reference materials in XANES linear combination fitting and EXAFS 

analysis.  The amplitude reduction factor, S0
2
(obtained from cobalt metal powder), 

was set at 0.71 for analysis.  For EXAFS analysis of Co3O4 and Co/Al2O3, samples 

the first two coordination shells were fit.  In data where more than one species exist 

only the first coordination shell of each species were fit to ensure that over-fitting of 

the data was not an issue.  

 

4.4.4.2 XRD analysis 

In order to extract the two dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns raw XRD data was 

converted using the Fit2D program 
[51]

.  Subsequent background removal and peak 

fitting was performed using the Fityk program 
[52]

.  Analysis was restricted to 

measuring the peak areas of the reflections that showed clear, well defined peaks.  

Due to the poorly crystalline nature of the dominant γ-alumina support phase, 

extraneous reflections originating from the in situ cell and the quality of the 

diffraction data obtained from in situ measurements, Pawley fitting or Rietveld 

analysis were not performed.  Phase identification was achieved by fingerprinting the 

diffraction patterns using the positions of the reflections with literature values.  The 
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assignment of the peaks in the Co/Al2O3 data could thus be made using the reference 

materials.  Clear changes could be observed in peak areas and thus was sufficient in 

determining the emergence and disappearance of cobalt containing phases over the 

course of the reduction.   
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4.5 Results and Discussion 

The results of the temperature programmed reduction of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst and 

cobalt oxide reference materials are first discussed.  In situ XANES and EXAFS 

analyses are subsequently evaluated with respect to the Co/Al2O3 catalyst and cobalt 

oxide reference materials.  Combined in situ X-ray diffraction shall also be reported 

with respect to the Co/Al2O3 catalyst only.  Finally, a proposed structure is 

hypothesised by rationalising the results from these techniques. 

 

4.5.1 Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) 

Qualitative information regarding cobalt reducibility is generated through TPR 

experiments and can be cross correlated with results from XANES, EXAFS and 

XRD analyses.  A single hydrogen consumption peak is observed in the TPR curves 

for CoO and Co3O4 (Figure 4-2) at around 360 and 370 °C (10 °C/min), respectively, 

and corresponds to the direct and uninhibited reductions to metallic cobalt.  In CoO 

this represents the Co
2+

 to Co
0
 reduction and in Co3O4 this is attributed to Co

3+
 to 

Co
0
 reduction.  The two reduction steps, Co

3+
 → Co

2+
 and Co

2+
 → Co

0
, in Co3O4 

only display a single peak in the TPR and this is arises because both steps have 

lower activation energies compared to the alumina supported catalyst due to the 

absence of support interactions 
[53]

. 

 

The TPR profile of the 20 wt. % Co/Al2O3 sample, calcined at 400 °C, in Figure 4-2 

contains several hydrogen consumption peaks.  A small peak (A) is observed at 

260°C, likely attributed to the reductive decomposition of residual cobalt nitrate or 

the reduction of CoO(OH) species 
[54, 55]

.  A more intense peak at around 325 °C (B) 

can be assigned to the reduction of Co
3+

 to Co
2+

 species (1) corresponding to 

reduction of Co3O4 to CoO crystallites which is an easy reduction step indicated by 

the relatively narrow temperature range of the peak.  The intensity of the peak is 

related to the proportion of reducible Co ions; Co3O4 has a normal spinel structure 

where one third of Co
2+

 ions in tetrahedral (Td) positions and two thirds of Co
3+

 ions 

in octahedral (Oh) positions 
[56]

.  It is, therefore, the most intense peak in the TPR.   It 
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is well known that catalyst calcination results in the decomposition of cobalt nitrate 

complexes to preferentially form Co3O4 crystallites 
[57]

.  In our study a calcination 

temperature of 400 °C would not favour formation of a CoAl2O4 phase upon 

calcination and indeed no reduction peak is observed a higher temperature indicating 

almost complete reduction.  The TPR profile exhibits a much broader higher 

temperature peak (C), beginning at around 400 °C and extending up to around 750 

°C, and is assigned to Co
2+

 → Co
0
 reduction of CoO to metallic Co (2).  The very 

broad nature of this peak originates from the much harder to reduce Co
2+

 species.  

The TPR profiles demonstrate that the reduction behaviour of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

is distinctly different from that of bulk Co3O4 despite being isostructural prior to 

reduction.   

 

Co3O4 + H2 → 3CoO + H2O  (1) 

CoO + H2 → Co + H2O  (2) 
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Figure 4-2. TPR profiles of 20 wt.% Co/Al2O3 catalyst (calcined at 400 °C) and  

Co3O4 and CoO mixed with γ-alumina (10% H2/Ar mixture, 30 ml/min flow, ramping 

rate 10°C/min). 

 

4.5.2 XANES  

For speciation of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst using XANES, spectral features in the 

reference materials can be used to fingerprint the catalyst XANES spectrum.  We 

shall briefly discuss the origins of the features we see in the XANES belonging to Co 

metal and its oxides.  The XANES data obtained at room temperature for Co3O4, 

CoO and metallic Co are displayed in Figure 4-3.  The position of E0 shifts to higher 

energy with increasing Co oxidation state in the sequence Co
0
 → CoO → Co3O4.  In 

Co3O4 the higher valent ions, in addition to the local geometry of the Co atoms, give 

rise to the different lineshape of the XANES in comparison to the CoO reference 

material, which contains only Co
2+

 species.  The small pre-edge feature, at ca. 7712 

eV, in the spinel arises from the 1s → 3d dipole forbidden transition and gains 

intensity due to the overlap of oxygen p orbitals with cobalt d orbitals; termed ‘dp 

mixing’ 
[58]

.  The intensity of the pre-edge feature below the absorption edge is 

strongly dependent on the coordination geometry of the metal ion and is a diagnostic 

spectral feature used in XANES analysis to discriminate structures based on their 
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local coordination geometries.  In Co3O4 the pre-edge feature is more prominent than 

in CoO.  This arises due to the non-centrosymmetric nature of Co
2+

 ions (Td) in 

Co3O4 compared to Oh Co
2+

 ions in CoO.  With increasing photoelectron energy the 

XANES lineshapes have further distinguishing features between the metallic and 

oxidic species.  The white line intensity of CoO is more intense, and at lower energy, 

than that of Co3O4.  This is due to the very directional bonding exhibited in CoO 

where the Co─O bonding in the octahedra have strong overlap and thus the white 

line intensity is enhanced 
[59, 60]

.   

 

 

Figure 4-3. Stacked XANES spectra of metallic Co, CoO and Co3O4 reference 

materials.  The feature marked ‘A’ corresponds to the 1s → 4p transition observed 

in all spectra.  The pre-edge feature marked ‘B’ in Co3O4 arises due to Co
2+

 ions 

with Td symmetry.  This feature is absent in CoO due to centrosymmetric Oh 

symmetry of the Co
2+

 ions. 
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4.5.3 In situ XANES analysis 

In situ XANES data were collected for cobalt oxide reference materials and the 

Co/Al2O3 catalyst.  These plots highlight the dynamic spectral features associated 

with the reference materials and catalyst over the course of the reduction and can be 

used to fingerprint the in situ catalyst spectra.  Semi-quantitative information can be 

readily obtained by analysing the position in energy of the absorption edge and the 

intensity of the white line which evolve in the in situ XANES spectra.  Identifying 

the evolution of these diagnostic features is particularly useful for determining the 

nature of the species present over the course of the reduction.  Using the XANES 

spectra of reference materials, linear combination fitting (LCF) of the Co/Al2O3 

XANES was performed to obtain a quantitative measure of the Co species composed 

within the catalyst over the course of the reduction and thus an overall extent of 

reduction in the catalyst. R-factors were consistently low indicating the appropriate 

standards were used in the spectral fitting.  With respect to the reduction of the two 

reference oxides described first, the catalyst XANES analysis is described here.  

 

4.5.3.1 Co3O4 

In situ XANES spectra from the reduction of the Co3O4 reference material are 

displayed in Figure 4-4 highlighting the fast changes occurring over the course of the 

reduction.  The variation in the edge position and white line intensity, plot in Figure 

4-5, reflects this.  The white line and pre-edge feature, signatures of oxide and spinel 

structures respectively, are maintained up to 352 °C at which point there is a rapid 

change in the XANES.  The fast reduction in white line intensity is mirrored by the 

decrease in energy of the edge position.  The decrease in intensity and shift to lower 

energy of the white line with simultaneous decrease in edge energy indicates the 

point of reduction of Co
3+

 to Co
2+

 which occurs fast between 333 and 392 °C (69 and 

80 min).  At 372 °C, the spectrum closely resembles that of CoO where the pre-edge 

peak is half way between that of Co3O4 and the metallic shoulder peak at the mid-

point of the edge.  The XANES features after heating to 550 °C are consistent with 

those of metallic cobalt; disappearance of the white line intensity and emergence of 

the shoulder at the mid-point of the edge (see Figure 4-3).  The normalised white line 

intensity falls below 1 at the end of the reduction confirming the pure metallic nature 
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of the reduced species.  The rapidly changing XANES features between 352 °C and 

392 °C suggest the fast and complete reduction of Co3O4 to CoO to Co metal where 

CoO exists as a short-lived intermediate species.   

 

 

Figure 4-4. Co3O4 reference material in situ XANES spectra obtained with heating 

under hydrogen. 
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Figure 4-5. Absorption edge (E0) and white line analysis for the Co3O4 reference 

material. 

 

The fitting standards used for LCF of the Co3O4 XANES consisted of i) the initial 

room temperature XANES of the Co3O4 reference material as a Co3O4 standard, ii) 

the initial room temperature XANES of the CoO reference material as a CoO 

standard and iii) the final room temperature XANES after the reduction of the Co3O4 

reference material as a reduced metallic Co standard.  The use of the reduced Co3O4 

XANES as metallic Co standard was preferred over using that of the Co metal 

powder XANES data since improved fits were obtained via this method.  The results 

of the Co3O4 XANES LCF are illustrated in Figure 4-6 which displays the relative 

concentrations of each cobalt species over the reduction.  The results indicate that the 

reduction to CoO begins from 333 °C; up to this point Co3O4 has the spinel structure.  

Although a slight decrease in the Co3O4 internal standard is observed prior to this, 

this is likely attributed to the uncertainty in the fitting procedure.   At 372 °C the 

maximum CoO content is reached, ca. 50 %, where the coexistence of metallic and 

spinel phases is also observed at 42 and 9 % respectively.  The reduction to Co
0
 is 

complete by 412 °C where only fully reduced species are detected in the LCF (CoO 

is detected at very low concentrations < 5% and considered to be absent).  LCF 
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confirms, quantitatively, here that CoO exists only as a short lived intermediate 

species and Co3O4 fully reduces to metallic cobalt.    

 

 

Figure 4-6. The relative concentration profiles in Co3O4 obtained from XANES LCF.  

Estimated uncertainties are within the size of the symbols. 

 

4.5.3.2 CoO  

The in situ XANES profiles belonging to the CoO reference material are displayed in 

Figure 4-7.  There are clear changes in the XANES lineshapes beginning at 356 °C, 

characterised by the fall-off in intensity of the white line concomitant with the 

disappearance of the pre-edge and emergence of the shoulder at the mid-point of the 

rising absorption edge.  From analysis of the absorption edge and white line 

intensity, represented in Figure 4-8, these features show a strong positive correlation.  

The simultaneous sudden decrease in white line intensity and edge position between 

60 and 72 minutes (337 and 395 °C) highlights the fast, one step, Co
2+

 → Co
0
, 

reduction of CoO.  At the end of the reduction the white line intensity falls to below 

1 confirming fully reduced Co species are present.  An overall shift of 6.7 eV in the 

edge position between the pre- and post-reduced material is observed.  This 

observation highlights that there is discordancy between edge analyses of Co3O4 and 

CoO XANES data. It is expected that, due to the higher valent Co ions in the spinel 

structure, the energy shift is larger than that seen in CoO, however this is clearly not 

the case.  The edge position at which point the Co3O4 undergoes the first reduction 
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pathway to CoO is consistent with the value for the pre-reduced CoO material, ca. 

7721 eV, however the subsequent shift of the edge position to lower energy is ca. 1.5 

eV compared to ca. 6.5 eV in the single reduction of CoO to Co
0
.  The origin of this 

anomaly in edge positions, likely pertaining to the CoO reference material rather 

than Co3O4, remains unclear.  LCF analysis for CoO was not performed owing to the 

direct Co
2+

 → Co
0
 reduction pathway that the material undergoes. 

 

 

Figure 4-7. CoO reference material in situ XANES spectra obtained with heating 

under hydrogen. 
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Figure 4-8. Absorption edge (E0) and white line analysis for the CoO reference 

material. 

    

4.5.3.3 Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

The in situ XANES data of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst are displayed in Figure 4-9.  It is 

evident that the starting material has the spinel structure as evidenced by the first 

XANES spectrum which closely resembles that of bulk Co3O4. The position of the 

main absorption edge and the pre-edge, at 7722.5 and 7713.6 eV, respectively, is 

equal to that found in the spinel structure.  The Co3O4 structure is maintained within 

the catalyst during the reduction up to the data recorded at 295 °C.  At 315 °C a 

change in the XANES indicates the first reduction pathway, Co
3+

 → Co
2+

, begins 

where the reduction in white line intensity coinciding with the reduction in pre-edge 

intensity suggests the formation of a CoO phase.  From the edge and white line 

analysis, Figure 4-10, it is evident that the trend in the edge position and white line 

intensity is not as discernible as in the reference materials.  Interestingly, the 

XANES reduction profile of the catalyst does not match that of the bulk Co3O4 

reference material, where there are marked differences in the XANES profiles 

attributed to the Co
3+

 to Co
2+

 reduction.   Whereas bulk Co3O4 reveals a rapid 

conversion to a fully reduced Co species via a short lived CoO intermediate, a 

decrease in white line intensity at 315 °C with a subsequent increase in white line 
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intensity up to 354 °C observed in the Co/Al2O3 XANES suggests an alternative 

reduction pathway takes place.  This observation on the white line intensity during 

the first reduction step has been previously observed 
[35]

.  The disappearance of the 

pre-edge peak with a simultaneous enhancement of the white line intensity indicates 

that maximum CoO content is reached within the catalyst at 354 °C.  The following 

reduction step in the catalyst does not appear to proceed via a fast and single step to 

metallic cobalt, as observed in bulk Co3O4.  On the contrary, a slow reduction in 

white line intensity from 374 °C, concomitant with gradual movement in the 

shoulder on the rising edge to higher energy, reveals a slow incomplete reduction to 

metallic Co.  The final scan at the end of the reduction displays a XANES profile 

that does not match that of metallic Co; there is a white line visible.  The edge 

position reveals a more gradual shift to lower energy than in Co3O4, which is 2.3 eV 

relative to the 3.6 eV shift seen in bulk Co3O4 suggesting that the sample has 

undergone a partial reduction to metallic cobalt.  This is confirmed by a normalised 

white line intensity of ca. 1.2 which is observed at the end of reduction indicating 

some oxidic component remains.  These factors strongly suggest there is a distinct 

two step reduction process taking place that does not proceed via the same pathway 

as in bulk Co3O4; the first, Co3O4 to CoO, relatively fast starting from 295 °C and 

the subsequent partial, CoO to Co
0
, reduction more facile and beginning at 354 °C.  

This evidence reveals the final state of the Co/Al2O3 is a partially reduced species.  

These findings can be supported by interpretation of the laboratory TPR studies.  
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Figure 4-9. Co/Al2O3 catalyst material in situ XANES spectra obtained with heating 

under hydrogen. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. Absorption edge (E0) and white line analysis for the Co/Al2O3 catalyst. 
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Results of the XANES LCF of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst are represented in Figure 4-11.  

For this analysis it was necessary to change the standards used in the fitting.  

Standard spectra used to represent the Co
3+

/Co
2+

, Co
2+

 and Co
0
 species in the 

catalyst were that of (i) pre-reduced Co3O4 as a Co3O4 standard, (ii) Co/Al2O3 

measured at 354 °C as a CoO (internal) standard (iii) Co3O4 measured at room 

temperature after reduction as a metallic Co standard.  Since the white line intensity 

appears to reach a maximum in the catalyst XANES spectrum at 354 °C this was 

taken to be the CoO standard.  Excellent linear combination fits were obtained using 

the fit range of −30 to +70 eV around the absorption edge.  Figure 4-12 displays 

representative fits from LCF analysis.  The results confirm that the pre-reduced 

catalyst contains a bulk-like spinel structure.  At 315 °C the CoO phase emerges and 

continues to increase concomitant with the disappearance of Co3O4  up to 354 °C, at 

which point a single Co
2+

 species is detected and the reduction to CoO is complete.  

Unlike in bulk Co3O4, where a fully reduced metallic species is formed at 412 °C, 

the catalyst undergoes a slow, partial reduction to metallic Co along the trajectory of 

the reduction, under isothermal conditions.  The extent of reduction is ca. 60 %.  

Upon cooling the proportion of metallic Co decreases slightly.  The difference 

between the LCF concentration profiles of the Co3O4  reference material and the 

Co/Al2O3 catalyst verifies the observations made by absorption edge and white line 

intensity analyses. 

 

Figure 4-11. The relative concentration profiles in the Co/Al2O3 catalyst obtained 

from XANES LCF.  Estimated uncertainties are within the size of the symbols. 
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Figure 4-12. Representative linear combination fits of the catalyst XANES measured 

at 197 °C, 334 °C and 500 °C.  Experimental (black line), best fit (red dashed line) 

and difference (green line) spectra are displayed. 
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4.5.4 In situ EXAFS  

The Fourier transforms (FT) of the background subtracted and normalised in situ Co 

K-edge EXAFS data of the Co3O4 reference material and the Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

sample are depicted in Figure 4-13.  The differences in the evolutionary features in 

the FT plots of the two materials correspond to structural transformations and 

emphasise the alternative reduction pathways in the two materials.  The EXAFS FT 

plots are uncorrected for phase shifts (a feature of the program) thus the positions of 

the peaks in the FT plot are not true interatomic distances but are offset by ca. 0.4 – 

0.5 Å.   Evidently, changes are occurring in bulk Co3O4 from 352 °C where the first 

two peaks at ca. 1.4 and 2.6 Å, belonging to the Co─O (oxide) and Co─Co (oxide) 

coordination shells, rapidly transform to a single peak at ca. 2.1 Å.  This distance 

represents the first shell Co─Co metallic cobalt scattering contribution.   

Assumptions based on in situ FT plots are in agreement with observations from 

XANES data.   The reduction in amplitude of the peaks, not attributed to chemical 

reduction, is due to the attenuation of the thermal disorder component of the Debye-

Waller factor thus no structural changes are occurring.  For clarity, the EXAFS data 

measured upon cooling have been omitted.   

 

The FT plots belonging to the Co/Al2O3 catalyst closely resemble those of bulk 

Co3O4 as the sample is heated to 315 °C.  At this temperature a slow reduction 

process is evident as the Co─O (oxide) and Co─Co (oxide) shells at ca. 1.4 and 2.6 

Å gradually transform to a single peak in the FT at ca. 2.1 Å at the end of the 

reduction.  The Co/Al2O3 sample does not clearly display evidence for a fully 

reduced species in contrast to bulk Co3O4.  The peaks evolve in a more convoluted 

manner and certainly further analysis is required to elucidate the underlying 

structural transformations occurring.   Whilst the peak amplitudes are, as 

aforementioned, modulated by the Debye-Waller factor, the reduction in the 

amplitude of the peak at the end of the reduction may be related to some under-

coordination and therefore incomplete reduction.  Furthermore, the first, most 

intense, peak in the FT, at the end of the reduction is characterised by its asymmetry 

and position, being slightly lower (ca. 0.03 Å) than this peak seen in Co3O4.  These 

observations can be explained by the first two Co―O coordination shells, belonging 
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to CoO, overlapping with the metallic Co―Co coordination shell.  EXAFS curve 

fitting procedures are required to corroborate this.     

 

  

Figure 4-13. k
3
-weighted in situ Co K-edge EXAFS Fourier transform plots (phase 

shift uncorrected) for the Co3O4 reference material (left) and the Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

(right) using a k-range of 3.0 – 10.0 Å
-1

.  Final scans taken on cooling have been 

omitted to aid comparison between samples. 

 

4.5.4.1 Co3O4 EXAFS analysis 

Figure 4-14 represents the results of EXAFS analysis for bulk Co3O4 displaying the 

variations in the Co―O (Co oxide) and Co―Co (Co metal) coordination numbers, 

bond lengths and Debye-Waller factors.  At room temperature a Co―O bond 

distance of 1.90 Å is observed reflecting the averages of the oxygen bonded Co
3+

 

and Co
2+

 environments in the spinel structure.    A Co―O bond distance of 1.91±0.1 

Å is maintained up to 352 °C with a slight decrease in coordination to 4.6.  This is 

explained by the correlations between the coordination number and Debye Waller 

factor and is unlikely to be any structural effect.  The first shell Debye-Waller factor 

increases from 0.006 Å
2
 in the room temperature EXAFS data to 0.016 Å

2 
at 352 °C 

which is double the value at the previous temperature measurement (0.007 Å
2
).  The 

Debye-Waller factor is temperature dependent however the magnitude of this sudden 
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increase suggests that increased static disorder is introduced into the system.   The 

EXAFS data at 372 °C fit with the inclusion of an additional Co―O scattering to the 

model, yielding a Co―O bond distance of 2.00 Å.  At this point the Co―O 

coordination number of 2.1 is significantly reduced from that of bulk CoO where N = 

6
[61]

 .  The best fit of the EXAFS is achieved with the introduction of metallic 

Co―Co (RCo-Co=2.48 Å) scattering which yields a Co―Co coordination number of 

5.5.  At 392 °C the Co―O bond distance is found to be 2.08 Å and the Co―Co 

(metallic) coordination number increases further to 10.1.  At 392 °C the Co―O 

coordination drops to 0.6.   The maximum Co―O coordination of 2.1 at 372 °C is 

direct evidence for the incomplete reduction of Co3O4 to CoO.   The coexistence of 

metallic and oxidic species at 392 °C provides evidence for CoO as an intermediate 

phase during the reduction to metallic Co, unlike the transient CoO phase in Co3O4 

reduction which is more difficult to detect.  From 412 °C, until the end of the 

reduction, the EXAFS data is modelled with only Co―Co scattering (RCo-Co is fixed 

to 2.48 Å); the absence of Co―O scattering in the first coordination shell indicates a 

complete reduction takes place.   The Debye-Waller factor takes a fairly consistent 

value of 0.029±0.004 Å
2 

up to the final scan on heating then decreases back to room 

temperature.  The first shell Co―Co coordination number is under-coordinated from 

that of bulk metal (N = 12
[61]

) and this is attributed to dispersion effects.  EXAFS 

analysis of bulk Co3O4 corroborates the findings from XANES analysis, that Co3O4 

undergoes a fast and complete reduction, Co3O4 → CoO → Co.   
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Figure 4-14. Results from in situ EXAFS analysis of the Co3O4 reference material.  

The charts display the evolution of the Co─O and Co─Co coordination numbers 

(top), bond distances (middle) and Debye-Waller factors (bottom) over the course of 

the reduction.  Note, the Co—Co bond distance is fixed at 2.48 Å in the analysis. 

 

4.5.4.2 Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

Results of the in situ EXAFS analysis for the Co/Al2O3 catalyst are depicted in 

Figure 4-15.  Representative best fits of the EXAFS data and corresponding FTs are 

illustrated in Figure 4-16.  The Co―O bond length within the starting material of the 

catalyst was found to be 1.91 Å which is consistent, ±0.01 Å, with that found within 

the Co3O4 reference material.  The refined coordination number of 5.3 also confirms 

the spinel structure of the catalyst after activation (prior to reduction).  Upon heating 

to 315 °C the Co―O bond length increase slightly to 1.95 Å, the Debye-Waller 

factor increases to 0.014 Å
2
 and the first shell coordination number drops to 4.1.  

EXAFS data in the following scan, measured at 334 °C, fits with the inclusion of an 
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additional Co―O scattering contribution based on a CoO octahedron.  This second 

shell has a reduced coordination number of 2.7 and elongated bond length of 2.15 Å.  

This reflects the emergence of CoO which coexists with Co3O4 in the catalyst.  In 

next two measurements, up to 374 °C, EXAFS data are modelled as a mixed phase 

of Co3O4 and CoO where the spinel coordination drops to 0.9 and the CoO first shell 

coordination reaches a maximum of 6.0; the uncertainty the coordination number 

carries explains the bulk like coordination number for CoO.  Over this temperature 

regime, 334 to 374 °C the Co
2+/3+

―O bond length (Co3O4) increases to 2.0 Å and the 

Co
2+

―O bond length (CoO) of the second coordination shell reaches 2.12 Å, 

consistent with that found in the literature data 
[61]

.  At the point where Co3O4 and 

CoO simultaneously exist, the first shell Debye-Waller factors for both Co3O4 and 

CoO both drop considerably and this is thought to be an artefact of correlations 

between Debye-Waller factors and coordination numbers.  By 393 °C, EXAFS data 

fits to a single shell of Co
2+

―O at 2.09 Å with a coordination number of 6.1, 

reflecting the full reduction of Co
3+

 to Co
2+

.  Briefly, CoO exists as a single phase, 

until 432 °C a metallic Co phase emerges, indicating the beginning of the reduction 

of Co
2+

 to Co
0
.  The Co―Co bond length was set to be 2.48 Å for the inclusion of 

metallic Co―Co scattering to the model as this resulted in the most stable 

refinements and best fits of all subsequent in situ EXAFS data.  The Co―Co 

(metallic) coordination number continues to increase, up to a maximum of ca. 7 at 

the end of the dwell at 500 °C.  Correspondingly, the Co―O coordination drops over 

this period, to 2.6.  The data, up to the end of the reduction is modelled with the 

inclusion of both Co―O and metallic Co―Co scattering contributions indicating 

that the catalyst sample undergoes an incomplete reduction to metallic Co, where in 

the final room temperature scan, after cooling, the relative phase proportion of oxidic 

and metallic species is of the order 45 and 55 %, respectively.  Whilst we use the 

term “oxidic” for the unreduced component in the data, the Co―O bond length in 

this structure was found to be 2.08 Å which indicates that the cobalt oxide species is 

unlike that of bulk CoO, which contains a bond length of 2.13 Å. 

 

As will be discussed later in the chapter there are various hypotheses surrounding the  

nature of the oxidic species and proposals as to its formation and is primarily 

associated with cobalt-alumina interactions.   These results from this in situ EXAFS 
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analysis strongly support literature studies implying that Co
2+

 reduction is 

incomplete below 600 °C and whose origin is the strong cobalt-support interactions 

on alumina supported catalysts
[62-64]

.  The slow and incomplete reduction of CoO to 

metallic Co, elucidated here through EXAFS, supports the results of XANES LCF 

both qualitatively and quantitatively where the extent of reduction is determined to 

be between ca. 55 and 60% from both techniques. 
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Figure 4-15. Results from in situ EXAFS analysis of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst plotting 

the evolution of the Co─O and Co─Co coordination numbers (top), bond distances 

(middle) and Debye-Waller factors (bottom) over the course of the reduction.  Note, 

the Co—Co bond distance is fixed at 2.48 Å in the analysis. 
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Figure 4-16. Representative best fits of Co K-edge in situ EXAFS data (left) and 

associated Fourier transforms (right) of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst measured at 157 °C, 

354 °C and 500 °C. 
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4.5.5 XRD analysis 

Figure 4-17 displays the in situ XRD patterns for the catalyst undergoing reduction.  

Broad peaks in the patterns originate from the poorly crystalline nature of the γ-

alumina support phase.  Accordingly, the presence of γ-alumina makes XRD 

analysis problematic.  Additionally, the scattering of X-rays due to the in situ cell 

environment gives extraneous peaks in the patters that are not indexed to the Co or 

Al containing structures.  Attempting to fit an accurate background without 

removing data belonging to cobalt metal and oxide reflections is challenging.  With 

these issues in mind, an analysis of the integrated peaks areas for the Co/Al2O3 in 

situ XRD data was performed.   

 

Figure 4-17. Co/Al2O3 catalyst in situ X-ray diffraction patterns for obtained with 

heating under hydrogen.  Reflections belonging to Co3O4, CoO and metallic Co are 

indicated.  All other reflections, that are persistent throughout, originate from the γ-

alumina support phase. 
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The evolution of the integrated peak areas for the Co3O4 [044], CoO [022] and the 

Co metal mixed HCP [002] and FCC [111] reflections are plot in Figure 4-18.  These 

reflections were selected as they displayed the largest peak areas for each phase and 

some of the peaks in the data are mixtures of reflections belonging to different 

species and thus hinder this type of analysis.   

 

 

Figure 4-18. Peak area analysis for the Co/Al2O3 catalyst using in situ XRD data.   

 

The integrated peak area for the Co3O4 [044] reflection falls rapidly after 56 min 

(295 °C) at which point the emergence of the CoO [022] reflection is observed.  

After 68 min (354 °C) the integrated peak area reaches a maximum and the catalyst 

contains a single CoO phase thus evidencing a full Co
3+

 to Co
2+

 reduction.  The 

integrated peak area of the CoO [022] reflection then appears to drop as the heating 

under hydrogen proceeds.  The appearance of the metallic Co phase is evident after 

84 min (432 °C) due to the emergence of the peak at ca. 35 °, corresponding to the 

HCP [002] and FCC [111] reflections, and signifies the onset of reduction of CoO to 

metallic cobalt.  This is a slow process which appears to only increase very slightly 

under isothermal conditions, once the reduction temperature of 500 °C is reached.  

At the end of the reduction, after cooling back to room temperature, there still exists 

some CoO indicating that the catalyst has undergone an incomplete reduction to the 

metallic species.  Although a quantitative measure of the degree of reduction has not 
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been obtained these results support those from XANES and EXAFS in that (i) The 

first reduction step is relatively quick and complete to CoO, (ii) The second 

reduction step is slow and incomplete to metallic cobalt.  

 

The incomplete reduction of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst elucidated through XRD, XANES 

and EXAFS analyses leads us to inquire as to the nature of the unreduced cobalt 

species contained within the catalyst.  The results of these in situ X-ray techniques 

along with laboratory TPR are discussed below. 

 

4.5.6 Discussion 

XANES can be used, at a qualitative level, to identify whether or not CoAl2O4 is 

formed under reducing conditions.  CoAl2O4 exhibits a normal spinel structure 

where 100 % of Co
2+

 ions are located in tetrahedral sites 
[65]

.  Hypothetically the 

XANES should, therefore, display a prominent pre-edge peak arising from the 1s → 

3d transition due to Td symmetry of the ions 
[66, 67]

.  The XANES of the reduced 

catalyst does not exhibit this pre-edge feature and thus we can assume that there 

exists no Co
2+

 species of Td symmetry.  This is consistent with the EXAFS Co―O 

bond length of 2.08 Å which is likely to be too large for Td Co
2+

 species.   Due to the 

absence of XANES data for bulk CoAl2O4 no standard could be used to identify this 

species in the catalyst independently by LCF.  XANES alone, however, is unable to 

unequivocally confirm the absence or presence of CoAl2O4, especially as the 

normalised and derivative XANES is very similar to that of Co3O4 
[36]

.  Furthermore, 

the shoulder at the mid-point on the rising absorption edge for metallic Co, as 

displayed in Figure 4-3, can shift to lower energy when mixtures are present and this 

may obscure any pre-edge peak that may exist.  EXAFS, on the other hand, does not 

necessitate the measurement of such a standard and is therefore much more 

conclusive.   

 

We have used EXAFS to probe the catalyst local structure and it has the revealed the 

absence of any irreducible bulk-like cobalt species.  There are, however, some hard-
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to-reduce Co
2+

 particles formed at 500 °C which have structural characteristics 

dissimilar to those of CoAl2O4.  EXAFS analysis of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst, after 

reduction, derives a Co―O bond length of 2.08 Å which is quite different to the 

Co―O bond length found in bulk CoO which was found to be 2.13 Å (inadequate in 

situ data quality of CoO prevented the full EXAFS analysis of this reference material 

and thus the results are not reported.  The data acquired under ambient conditions, 

however, enabled us to determine the Co―O bond length in the bulk structure).  

This result suggests that there is a non-bulk like CoO phase in the reduced catalyst 

and, at 500 °C, contains hard to reduce Co
2+

 species.  No Co
3+

 species can account 

for such a large inter-atomic distance either and would be thermodynamically 

unfavourable regardless.  Moreover, the Co―O bond length of 2.08 Å is 

unambiguous evidence which precludes the formation of a bulk CoAl2O4 phase, 

wherein a Co─O bond length of 1.95 Å would be elucidated through EXAFS 
[68]

.  

These results strongly suggest the interaction of Co
2+

 ions with the alumina support 

generating a non-bulk like and hard-to-reduce species. 

 

The results of XRD analysis support the analysis of XAS data in that (1) the pre-

reduced catalyst contains the spinel structure; (2) Full Co3O4 to CoO reduction takes 

place at ca. 350 °C; (3) the reduction from CoO to metallic Co is a slow process and 

incomplete.  The mixed metallic/oxide phase within the catalyst, in addition to the 

overlapping reflections belonging to HCP and FCC phase, prevents a full 

determination of the metallic structure. 

 

TPR profile of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst (Figure 4-2) reveals that, at 500 °C, not all 

cobalt oxide crystallites are reduced to metallic Co.  The TPR of bulk CoO mixed 

with alumina (Figure 4-2) on the other hand shows that the reduction temperature of 

CoO to metallic Co crystallites are around the region 300 to 400 °C and therefore it 

could be assumed that all CoO, as Co
2+

, is reduced by 500 °C.  Evidently this is not 

the case and a significant fraction (ca. 45 %) of Co
2+

 ions remain.  Whereas in bulk 

CoO the crystallites are “free” and therefore more easily reduced, in the Co/Al2O3 

catalyst the oxidic Co species may be highly dispersed and/or have a strong 

interaction with the support hindering the reduction and thus elevating the reduction 
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temperature.  The broad peak ranging from around 400 to 750 °C signifies a pseudo 

particle size distribution of easily reducible crystallites to the left and harder to 

reduce Co crystallites to the right.  At 500 °C, the area under the TPR curve, to the 

left of this temperature, is equivalent to the fraction of Co
2+

 particles that have been 

reduced to Co
0
.  In the Co/Al2O3 catalyst there is clearly some interaction of Co

2+
 

ions with the Al2O3 support which brings about the very broad reduction peak.  

Overall, at 500 °C, the catalyst contains a large proportion of the unreduced species 

which, from XANES and EXAFS analyses, is of the order ca. 45 %.  It is clear that 

cobalt-alumina interactions play a significant role in generating these species and to 

understand the origin of the irreducible Co component within the catalyst it is 

important to look at the defect structure of γ-alumina itself. 

 

γ-Al2O3 (Fd3m) has a structure with intrinsic defects that are manifested via the 

formation of tetrahedral and octahedral interstices.  These interstitial spaces, or 

“holes”, are generated by the HCP array of oxygen, O
2-

, within the structure.  As a 

result Al
3+

 ions occupy two thirds of the octahedral holes in the lattice 
[69, 70]

.  This 

allows metal cations, usually of II and III valency, to migrate into these vacant sites.  

The distance between the O
2-

 ions within the γ-Al2O3 lattice determines the type of 

cation that can fill these holes; for cations whose ionic radius (r
+
) is between 0.22 

and 0.41 of the O
2-

 ionic radius (r
−
) of 1.26 Å, they can occupy the tetrahedral holes 

in Al2O3.  If the ratio falls between 0.41 and 0.73 then cations are located within the 

octahedral sites 
[71]

.   

 

Based on our findings we propose several EXAFS models to account for the origins 

of the unreduced component within the Co/Al2O3 catalyst after reduction: 

 

1. Isolated Co
2+

 ions located in the octahedral holes of the Al2O3 lattice:  The 

migration of Co
2+

 ions (that are generated from Co
3+

 to Co
2+

 reduction and 

not from within the spinel structure) into the Al2O3 lattice would yield 

stabilised Co particles that are not easily reduced.  Co
2+

 (low spin) has an 

ionic radius of 0.79 Å 
[72]

 and thus an r
+
/r

−
 ratio of 0.63.  It is quite feasible, 
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therefore, that Co
2+

 ions migrate into the alumina framework, filling an 

octahedral hole.  This postulation is based on the EXAFS derived Co―O 

bond length of 2.08 Å which is too large for Co
2+

 to be located in a 

tetrahedral site and consistent with earlier similar EXAFS study on γ-alumina 

supported bimetallic Co-Mo catalysts 
[73]

.  A pictorial representation of this 

structure is depicted in Figure 4-19.  NEED TO MENTION CHARGE 

BALANCE BY OH- AND REMOVAL OF Al3+. 

 

2. Co
2+

 species are anchored onto the surface of the alumina support and so 

remain in close contact with it: Strong interactions with the support create 

substoichiometric cobalt surface phases which are difficult to detect via XAS 

and XRD and which are not easily reduced. 
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Figure 4-19.  Top: Pictorial view of Co
2+

 ion (D) located in an octahedral hole 

within the γ-Al2O3 lattice where the majority of Al
3+

 ions have been omitted.  

The γ-Al2O3 structure contains cation vacancies where Al
3+

 ions are randomly 

distributed over tetrahedral (C) and octahedral (B) sites.  O
2-

 ions (A) occupy 

FCC lattice positions.  Atomic representation is not to scale or stoichiometry.  

Below: View down the 100 surface of γ-Al2O3 with Co
2+

 in an octahedral hole 

[adapted from Sankar et al
[74]

]. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

The reduction behaviour of a model FT catalyst has been investigated using in situ 

XAS/XRD techniques under conditions that are comparable to the reduction of an 

industrial catalyst and therefore these results are significant in their application to 

working catalytic systems.  By employing the in situ XAS technique we have been 

able to track the structural changes of a γ-alumina supported Co catalyst over the 

course of its reduction by extracting detailed information surrounding the local 

atomic structure.  Combined with XRD, to probe the long range order, this has 

enabled us to glean insight into the reduction behaviour of the catalyst.  XANES has 

provided information regarding the electronic and geometric state of Co and using 

EXAFS the local atomic structure surrounding the Co has been determined.  The 

combination of these techniques is critical in elucidating the catalyst structure over 

the course of the reduction.  Supporting data from laboratory TPR has allowed us to 

put these results in context.    

 

Using a set of Co containing reference materials, the speciation of the Co/Al2O3 

catalyst over the course of the in situ experiment has been elucidated using XANES 

LCF.  These results reveal that the reduction behaviour of the Co catalyst is quite 

different to that of the bulk Co3O4 reference material.  Both the alumina supported 

catalyst and the bulk cobalt oxide contain the spinel structure prior to reduction and 

this is maintained in the initial stages of heating under hydrogen.  Whilst the 

reduction of bulk Co3O4 to metallic Co occurs relative quickly, via CoO as a short 

lived intermediate, the Co/Al2O3 catalyst follows a different trajectory as evidenced 

by XANES LCF.  These results indicate that the pre-reduced catalyst undergoes a 

complete reduction to CoO which is followed by a slow and partial reduction to the 

metallic species.  The extent of reduction has been shown to be of the order ca. 60 % 

using this technique.  The semi-quantitative evaluation using XANES LCF is 

concordant with the observations of the in situ XANES spectra which, by using the 

white line intensity and absorption edge position, provides evidence for the 

incomplete reduction from CoO to metallic Co. 
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Results of EXAFS analysis from in situ data have generated detailed information on 

the local catalyst structure as it undergoes structural transformations during 

reduction.  The results from EXAFS analysis strongly suggest that the Co/Al2O3 

catalyst evolves differently under reduction conditions to that of Co3O4.  The 

reduction behaviour of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst is characterised here by the variation in 

Co―O and Co―Co bond lengths and first shell coordination numbers.  Co3O4 

undergoes a relatively quick reduction to metallic Co, where the coexistence of 

Co
3+/2+

―O (spinel) and Co
2+

―O (CoO) occurs very briefly indicating that CoO 

exists as a transient phase in the reduction.  The complete reduction to metallic Co 

takes place by 412 °C.  Contrastingly, the reduction in the Co/Al2O3 catalyst 

proceeds via an intermediate CoO phase in which the reduction is slower but 

complete to the Co
2+

 species.  The following reduction step, Co
2+

 → Co
0
, is 

kinetically hindered and after a dwell time of ca. 60 minutes the catalyst has 

undergone an incomplete reduction to metallic Co.  The extent of reduction, deduced 

through EXAFS, is of the order ca. 55% which is in good agreement with results of 

XANES analysis.  XRD analysis supports the results from spectroscopic techniques 

by confirming the catalyst (i) contains Co3O4 prior to reduction; (ii) fully reduces to 

CoO; (iii) undergoes a slow and incomplete reduction to a metallic species.  The 

overlapping reflections belonging to CoO, Co HCP and Co FCC phases impede the 

full characterisation of the reduced structure via XRD. 

 

The absence of any pre-edge peak in the XANES of the Co/Al2O3 catalyst after 

reduction reveals the absence of Co ions of Td symmetry, or any significant fraction 

thereof.  This implies that the unreduced component of the catalyst contains only 

Co
2+

 ions of Oh symmetry.  Indeed, results of the LCF confirm CoO is present from a 

XANES point of view.  The structure of the unreduced Co
2+

, however, is not readily 

assigned to bulk like “free” CoO whereby the results of EXAFS analysis of the 

reduced Co/Al2O3 reveal a Co
2+

―O bond length of 2.08 Å, much lower than 2.13 Å, 

the distance found in the bulk.  This is a significant result as similar investigations in 

the literature have proposed that CoAl2O4 is formed during reduction 
[44]

.  The 

Co
2+

―O distance found in CoAl2O4 is 1.95 Å 
[68]

 which cannot be extracted through 

EXAFS analysis thus precludes the formation of CoAl2O4 based on these results.  

Furthermore, the literature proposes that Co
2+

 may be located in a tetrahedral hole in 
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the γ-alumina framework.  We do not see any evidence for tetrahedral coordination 

of Co
2+

 ions from XANES analysis.  Based on these EXAFS results we propose that 

Co
2+

 migrates into the γ-alumina framework upon reduction and occupies octahedral 

holes.  This fraction of cobalt incorporated into the alumina support is not reduced 

by hydrogen at 500 °C.  It should be noted that our evidence is based on our 

experimental conditions and thus cobalt aluminate formation above 500 °C cannot be 

excluded.  The EXAFS observed distance of 2.08 Å is justifiable based on ionic radii 

of a low spin Co
2+

 in this site and this distance is too large to fill a tetrahedral site.  It 

is also feasible that Co
2+

 species interact with the surface of the alumina support via 

the creation of substoichiometric surface phases.  In both hypotheses these Co
2+

 

species lack long-range order, i.e. are non-bulk like.  The alumina support anchors 

these cobalt particles, thereby stabilising them, a phenomenon that is frequently 

encountered in supported metal catalysts which plays a cooperative role in catalytic 

activity.  In the case of FT catalysis however, this interaction clearly has a 

detrimental effect by prohibiting the formation of reduced Co particles which are 

active in FT synthesis.  

 

Further work in this area would include computational modelling studies on the Co
2+

 

state within the γ-alumina framework.  This would provide further in depth 

information surrounding the nature of the Co species that exists after reduction.  This 

would develop a clearer picture of the coordination environment around the Co
2+

 

ion. 
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Chapter 5 Elucidation of structure and the nature of PdO-

Pd transformation using in situ PDF and XAS techniques 

 

 

5.1 Chapter Overview 

The PdO-Pd phase transformation in a 4 wt.% Pd/Al2O3 catalyst has been 

investigated using in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and in situ X-ray 

total scattering (also known as high-energy X-ray diffraction) techniques. Both the 

partial and total pair distribution functions (PDF) from these respective techniques 

have been analysed in depth.  New information from PDF analysis of total scattering 

data has been garnered using the differential PDF (d-PDF) approach where only 

correlations orginating from PdO and metallic Pd are extracted.  This method 

circumvents problems encountered in characerising the catalytically active 

components due to the diffuse scattering from the disordered γ-Al2O3 support phase.  

Quantitative analysis of the palladium components within the catalyst, allowed for 

the phase composition to be established at various temperatures.  The transformation 

from PdO to Pd takes place and, although rapid above 850 °C, appears to be 

incomplete at 900 °C.  Complementary in situ XANES and EXAFS were performed 

and the results of the analyses support the observations, that residual PdO is detected 

at elevated temperatures.  Hysteresis in the transformation upon cooling is confirmed 

from XAS studies where reoxidation occurs below 680 °C.   
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5.2 Introduction 

Supported palladium catalysts have found several applications in the field of 

catalysis, in particular, methane combustion, hydrogenation and for diesel oxidation 

(in combination with other metals)
[1-5]

.  Owing to successful applications in these 

fields, several studies have focussed on the oxidation and reduction properties of 

palladium supported catalysts and more importantly the transformation of PdO to Pd 

metal in air at elevated temperatures, where it has been shown, for example, that the 

conversion of PdO to Pd during the high temperature methane oxidation reaction has 

a profound effect on catalyst reactivity
[1, 6, 7]

.  This transformation is found to be 

reversible but with a hysteresis in the reaction; the first PdO to Pd transformation 

occurs above 850
 
˚C and the reverse (oxidation of Pd metal) takes place below 

700˚C
[6]

.  It is also observed that the transformation from PdO to Pd generally leads 

to a decrease in catalytic activity
[8]

.  Some studies have, however, demonstrated that 

metallic Pd exhibits higher activity than PdO for the methane oxidation reaction 

particularly at higher temperatures
[5, 9]

. Studies by Lyobovsky et al, performed on α-

alumina plates, have consistently shown that catalyst activity increases as the PdO is 

transformed to Pd metal
[10]

.   

 

Understanding the phase transformation is of considerable importance for high 

temperature combustion catalysis where predictable catalyst activity is necessary for 

stable operation. Several techniques have been employed in the literature to 

investigate this phase transformation, which include thermogravimetric analysis
[11]

 , 

electron microscopy
[6]

, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
[6, 12]

, X-ray diffraction
[6]

 

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Pd K-edge
[13]

 to understand the kinetics of 

transformation, morphological effects and in general reactivity of the oxide and 

metal.  In addition to this, studies have also been conducted to investigate the nature 

of the support such as on promoted alumina and ceria
[14]

.  The key issue which 

remains unclear is whether the transformation is complete when the conversion of 

PdO to Pd metal occurs at elevated temperatures.  Moreover, detailed structural 

information relating to the PdO ↔ Pd transformation in air derived from in situ 

studies are scarce
[15]

 and other studies employed in this area have been performed ex 

situ
[6]

.  For these purposes it is necessary to use X-ray absorption spectroscopy, as 
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this technique is sensitive to only local structure and does not depend on long-range 

order
[16, 17]

and is ideal for in situ investigations of this nature.  Furthermore, if a 

highly dispersed phase is present in small quantities (of the order of ca. 10%) X-ray 

diffraction will not provide adequate information.   

 

While XAS is considered as the most suitable technique for such investigations, the 

recent advances in the X-ray total scattering technique make it well suited to study 

the structure of materials with limited structural coherence.  In particular, using the 

pair distribution function (PDF) method, it is possible to extract the structure of 

amorphous materials
[18-20]

 which is indeed how this technique was first developed.  

More recently the PDF method has been successfully applied to characterise 

materials of technological importance that display ordered and disordered 

components at varying length scales such as defect structures and locally disordered 

materials as well as nano-crystalline materials
[21-23]

 Furthermore, this technique can 

provide structural information over much larger distances compared to XAS since 

this method does not suffer from 1/r
2
 dependence of amplitude as well as effects 

from multiple-scattering which prevents a clear determination of the structure of 

disordered solids using the XAS technique.  We have demonstrated the efficacy of 

this technique in chapter three by determining the phase composition in metallic 

cobalt powders using in situ PDF data.   

 

In order to employ this technique for supported catalytic systems, in particular to 

extract information on the metal oxide/metal particles which are present in low 

concentrations, it is necessary to employ differential PDF method in which the major 

support oxide component is removed by subtraction; this method of analysis has 

been successfully applied to supported metal clusters
[24]

 and some earlier work on 

amorphous systems
[25]

.  More recently in situ studies on nanoporous materials, 

zeolites, TiO2 and Al2O3-supported nanoparticles have been investigated using the 

differential PDF approach
[23, 26-28]

.   
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5.3 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this study is to understand the PdO ↔ Pd phase transformation in a 

supported palladium catalyst using in situ PDF and XAS techniques.  By employing 

the differential PDF approach we aim to obtain a quantitative measure of the 

metallic/oxide phase composition at ambient and elevated temperatures.  The results 

from in situ PDF will be cross-correlated with those from in situ XANES and 

EXAFS analyses. 
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5.4 Experimental  

 

5.4.1 Sample preparation 

A model 4 wt.% Pd/Al2O3 catalyst was prepared by a conventional procedure using a 

Pd(NO3)2 precursor salt via incipient wetness impregnation onto a SASOL γ-Al2O3 

support with subsequent drying and calcination at 500 °C for 2 hrs.  A sample from 

the batch of γ-Al2O3 (SASOL) was used as received for in situ PDF and XAS 

studies. 

 

5.4.2 X-ray total scattering measurements 

In situ PDF data were collected at BL04B2 (High-Energy X-ray Diffraction) beam 

line at the SPring-8 synchrotron, Japan.  Details of the beam line are described in 

chapter two and in the literature 
[18]

.  For this work γ-Al2O3 and 4 wt.% Pd/Al2O3 

samples were prepared by grinding and loading into quartz capillaries (1.0 mm 

internal diameter).  Data were recorded for γ-Al2O3–supported Pd and the bare γ-

Al2O3 support samples in air at room temperature, 700 °C (below the transformation 

as described in the literature) and at 900 °C (above the transformation temperature as 

described earlier).  Scattered X-rays from the sample were collected in step-scan 

mode using a Ge detector integrated with a multichannel analyser at a wavelength of 

λ = 0.2018 Å over a 2θ range of 0.3 to 48.2°, corresponding to a Q range of 0.16 to 

25.43 Å
−1

, where counting times and step sizes were varied accordingly.    Although 

recent advances in detector technology have facilitated very fast data acquisition, 

thus enabling the characterisation of dynamic systems using 2D image plate 

(detectors such as flat plate Si detectors)
[28-30]

, it was not necessary to use such 

techniques in this particular case since the transformation is temperature dependent.  

For kinetic dependent studies it is appropriate to employ such time-resolved studies.  

Indeed it is somewhat more industrially relevant to understand these transformations 

averaged over longer timescales.  Furthermore, the long measurements (ca. 3.5h) 

employed in this study allowed for high quality data to be acquired with a low 

background and the minimisation of incoherent scattering at high-Q.   
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5.4.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements  

XAS data were measured in situ at the Pd K-edge (24,350 eV) at specific 

temperatures at BM26A, at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF).  

This beam line is equipped with a Si(111) monochromator and ionization chambers 

for measuring incident and transmitted beam intensities.  A custom made high-

temperature in situ cell was used for this study. EXAFS data were acquired in step 

scans over a k range (k being the photoelectron wave vector) from 3 Å
−1

 to 12 Å
−1

.   

In a typical experiment 100 mg of the Pd/Al2O3 catalyst was pelletised and loaded 

into a custom made in situ cell.  XAS data collection was carried out while heating 

the sample at 5°C/min, in air, from room temperature to 900 °C and the data 

collection continued during cooling back to room temperature.  A typical scan time 

taken was ca. 15 minutes.     

 

5.3.4 Data analysis 

 

5.4.4.1 PDF analysis 

In order to extract the G(r) data, raw X-ray total scattering data were processed using 

Igor (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA) software and a macro developed 

by BL04B2 beam line to correct for instrument background, polarisation, self-

absorption, and Compton scattering.  X-ray total scattering data of an empty quartz 

capillary was used as a background, measured using similar experimental 

parameters.  A terminating Qmax of 25.0 Å
−1

 was used in the analysis and the Fourier 

transformation of the reduced Q[S(Q)-1] resulted in a pair distribution function, G(r), 

with a resolution Δr (=2π/Qmax) of 0.25 Å.  To characterise the metal particles of 

interest and track the structural changes in the Pd/Al2O3 sample it was necessary to 

remove the diffuse scattering component originating from the γ-Al2O3 support phase 

which dominates the PDF. By subtracting the PDF of the Al2O3 support phase from 

that of the Pd/Al2O3, the differential PDF (d-PDF) is generated and the Pd-X (X = 

Pd, O) correlations within the sample can be isolated.   

[G(r) Pd/Al2O3 catalyst/support] – [G(r) Al2O3 support] = G(r) Pd catalyst 
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Oxygen scattering is not removed via this subtraction, however the amplitude of O-O 

X-ray scattering is small and therefore is not a heavily weighted component of the 

PDF.   This subtraction can be performed on the structure factor, S(Q), or the total 

pair distribution function, G(r). Generating the differential PDF (d-PDF) using G(r) 

is preferred because systematic errors in the analysis cancel and moreover, the data 

can be normalised with respect to the first peak in the PDF which corresponds to the 

Al-O correlation.  The Al-O peak at 1.84 Å is well below the first Pd-O or Pd-Pd in 

PdO and metallic Pd structures so should not affect the interpretation and analysis of 

the metal particles.  It is important to note, and in fact crucial to the reliability of the 

methodology, that upon heating the first Al-O correlation in γ-Al2O3 moves to lower 

distance and thus the d-PDF would be unreliable in the low-r region.  To circumvent 

these issues the d-PDFs were obtained using the γ-Al2O3 support phase as a 

background in G(r) data modelling, measured at the same temperature as the 

Pd/Al2O3 sample.  With these considerations in place the metal particle d-PDF is 

readily obtained. 

 

The reduced d-PDF contains structural information that can be obtained directly 

without further correction or curve fitting analysis.  The peak positions in the d-PDF 

provide a direct measurement of the interatomic distances from Pd species within the 

sample and, unlike in EXAFS analysis which must take into account atomic 

potentials and phase shifts, this can be obtained without any theoretical description 

of the system a priori.  To obtain more detailed quantitative structural information, 

fitting the experimental PDF to a structural model is required.  Structural refinement 

using a model was performed using PDFgui software
[31]

.  PDF analysis is a real-

space structural refinement yielding structural parameters analogous to the Rietveld 

method and is a desirable program for modelling systems with crystallographic 

components since a structure file containing atomic coordinates, such as a 

crystallographic information file, can be used, complementary to the periodic 

boundary conditions that the program uses.  Analysis was performed using a Qmax of 

25 Å
−1

 and r-space fits were obtained over a 1 to 10 Å range (higher distance fits 

were performed although the quality of fits obtained were of the same order as a 

smaller fit range and the results from varying fit ranges were in agreement).  

Instrumental peak dampening and broadening parameters, Qdamp and Qbroad, were 
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unstable and thus not refined.  These parameters have little or no effect on the PDF 

up to 10 Å.  The d-PDFs generated were analysed by taking PdO and Pd metal 

clusters simultaneously, as multi-cluster models.  For each phase the lattice 

parameters (PdO a,c and Pd a), phase scale factors (X), the linear atomic correlation 

factor (δ1) and atomic displacement parameters (U) were refined.  Fits were 

optimised by refining the atomic displacement parameters isotropically and 

constraining the values to be the same for each phase.  The atomic coordinates of 

Fm3m and P42/mmc metallic Pd and PdO structures, respectively, are all located on 

special positions and thus fixed in the refinement. The anisotropic atomic 

displacement parameters and occupancies were set to default values, 0 and 1, 

respectively.  The spdiameter parameter, which is used to determine the nanoparticle 

size, can be highly correlated to other parameters determining peak shape and height 

and did not yield acceptable values in the refinement and was therefore set to zero 

and not refined.  Useful particle size information from XRD did not improve the 

stability of this parameter in refinements.   The two delta parameters, δ1 and δ2, 

account for low-r peak sharpening in the PDF due to correlated atomic motion.  For 

analysis of the Pd systems only δ1 had an effect on the fit and was therefore refined.     

 

The parameterisation of variables in this manner is a consistent approach to a mixed 

Pd phase system which reduces the number of free parameters in the fit and 

correlations between them.  The phase scale factors for each cluster were refined and 

provide a quantitative description of the phase composition where the respective 

values of the PdO and Pd metallic phases reflect the contribution of each phase to the 

experimental PDF, hence the relative amounts of PdO and Pd metal within the 

sample.  The goodness of fit, Rw, values were found to be larger than which is 

traditionally obtained in PDF analysis, attributed to artefacts and statistical error 

introduced by the subtraction method.  In all instances a refinement generating 

physically meaningful values of structural parameters was a criterion for a successful 

model.   
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5.4.4.2 XANES linear combination fitting   

Linear combination fitting (LCF) of normalised catalyst XANES μ(E) spectra was 

performed with the Athena program
[32]

 using XANES spectra of bulk PdO and Pd 

foil reference materials representing Pd
2+

 and Pd
0
 species, respectively.  Fits were 

performed on data at each temperature over the range −30 eV to +60 eV around the 

absorption edge.  Spectra were calibrated in energy with respect to Pd foil data 

(24,355 eV) and standards were constrained to use the same E0.  The weightings for 

each standard were constrained to be between 0 and 1 and to sum to 1 and best linear 

combinations fits were obtained using this routine.  The fit quality was examined 

using R-factors and were consistently low (R = 0.00020±0.00009) and for this reason 

are not individually reported in the results section. 

 

5.4.4.3 EXAFS analysis 

Raw XAS data were background subtracted and normalised using Athena 

software
[32]

.  The extracted χ(k) data was subject to curve fitting analysis using the 

EXCURVE98 program.  Phase shifts and backscattering factors were calculated ab-

initio using Hedin-Lundqvist potentials.  EXAFS data were analysed using a single 

scattering curved wave approximation 
[33]

 and the refinement performed with a k
3
 

weighting using a k-range of 3.0 to 10.0 Å
−1

.   Data were processed without using 

any Fourier filtering techniques.  The non-structural parameter AFAC (S0
2
) was 

obtained from first shell analysis of Pd foil EXAFS data.  The refinement of the 

AFAC, with the Pd-Pd coordination number set to the crystallographic value (FCC 

structure, N=12), yielded a value of 0.83 and this was fixed for analysis of Pd/ Al2O3 

EXAFS data.  Analysis was limited to the first two shells in the Fourier transformed 

data (of Pd-O and Pd-Pd) and multiple scattering calculations were not required for 

this approach. 
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5.5 Results and discussion 

The results obtained from in situ PDF measurements shall first be dsicussed which 

includes differential PDF multi-cluster modelling.  Following this, the results from in 

situ XANES and EXAFS analysis shall be evaluated and compared to those from 

differential PDF modelling. 

 

5.5.1 Particle size characterisation 

Our recently published article in PCCP provides details on particle size 

characterisation 
[34]

.  In summary, in situ XRD was employed on the 4 wt. % 

Pd/Al2O3 system and identified only PdO particles, of ca. 4.6 nm, in the starting 

material.  Data recorded at 900 °C revealed only metallic Pd particles of ca. 23 nm.  

The increase in particle size was likely attributed to sintering at high temperature.  

TEM provided supporting particle size information which was in good agreement 

with XRD indicating the presence of small Pd containing particles, ca. 3-5 nm, in the 

starting material.  Using TEM it was not possible to distinguish between PdO and Pd 

particles. 

 

5.5.2 In situ PDF 

Figure 5-1 displays the total scattering structure functions, S(Q), for 4 wt.% 

Pd/Al2O3 and γ-Al2O3 samples measured at room temperature, 700 °C and 900 °C.  

The S(Q) data for Pd-RT and Pd-700 are very similar suggesting the structure is 

maintained upon heating up to 700 °C.  The Bragg peaks pertaining to the reflections 

of PdO are highlighted in the data.  At 900 °C additional peaks in the S(Q), 

originating from metallic Pd, are observed.  The S(Q) data for the γ-Al2O3 bare 

support phase shows very little difference over the heating and cooling cycle, thus 

confirming that only γ-Al2O3 is present and that no other transitional aluminas are 

formed during the heating and cooling process.   
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Figure 5-1. Total scattering structure functions, S(Q), for 4 wt.% Pd/Al2O3 and γ-

Al2O3 samples obtained in situ during heating.  S(Q) (below) is expanded in the 

region 2 to 6 Å
−1

 highlighting the reflections belonging to PdO (circles) and Pd 

metal (crosses).  All other peaks originate from γ-Al2O3.  

 

The PDFs, in the r-range 1 to 10 Å, are displayed in Figure 5-2.  Only the room 

temperature PDF of the γ-Al2O3 support is shown since the support PDF over several 

temperatures used in this study is largely similar (only the first peak originating from 
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the Al-O correlation shifts to lower distance). The experimentally observed PDF 

gives the sum of all partial PDFs thus giving all interatomic correlations within the 

sample. Atom pairs that are close in distance, however, may hinder the 

interpretation; Pd-Pd distance in the metal, for example, is close to 2.74 Å and the O-

O distance from the support is ca. 2.65 Å therefore these peaks can have overlap, 

although the amplitudes of O-O scattering may be significantly smaller compared to 

those of Pd-Pd.  Moreover, the poorly crystalline nature of the γ-Al2O3 support phase 

significantly hinders interpretation of the PDF and the metallic particles (at 4 wt.%).  

The first peak observed in each of the PDFs at 1.86 Å is identified as the first Al-O 

correlation from the γ-Al2O3 support.  There is a shift in peak position to lower-r 

upon heating (1.86 → 1.84 Å) and this is the Al-O bond length decreasing due to 

dehydration of the γ-Al2O3 matrix which suggests some of the Al
3+

 ions may have 

tetrahedral coordination; it is difficult to rule of the presence of some 5 coordinated 

Al
3+

 ions.  Underlying differences between the PDFs can nevertheless be observed 

indicating that the metal particles are undergoing structural changes and this is 

apparent when looking at the short-range order through the emergence of the peak 

between 2.75 and 2.80 Å. 
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Figure 5-2. In situ PDFs of the 4% Pd/Al2O3 sample at room temperature, 700 ˚C 

and 900 ˚C  along with the PDF of the γ-Al2O3 support at room temperature.  Short-

range correlations belonging to γ-Al2O3, PdO and Pd metallic phases are annotated 

highlighting the overlapping peaks from the multi-phase system. 

 

The refined structural parameters obtained from fitting of in situ d-PDF data using 

multi-cluster modelling are listed in Table 5-1.  The respective models, consisting of 

PdO and metallic Pd phases, show moderately good agreement with the experimental 

d-PDF data, where fits were performed up to 10 Å.  Since the γ-Al2O3 matrix 

contribution has been removed from the total PDF, only Pd-Pd, Pd-O and O-O 

(contribution is small) correlations are present in the d-PDF.  The best fits of the d-

PDFs using multi-cluster modelling are illustrated in Figure 5-3.   
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Table 5-1. Results of in situ d-PDF (1 to 10 Å range) analysis of Pd/Al2O3 using 

multi-cluster models.  Relative phase fractions (X), calculated by PDFgui, for PdO 

and Pd phases are reported. 

 

 Pd-RT Pd-700 Pd-900 

a (PdO) / Å 3.029(5) 3.042(13) 3.298(45) 

c (PdO) / Å  5.358(16) 5.393(37) 5.036(130) 

a (Pd) / Å 3.952(35) 3.919(97) 3.936(6) 

PdO cell volume / 

Å
3
 

49.145 49.913 54.781 

Uiso Pd / Å
2
 0.0058(16) 0.0116(45) 0.0245(29) 

Uiso O / Å
2
 0.0058(16) 0.0116(45) 0.0245(29) 

XPdO 0.97 0.98 0.34 

XPd 0.03 0.02 0.66 

Rw (%) 34 32 27 

 

The Pd-RT d-PDF fit shows a relatively large residual (Rw = 34%) which is mainly 

due to some low amplitude peaks in the PDF in the low-r region.  This is likely due 

to the G(r) subtraction which introduces artefacts into the d-PDF.  This is 

rationalised by the presence of non-structural oscillations in the d-PDF which are 

found most prominently in the low-r region due to the Fourier transformation of 

S(Q) which has a large scattering contrast between oxygen and palladium.   

 

Table 5-2 displays the inter-atomic distances obtained from best d-PDF fits using 

multi-cluster models.  The first peak in the PDF (Figure 5-3) corresponds to the Pd-

O bond length of ca. 2.02 Å.  The refinement of the PdO and Pd phase scale factors 

indicate the sample consists predominantly of PdO.  The Pd–Pd correlations 

originating from metallic Pd are not clearly observed and the value for the Pd phase 

scale factor is negligible.  The PdO lattice parameters are consistent with 

crystallographic data for tetragonal PdO with space group symmetry P42/mmc
[35]

.  

The isotropic atomic displacement parameters, Uiso, increase, as expected, with 

temperature due to increased thermal motion.     
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Table 5-2. Inter-atomic distances (in Ångströms) obtained from best d-PDF fits. 

 

Pd-RT  Pd-700  Pd-900  

2.02 (Pd-O) 2.03(Pd-O) 2.08 (Pd-O) 

2.68 (O-O) 2.70 (O-O) 2.52 (O-O) 

3.03 (Pd-Pd, O-O) 3.04 (Pd-Pd, O-O) 2.78 (Pd-Pd)* 

3.43 (Pd-Pd) 3.45 (Pd-Pd) 3.29 (Pd-Pd) 

3.64 (Pd-Pd) 3.66 (Pd-Pd) 3.43 (Pd-Pd) 

4.04 (O-O) 4.06 (O-O) 3.90 (Pd-O) 

4.28 (Pd-Pd, O-O) 4.30 (Pd-Pd, O-O) 3.94 (Pd-Pd)* 

4.29 (Pd-O) 4.32 (Pd-O) 4.12 (Pd-O) 

4.74 (Pd-O) 4.76 (Pd-O) 4.15 (O-O) 

  4.67 (Pd-Pd, O-O) 

  4.82 (Pd-Pd)* 

*Pd-Pd correlations from metallic palladium. 

 

Modelling the d-PDF data at 700 °C shows an increase in the PdO lattice parameters 

which is likely to be due to thermal expansion of the lattice where the Pd-O bond 

distance increases to 2.03 Å and which is consistent with reported values
[36]

.  The 

peaks in the d-PDF have broadened due to the increase in thermal disorder as 

indicated through the enlargement in the U parameter.  Again, the low-r region 

displays the greatest difference between the model and experimental data, in 

particular the first peak (Pd-O) cannot be modelled accurately since the procedure 

we employ (PDFgui) requires a crystal structure model.  Without much information 

from conventional diffraction, it is difficult to identify which type of crystal structure 

that may represent a distorted Pd-O distance or a PdO suboxide
[37]

 therefore it may 

be necessary to employ other techniques, such as the Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) 

method, to resolve this.  This methodology has demonstrated its effectiveness in 

elucidating the structure of amorphous and poorly crystalline materials using total 

scattering PDF data
[38, 39]

.  The Pd metal phase factor (XPd) is very low indicating, 

within experimental uncertainty, the likely absence of any Pd metallic phase.  The 
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PdO structure and relative concentration is maintained at 700 °C where the fit (Rw = 

32 %) is similar to that for Pd-RT data.  Qualitatively, from phase composition, these 

results are consistent with the reduction behaviour of PdO where various studies 

have shown that the PdO to Pd
0
 reduction does not take place until ~ 850 °C and this 

is also evident in supported Pd catalysts
[4]

. 

 

Multi–cluster analysis, by taking both PdO and Pd metal phases in the starting 

model, of Pd-900 data gives an improved fit with a fit residuum of 27 %.  Low 

amplitude peaks, particularly between 3 and 6 Å are not well modelled, most likely 

resulting from generation of the d-PDF and lack of information about the phase 

associated with palladium oxide.  The reduction in XPdO and large increase in XPd 

indicates that the Pd/Al2O3 sample has undergone incomplete reduction since 

significant amounts of residual PdO are detected in the analysis.  The emergence of 

the peak at ca. 2.80 Å corresponding to the Pd-Pd metallic bond distance is clearly 

observed; Pd-Pd distance obtained from this study (ca. 2.74Å) is likely to be due to 

the lattice expansion of Pd metal phase.  PdO lattice parameters have changed 

significantly; the a parameter has increased by ca. 0.25 Å and the c parameter 

decreased by ca. 0.35 Å. It is important to note that this analysis was performed 

assuming PdO crystal structure is retained (search for a known phase containing Pd-

Al-O in the CDS database did not yield any result).  Perhaps there are some 

rearrangements at high temperature and PdO is present not as a bulk like structure 

but as some irreducible surface species.  In the d-PDF features at ca. 5.5 Å do not fit 

well to the model in addition to the features around 2 Å where one would expect Pd-

O correlations.  Inspection of the diffraction data (Figure 5-1), S(Q), does not reveal 

any reflections that may originate from a known palladium suboxide, PdOx, hence it 

is difficult to model the PDF data associated with Pd-O correlations.  Furthermore, 

highly dispersed particles of PdO may go undetected in the X-ray diffraction data.   

Quantitative phase composition obtained from the PDF analysis is given in Table 5-

1.  The results show at 900 ˚C ca. 70 % (by number) of metallic Pd is formed 

indicating the incomplete reduction of PdO to Pd
0
.  This is in contrast to the results 

obtained via laboratory XRD studies carried out by us and by other authors
[40]

 which 

does not detect any unreduced PdO and the reduction is considered to be complete.  
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Selected interatomic distances obtained from the d-PDF analysis are listed in Table 

5-2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Best fits of the experimental in situ d-PDFs (black line) measured at 

room temperature (top), 700 °C (middle) and 900 °C (bottom) to calculated PDFs 

(red line) using multi-cluster models (1-10 Å) with the residual spectrum below 

(green line). 
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5.5.3 In situ XANES 

The in situ Pd K-edge XANES spectra obtained from the heating and cooling of the 

Pd/Al2O3 model catalyst sample are displayed in Figure 5-4.  XANES spectra of 

bulk PdO and Pd foil standard samples (Figure 5-4 inset) were used in fingerprinting 

the model catalyst XANES by the assignment of diagnostic spectral features 

originating from the XANES of the reference materials.  These plots reveal three 

distinct regions from the in situ heating and cooling.  The first region, marked (1), 

recorded between room temperature and ca. 830 °C closely resembles the XANES 

profile of the PdO reference material.  The second region, marked (2), displays clear 

changes in the near-edge structure, evidenced by the decrease in white line intensity 

and shift of the absorption edge to lower energy by ca. 1.7 eV.  In comparison a 2.1 

eV shift is observed based on the model compounds which suggests that an 

incomplete reduction to Pd metal has taken place.  These observations are consistent 

with d-PDF analysis.  The presence of an isosbestic point at ca. 24,385 eV confirms 

that the sample is composed of the PdO and metallic Pd with no intermediate species 

being formed.  The XANES profiles in region (3), data recorded during cooling 

cycle, between 580 °C and room temperature, match that of PdO confirming the 

reoxidation of the metallic phase to PdO. 
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Figure 5-4. In situ XANES plots from the heating and cooling of Pd/Al2O3 model 

catalyst. Insert shows the XANES of PdO and Pd foil reference materials.  Three 

regions over the heating and cooling are observed. (1) The catalyst has PdO 

structure with heating to 830 °C.  (2) The incomplete reduction to metallic Pd takes 

place at 900 °C and metallic Pd is detected on cooling to 680 °C. (3) The 

reoxidation to PdO has taken place at 580 °C.  

 

In order to extract quantitative information on the phase factions, linear combination 

fitting (LCF) of the normalised Pd K-edge XANES spectra was performed, taking 

PdO and Pd metal foil as reference compounds.   Excellent quality fits were obtained 

using a fit range of −40 to +60 eV around the absorption edge, E0, with typical 

agreement factors of R = 0.00020.  Representative best fits from LCF using data 

measured at room temperature, ca. 900 °C and room temperature after cooling are 

illustrated in Figure 5-5.  Phase composition analysis, yielding the fraction of PdO 

and Pd within the sample over the various temperatures, is displayed in Figure 5-6.   
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Figure 5-5. Representative LCF best fits (red line) of the Pd/Al2O3 XANES (black 

line) measured at room temperature (top), 700 °C (middle) and 900 °C (bottom) 

along with the residual spectrum plot below in each. The estimated experimental 

uncertainty of the LCF analysis results is within 2 %. 

 

 

Results from the XANES LCF indicate that up to ca. 830 °C the sample has a single 

component PdO phase.  Between 830 and 900 °C the incomplete reduction of PdO 

→ Pd
0
 takes place where the resultant phase composition from LCF is ca. 40 % and 

60 % for PdO and Pd metal phases, respectively.  On cooling the sample the onset of 

reoxidation occurs at ca. 680 °C and appears to have undergone almost a complete 

reoxidation by ca. 580 °C. 
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Figure 5-6. Results of XANES LCF of 4 wt.% Pd/Al2O3 sample.  The profile plots the 

relative concentration of Pd foil and PdO species within the sample against 

temperature.  Errors on the calculated phase fractions are within the size of the 

symbols. 

 

5.5.4 In situ EXAFS  

The Fourier transforms of EXAFS (phase shift uncorrected) for Pd/Al2O3 sample 

measured during heating and cooling cycle are shown in Figure 5-7.  The first two 

peaks in the FT are assigned to the first two coordination shells of PdO at ca. 1.5 

(Pd-O) and ca. 2.8 Å (Pd-Pd), respectively.  These peak positions remain largely 

unchanged up to 800 °C.  Above ca. 830 °C a single peak at ca. 2.4 Å emerges, 

consistent with a metallic first shell Pd-Pd distance, with a simultaneous decrease in 

the magnitude of the peaks at 1.5 and 2.8 Å is observed indicating the reduction of 

PdO to Pd
0
.  After 900 °C the metallic Pd-Pd peak amplitude gains intensity in the 

following cooling scans to 580 °C where the disappearance of metallic Pd-Pd 

coordination is observed with concomitant reappearance of Pd-O and Pd-Pd 

coordination shells belonging to PdO.  The extent of reduction, determined from the 

coexistence of Pd species, cannot be estimated via inspection of FT magnitudes since 

the amplitude of the peaks in the FT are attenuated by thermal disorder component of 

the Debye-Waller factor.   The refinement of the EXAFS data using a structural 

model was therefore performed to derived detailed structural information including 
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the respective phase fractions of PdO and metallic Pd.  Figure 5-9 displays 

representative best fits of the EXAFS and associated Fourier transforms for data 

collected at 504 °C, 900 °C and at room temperature after cooling.  

 

 

Figure 5-7. In situ Fourier transformed Pd K-edge EXAFS data (phase shift 

uncorrected) for Pd/Al2O3 sample with heating to 900 °C and subsequent cooling.  

The PdO → Pd
0
 reduction pathway is evident where the metallic Pd-Pd peak 

emerges at ~ 2.4 Å. 

 

The results of refined parameter values extracted through EXAFS analysis of in situ 

Pd K-edge EXAFS data are reported in Table 5-3.  First shell analysis reveals the 

starting material has a structure very closely resembling that of bulk PdO where the 

Pd–O coordination in the Pd/Al2O3 sample is ca. 4 indicating the phase fraction of 

PdO is close to 100% which supports results from XANES LCF.  The Pd-O bond 

distance of 2.01 Å is consistent with that of the bulk material and indicative of Pd
2+

-

O bonding.  Second shell, Pd–Pd, correlations have also been included in the model 

with a refined distance of 3.02 Å which is similar to the distance seen in bulk PdO. 
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The first nearest neighbour Pd-O coordination gradually decreases upon heating to 

ca. 830 °C.  This small decrease in coordination number can be explained by the 

increase in the first shell Debye-Waller factor since the two structural parameters are 

highly correlated.  The Pd-O bond distance, 2.02 Å, does not change within 

experimental uncertainty, ± 0.01 Å.  The EXAFS data at 900 C are modelled with 

the inclusion of metallic Pd-Pd coordination at 2.75 Å and a coordination number of 

7 yielding a good agreement factor with this model.  This under-coordination from 

that of the bulk metal (N = 12) is explained by the coexistence of oxide and metallic 

Pd species, where the Pd–O coordination number falls to 1.2.  Whilst the error on the 

measured coordination number in EXAFS is routinely ca. 10% or higher, by using 

the under-coordination in first shell nearest neighbour (beyond the first shell the 

reliability of N reduces dramatically) from the bulk value in PdO and metallic Pd one 

can determine to some extent the relative amounts of each phase present and hence 

an estimation to the overall extent of reduction.   
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Table 5-3. Structural parameters obtained from in situ EXAFS analysis of Pd/Al2O3 

sample.  Refined values for the threshold energy (ΔE), coordination number (N), 

interatomic distance (R) and Debye-Waller factors (2σ
2
) are tabulated.  Fitting 

results of Pd foil and PdO reference materials are shown for comparison. The 

estimated errors for the N, R and σ
2
 were ca ±0.5, ±0.02 and ±0.001. 

 

 

 

(Ref 

material) 

Temp 

(˚C) 

1
st
 shell PdO 2

nd
 shell PdO 1

st
 shell Pd metal Rfit (%) 

N RPd-O 

(Å) 

2σ
2   

(Å
2
) 

N RPd-Pd 

(Å) 

2σ
2  

(Å
2
) 

N RPd-Pd 

(Å) 

2σ
2 

(Å
2
) 

(PdO) 4.0 2.02 0.007 1.8 3.03 0.010    12.19 

(Pd foil)       12 2.74 0.011 29.28 

           

212 4.0 2.02 0.007 2.7 3.03 0.011    19.71 

290 4.1 2.02 0.008 2.7 3.04 0.016    17.09 

417 4.0 2.02 0.009 2.2 3.04 0.015    15.47 

504 4.1 2.02 0.011 1.8 3.03 0.015    16.89 

602 3.9 2.02 0.011 1.4 3.03 0.014    17.58 

700 3.8 2.02 0.011 1.0 3.04 0.014    18.39 

831 3.5 2.03 0.014 0.9 3.03 0.013    19.22 

900 1.2 2.01 0.015 2.0 2.99 0.036 7 2.75 0.023 30.49 

881 0.9 2.01 0.024 3.2 2.91 0.037 8.4 2.71 0.036 39.43 

784 0.9 2.00 0.017 3.1 2.99 0.026 8.8 2.75 0.026 33.56 

682 1.2 2.01 0.006 3.0 3.00 0.022 8.2 2.76 0.022 35.50 

580 3.2 2.02 0.006 1.7 3.03 0.012    20.62 

478 3.2 2.02 0.005 1.7 3.03 0.008    19.16 

376 3.4 2.02 0.005 1.7 3.03 0.005    18.79 

274 3.4 2.02 0.004 1.7 3.03 0.004    20.96 

173 3.5 2.02 0.004 2.1 3.04 0.003    19.92 

71 3.5 2.02 0.003 2.5 3.04 0.003    20.46 

55 3.4 2.02 0.003 2.5 3.05 0.003    20.30 

42 3.4 2.02 0.002 2.6 3.04 0.002    21.17 

32 3.5 2.02 0.002 2.6 3.04 0.003    20.87 
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Figure 5-8 illustrates the phase fractions obtained from respective coordination 

numbers for PdO and metallic Pd phases over the full temperature resolved 

experiment.  From fitting the EXAFS data at 900 °C, a 30 and 70 % phase 

composition for PdO and metallic Pd species, respectively, is obtained.  In 

comparison XANES LCF fitting suggest a 40 % and 60 % composition for PdO and 

Pd, respectively, at 900 °C.  Pd
0
 → PdO reoxidation takes place between 680 and 

580°C, at which point the reoxidation of Pd/Al2O3 is considered to be complete.  At 

580 °C data cannot be modelled with the inclusion of Pd-Pd scattering, the results 

yielding negative Debye-Waller factors or coordination numbers.  The Debye-Waller 

factor gradually decreases on cooling back to room temperature and the Pd-O 

coordination gradually increases to a value close to that of bulk coordination.  Over 

the course of the reduction and reoxidation, phase composition results from EXAFS 

and XANES analyses yield a consistently good agreement.  Scans taken on cooling 

to room temperature reveal Pd/Al2O3 EXAFS data which are consistent with bulk 

PdO data. 

 

 

Figure 5-8. Plot detailing the relative amounts of metallic Pd and PdO species 

present over heating and cooling cycle obtained using the first shell coordination 

number, N, from EXAFS analysis. 
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Figure 5-9.  Representative best fits of the Pd K-edge EXAFS and associated 

Fourier transforms from Pd/Al2O3 in situ data measured at 504 °C, 900 °C and 

room temperature after cooling. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

The structural transformations during the reduction and reoxidation of a model 4 

wt.% Pd/Al2O3 catalyst have been examined in detail using in situ PDF, XANES and 

EXAFS techniques.  New information on this system has been garnered using the 

differential PDF approach, yielding quantitative information on the phase 

composition at elevated temperatures, which would otherwise be lost due to the 

major γ-Al2O3 support component to the PDF.   Although the use of the PDF method 

allowed us to determine structural information over a large length scale, which is not 

possible using EXAFS, this technique is unable to provide electronic state 

information.  Therefore XANES and EXAFS were used to determine the phase 

composition and local structure of the reacting supported Pd catalyst. 

 

Complementary in situ Pd K-edge XAS data were measured for the Pd/Al2O3 sample 

to provide additional structural information at comparable temperatures and to cross 

correlate the results of XANES, EXAFS and PDF analyses.  From all techniques 

employed the Pd/Al2O3 sample is shown to undergo an incomplete PdO to Pd
0
 

reduction between 830 and 900 °C.  Whereas conventional diffraction suggests that 

this process is full and complete at 900 °C, a multi–cluster analysis of the d-PDF 

obtained at 900 °C indicates that there is a significant (ca. 30 %) residual PdO 

component which may be due to (i) highly dispersed PdO like particles interacting 

with the support or (ii) the formation of PdO suboxides. PDF analysis results are in 

agreement with both XANES and EXAFS analyses, both observing incomplete 

reduction to the metal at 900 °C, of the order 40 and 30 % of residual PdO detected 

by XANES and EXAFS, respectively.  In situ data obtained via all techniques also 

show evidence for the reoxidation of Pd
0
 to PdO upon cooling to room temperature 

where the results of XANES and EXAFS analyses agree very well indicating that 

complete reoxidation of the Pd/Al2O3 sample takes place between 680 and 580 °C.   

 

Thus by combining the strengths of the two techniques and by implementing the 

differential PDF analysis method, we have demonstrated the complementarities of 
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PDF and XAS techniques and their power  in developing our understanding of 

complex supported catalytic systems containing low metal loadings.   
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Chapter 6  Speciation of VEC catalysts using chlorine K-

edge XAS 

 

 

6.1 Chapter overview 

An investigation into the speciation of chlorine–containing platinum compounds in 

North American based automotive-exhaust catalysts using chlorine K-edge XAS was 

undertaken.  We used the localised XANES regions of the X-ray absorption spectra 

to characterise the structure of unused (fresh) and used (road-aged) vehicle emission 

control (VEC) catalysts.  Both gasoline Three-way Catalysts (TWC) and Diesel 

Oxidation Catalysts (DOC) VEC catalysts were utilised in this study from 

geographically varied locations.  Our results reveal that no chloroplatinate species 

could be detected, even at the high sensitivity of Cl K-edge XAS to chlorine within 

the samples (< 30 ppm); the only chlorine that could be accounted for is that 

originating from the γ-alumina component of the catalysts. These results highlight 

the advantage of performing Cl K-edge measurements for VEC catalyst speciation at 

low concentration levels and, consequently, have important implications for 

environmental protection. 
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6.2 Introduction 

Anthropogenic emission of various gases such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon 

monoxide (CO), sulphur oxides (SOx) and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) to the 

atmosphere come from use of fossil fuels.  During the 1960s it was identified that 

these “greenhouse” or toxic gases emitted from vehicle engine exhausts into the 

atmosphere posed a risk to health and the environment.  Growing environmental 

concern lead to introduction of US environmental legislation in the 1970s to enforce 

that measures be taken to control and abate the emission of harmful secondary 

pollutants from vehicle engines 
[1]

.  Accordingly, this necessitated a concerted effort 

to be placed on developing efficient new catalysts for improving air quality and 

adhering to stringent controls.  Conversion of these environmentally unacceptable 

gases to more acceptable ones, in particular to N2, CO2 and H2O using catalysts has 

been a challenging task which has been overcome through the use of heterogeneous 

catalysts.   

 

With the inclusion of diesel engines in today’s growing vehicle industry, two types 

of automotive exhaust catalysts are widely used: (a) Two-way catalytic converters 

used in diesel engines to reduce hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions and 

(b) Three-way converters widely used in gasoline engines.  Three-way catalytic 

converters (TWC) have simultaneous tasks, in (i) oxidation of CO to CO2 and (ii) 

oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons to CO2 and H2O and (iii) reduction of nitrogen 

oxides to nitrogen and oxygen 
[1]

.  Platinum group metal (PGM) based catalysts, 

which includes platinum, palladium and rhodium, have shown superior performance 

for vehicle emission control (VEC) 
[2]

.  These metals are dispersed on high surface 

area carriers, in particular alumina or ceria based supports. The catalyst monoliths in 

vehicles are treated with both PGMs and high surface area γ-alumina to achieve the 

desired catalytic performance 
[1]

.  Platinum, in particular is highly active for both 

diesel and gasoline applications.  Local environmental legislation and the variable 

costs of raw materials and precious metals means these formulations vary from 

region to region but which typically contain 0.1 – 1 wt% of PGM 
[3]

.   

A number of techniques 
[4, 5]

 have been employed in the literature to determine the 

structure and speciation of model and industrially relevant catalysts.  Among these, 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been preferentially used since it is 
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element-specific and is not constrained by long-range order, that which limits X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD) 
[6]

. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is also widely used, 

however, it is limited to the study of surface species; it is nevertheless a useful tool 

for catalytic studies 
[7]

. Similarly, microscopy has been used extensively to determine 

particle morphology and element mapping 
[8, 9]

.  There is a growing concern on the 

reactivity of platinum nanoparticles in the catalyst with chlorine in the environment 

producing chloroplatinate species; chloroplatinate compounds are known to be 

hazardous to health.  With concerns of toxicity in mind, a number of recent studies 

have focussed on the distribution and chemical form of PGMs in the environment 
[10-

12]
.  Hence, there is a need to better investigate the speciation of platinum in 

authentic vehicle exhaust catalysts operated in real world conditions.  A recent Pt L3-

edge XAS study by Hyde et al 
[13]

 showed that, in European samples, no detectable 

chloroplatinate species could be found.   

 

Whilst many XAS studies focus on the metal edge, very few are performed at the 

chlorine K-edge.  These low energy XAS studies are challenging and usually 

restricted to the measurement of XANES regions only.  In spite of this, much 

information can be gleaned from analysis of the XANES wherein the local structure 

and chemical state of the chlorine is probed.  Cl K-edge XAS has more recently been 

utilised to understand the nature of bonding interactions between chlorine and metals 

in transition metal complexes providing complementary structural information to 

that obtained from the metal K- and L-edges 
[14]

.  Experiments at the Cl K-edge have 

been undertaken to solve a range of problems in inorganic and bioinorganic 

chemistry as highlighted by Solomon et al 
[15]

.  From these XAS experiments ligand-

metal covalent bonding interactions can be measured and ligand-metal orbital mixing 

quantified, hence Cl K-edge XAS is an ideal technique for probing metal chloride 

species. Moreover, due to the highly selective nature of XAS only the interactions 

associated with chlorine are observed.  This is much more favourable over metal 

edge studies where, in addition to chlorine, every other component of the catalyst is 

detected (if in sufficient concentration).  Cl K-edge XANES is well equipped for 

speciation studies providing clarification and resolution as to the nature of the 

chlorine present in real catalytic systems which may be present in low 

concentrations.   
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6.3 Aims and objectives 

This investigation aims to employ low energy Cl K-edge XAS for the speciation of 

chloroplatinates within fresh and road aged Vehicle Emission Control (VEC) 

catalysts.  Speciation using Pt L-edge XANES and EXAFS has been previously 

performed 
[13]

 in addition to SEM and XPS studies on these catalysts.  However, this 

is not the focus of this investigation.  Our aim is to show evidence for the existence 

or absence of platinum chloride or chloroplatinate species in VECs using Cl K-edge 

XANES data.  This will allow for the detection of only chlorine-containing species 

and avoid the numerous contributions from other species that exist in these catalysts.  
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6.4 Experimental 

 

6.4.1 Samples 

Two sets of model compounds were used in this study: (1) NaCl, NH4Cl and KCl, 

representing ionic systems and (2) Pt-Cl containing compounds:  PtCl2, PtCl4, 

K2PtCl4, K2PtCl6, (NH4)2PtCl6.  These model compounds were selectively chosen to 

reflect their respective ionic and covalent metal-chloride bonding interactions and 

the variety of metal (Pt) oxidation states and geometries they exhibit.  All model 

compounds used in this study were obtained from Alfa Aesar.   

 

The VEC catalysts used in this study were North American three-way catalysts 

(TWCs) and diesel oxidation catalysts (DOCs) from selected geographic regions.    

Catalyst samples were supplied by the Manufactures of Emission Control 

Association (MECA) Arlington, VA.  Catalyst samples were sourced from road aged 

vehicles from selected geographic regions both coastal and non-coastal 

environments.  Two types of DOCs were studied; High Duty Diesel (HDD) and 

Light Duty Diesel (LDD).  Replacement original equipment manufacturer (OEM) 

parts were sourced for the respective vehicles and utilised as control samples for this 

characterisation study and are referred to as ‘Fresh’.  Table 6-1 details the variety of 

VEC catalysts employed in this study and their respective origins.  DOC samples 

were scrapings from fresh vehicle catalysts and road aged vehicle catalysts.  TWC 

samples were from ground monoliths and likely to be contain platinum group metal 

(PGM) species in much lower concentrations than DOC samples.   
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Table 6-1. Fresh and Aged catalyst samples and nomenclature utilised in this study. 

 

Catalyst Name Ageing, Region 

TWC  

TWC Fresh   

TWC AC Road Aged, Coastal 

TWC ANC Road Aged, Non-coastal 

DOC  

LDD Fresh  

LDD AC Road Aged, Coastal 

HDD Fresh  

HDD ANC Road Aged, Non-coastal 

 

 

6.4.2 Fluorescence and Total Electron-Yield XAS 

Cl K-edge XAS measurements were carried out at the Canadian Double Crystal 

Monochromator beamline of the synchrotron radiation source (SRS), Madison, WI, 

USA.  The beamline is shown in Figure 6-1.  The ring energy operates at 800 MeV 

and also at 1 GeV; higher energy measurements were required for this XAS study.  

The beamline is located on a bending magnet and has an operating range of 1500 to 

4000 eV.  The Cl K-edge lies within this range at 2822 eV.  Each spectrum was 

acquired over the energy range 2800 to 2900 eV.  Cl K-edge XAS measurements 

were performed in fluorescence mode and using the total electron yield (TEY) 

technique.  The differences between both methods are described in chapter two.  The 

experimental setup of electron yield technique involves measuring the drain current 

of the cathode of a helium filled ion chamber.  Sample powders were ground up and 

spread thinly and uniformly across a piece of conducting carbon tape which was 

mounted onto an aluminium plate and placed in front of the beam under ultra-high 

vacuum (Figure 6-1).  The beam size covers approx. 12 μg of material.  Electron 

yield is a surface sensitive technique due to its limited penetration depth (at most 50 

Å, 
[16]

).  Electrons ejected from the surface of the sample ionise the helium and the 
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number of emitted electrons (upon excited state relaxation) is proportional to the 

absorption coefficient.  An 11–channel detector was used for fluorescence 

measurements with the detector fixed in position at 90 ⁰ to the incoming X-ray beam. 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1. Canadian Double Crystal Monochromator beamline at Aladdin storage 

ring, SRC.  Sample chamber (top) for electron yield and fluorescence XAS 

measurements and beamline (bottom) under ultra-high vacuum. 

 

Chlorine–containing model compounds and catalyst sample powders were measured 

in both fluorescence and electron yield modes.  In more concentrated samples, such 
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as the model compounds used in this study, self-absorption processes are an issue.  

This leads to distortion of the amplitudes in the XANES spectra and makes the 

normalisation problematic and unreliable.  Detector saturation is also a common 

issue for fluorescence measurements where the experimental geometry is fixed in 

place.  Consequently, the XANES spectra of all the model compounds in this study 

are from electron yield measurements where self-absorption is not an issue.  

Conversely, the XANES spectra of the catalyst samples are from fluorescence 

measurements since they fall within the thick dilute limit (refer to chapter two for 

explanation) and electron yield data is largely unusable.  The amount of chlorine in 

the catalyst samples was significantly less than in the model compounds, therefore 

the measurements were made at 1 GeV to give a better signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.  

The monochromator scanned an energy range of 2800 to 2900 eV which includes the 

XANES region of the X-ray absorption spectrum.  Attempts were made to measure 

the EXAFS region (50 eV above the absorption edge and beyond) however the data 

were dominated by noise, restricting the useable data in k-space, and thus no 

meaningful information could be obtained from measuring the EXAFS.  

Notwithstanding the lack of extended fine structure information, XANES is highly 

sensitive to the immediate coordination around the absorbing atom and thus 

structural information pertaining to the chemical environment, specifically the 

bonding interactions, can be obtained and is the focus of this study. 
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6.4.3 Total chloride analysis 

Combustion - Ion Chromatography (CIC) total chloride assay was carried out at 

Johnson Matthey, Sonning common and performed using a Mitsubishi AQF-2100H 

anion analyser connected to a Metrohm modular ion chromatograph with a Metrohm 

A Supp 5 250 anion column. A solid sample was introduced via an autosampler with 

WO3 as the combustion improver and combusted at 1100°C under O2.  The resulting 

halide rich gas stream was bubbled and absorbed into UHP water; this was in turn 

injected into the ion chromatograph.  

 

6.4.4 Data analysis 

Raw XAS data were background subtracted and normalised using the Athena 

program.  Due to the low concentrations of chlorine within the materials, in 

particular the catalyst samples, repeat scans were measured and merged to improve 

statistics and the S/N ratio.  Merging of data using Athena is essentially an averaging 

technique and performed using raw μ(E) data.  For interpretation of data with a low 

S/N ratio “smoothing” can be performed in the program in order to pronounce real 

spectral features that may be diluted by background noise.  The data analysis in our 

study was not, however, subject to any smoothing to ensure subtle features are not 

removed by this process.   
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6.5 Results and discussion 

The first part of this study focuses on Cl K-edge XAS measurements of chlorine–

containing model compounds.   Ionic and covalent bonding interactions involving 

chlorine can be differentiated by diagnostic spectral features in the XANES and shall 

be discussed with reference to the platinum containing model compounds.  The next 

part of this study will evaluate data from Cl K-edge XAS measurements of real VEC 

catalyst samples, from fresh and vehicle road aged catalysts (DOCs and TWCs).  To 

interpret the catalyst data, comparison and references will be made to the model 

compounds. 

 

6.5.1 Chlorine containing model compounds 

6.5.1.1 Ionic  

Figure 6-2 displays the Cl K-edge XANES spectra for the ionic model compounds 

NH4Cl, NaCl and KCl.  This data were obtained from electron yield measurements.  

The sharp increase in absorption at the absorption edge, between 2822 to 2823 eV, in 

these samples gains intensity from the electric dipole allowed Cl 1s → 4p transition.  

The XANES spectra of these ionic materials display significantly different 

lineshapes, in particular the white line intensity in all three materials shows 

considerable differences.  For NaCl an intense white line is observed which 

subsequently falls to zero, this is due to problematic normalisation of these electron 

yield data.  The position of the absorption edge between samples is close however, to 

within 1 eV.  The positions of the main absorption edges are tabulated in Table 6-2 

and these values represent the maxima in the respective derivative spectra. 
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Figure 6-2. Normalised Cl K-edge XANES spectra of a set of ionic model 

compounds: NH4Cl (top), NaCl (middle) and KCl (bottom). 

 

 

 

Table 6-2. Edge positions of ionic chlorine containing model compounds. 

 

 

 

Reference material Edge position / eV 

KCl 2822.0 

NaCl 2822.7 

NH4Cl 2821.9 
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6.5.1.2 Covalent Pt-Cl  

Cl K-edge XAS measurements of various platinum chloride and chloroplatinate 

samples were obtained and the electron yield XANES data are displayed in Figure 6-

3. These platinum containing model compounds represent various coordination 

geometries and ligands covalently bonded to platinum in the Pt(II) and Pt(IV) 

oxidation states.  The XANES spectra exhibit two distinct features present in all of 

all the model compounds;  a pre-edge peak region marked ‘A’ (ca. 2816 – 2819 eV) 

and a main edge region marked ‘B’ (ca. 2820 – 2824 eV).  Tabulated energy values 

of the positions of the pre-edge and main-edge peaks are listed in Table 6-3. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Normalised Cl K-edge XANES spectra of Pt–containing model 

compounds.  Intense pre-edge feature is observed (A) in all model compounds 

although the position and intensity varies.  The shape of the absorption edge (B) in 

all model compounds display similarities related to coordination geometry. 
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Table 6-3. Pre-edge and main-edge positions of the platinum containing model 

compounds. 

 

Model compound Pre-edge energy
A
 / eV Main-edge energy

B
 / eV 

K2PtCl4 2818.4 2823.4 

PtCl2 2818.7 2822.9 

K2PtCl6 2817.3 2823.6 

PtCl4 2816.8 2822.7 

(NH4)2PtCl6 2816.9 2822.7 
A,B

 Correspond to the pre-edge and main-edge peaks illustrated in Figure 6-2 and are taken 

as the maxima in the derivative spectra. 

 

The main-edge peak, B, in all samples represents the increase in absorption intensity 

due to the electric dipole allowed Cl 1s → 4p transition.  Unlike in metal edge XAS, 

where the binding energy can be directly related to the oxidation state of the 

absorbing atom, the position of the main-edge in Cl XAS is influenced by the 

effective nuclear charge on the chlorine.  Thus the Pt oxidation state partly effects 

the edge position however this explains the apparent lack of correlation between 

edge position and Pt oxidation state where other effects are present.  The intensity of 

the Cl 1s → 4p transition is related directly to the amount of Cl present.  For K2PtCl6 

and (NH3)2PtCl6, which have the most Pt bound Cl, the most intense transitions are 

observed; PtCl4 and PtCl2 show comparatively weak main-edge intensities.   

 

The pre-edge peak, A, at lower energy is also prominent in all the model compounds 

and is well resolved and separated from the main-edge peak, occurring at ca. 4 to 6 

eV below the main-edge peak.  This pre-edge intensity is attributed to the Cl 1s → 

3p transition.  The chlorine 3p orbitals are directly involved in bonding with the 

platinum 5d orbitals and so the pre-edge gains intensity if there is significant 3p 

character on the platinum 5d orbitals, from covalency.  This electron excitation can 

alternatively be represented as a 1s → 5d* dipole forbidden transition, gaining 

intensity due to the p character of the d orbital.  Here, * represents the dominant 

character of the π antibonding metal orbital.  The prominent pre-edge features in 
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Figure 6-3 vary in both intensity and position.  The energy of the pre-edge transition 

is modulated by shifts in the core Cl 1s energy which is correlated to the relative 

charge of the chloride.  More charge donation to the Pt creates a shift to a deeper 

binding energy.  The energy of the pre-edge is, furthermore, affected by the HOMO 

energy which is determined by i) the geometry which has its origin in the splitting 

the d-orbital energies; ii) the coordination number and effective charge of the metal, 

shifting the overall energy of the d manifold 
[17]

.  The pre-edge feature is therefore a 

direct probe into the Pt—Cl molecular orbital and the covalent interactions 
[18]

.  In 

contrast, no pre-edge feature is observed in the XANES belonging to the ionic 

chlorides (Figure 6-2) since there are no partially filled d orbitals that overlap with 

Cl 3p orbitals and hence no covalent interactions.    

 

6.5.2 VEC catalysts 

6.5.2.1 Total chloride analysis 

A Combustion – Ion Chromatography (CIC) total chloride assay was carried out on 

all catalysts and the results are listed in Table 6-4.  The results of the assay indicate 

very low levels of chloride are present in all the catalyst samples.  The total chloride 

content of the γ-alumina reference material is slightly greater than those of the 

catalysts suggesting that the chloride contained within the VECs is likely to originate 

from residual chloride in the alumina support.  
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Table 6-4. Total chloride analysis of VECs and reference γ-alumina material as 

determined by combustion ion chromatography. 

 

VEC Total chloride (ppm) 

TWC Fresh 24 

TWC AC 10 

TWC ANC 13 

LDD Fresh 17 

LDD AC 19 

HDD Fresh <10 

HDD ANC 22 

γ-alumina reference 35 

 

 

6.5.2.2 Cl K-edge XANES 

Figure 6-4 displays the normalised Cl K-edge XANES spectra of the fresh and aged 

TWCs and DOCs (LDD and HDD) along with a plot of the γ-alumina reference 

XANES.  Firstly, extraction of the fluorescence data after summing several spectra 

indicates an increase in absorption intensity between ca. 2820 and 2822 eV 

implicating the presence of chlorine and is designated to the Cl 1s → 4p transition; 

Table 6-5 summarises the main-edge positions in XANES data of all the VECs.  The 

fluorescence counts for respective TWCs and DOCs were found to be fairly low, 

however, suggesting chlorine is present in very low concentrations.  Secondly, no 

evidence for a characteristic pre-edge feature, as is observed in all platinum 

containing model compounds, at < 2819 eV (Table 6-3), is detected in any of the 

catalysts.  The higher energy XANES region, beyond ca. 2825 eV, also shows 

discordance with the model Pt compounds.  There is a slight shift in the main-edge 

position of the VECs (ca. 1 – 2 eV) relative to the Pt containing model compounds 

which further suggests that the chlorine is in a different chemical environment 

compared to that of the model compounds.  Although these spectra do suffer from a 

higher level of noise than the electron yield measurements on the Pt model 
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compounds it is quite evident that the XANES lineshapes in all the catalysts are very 

similar to that of the parent γ-alumina which does not contain platinum or any other 

metal.  It is well known that alumina can contain residual chlorine in low levels from 

preparation methods and the results of CIC assay and XANES confirm this.  The 

results of XANES analyses strongly suggest that the low levels of chlorine present in 

these catalyst systems are not associated, through direct bonding interactions, with 

platinum or any other PGM and that the chlorine signal originates from the residual 

chlorine within the γ-alumina support. 
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Figure 6-4. Normalised Cl K-edge XANES spectra of: (a) fresh and aged Three-way 

catalysts from coastal (AC) and non-coastal areas (ANC); (b) fresh and aged LDD 

catalysts; (c) fresh and aged HDD catalysts.  The Catalysts’ XANES are compared 

with that of the γ-alumina reference material. 

 

 

Table 6-5. Edge positions for TWCs and DOCs. 

 

Model compound Main-edge energy
 
/ eV 

TWC Fresh 2820.5 

TWC AC 2819.7 

TWC ANC 2820.6 

LDD Fresh 2820.6 

LDD AC 2820.5 

HDD Fresh 2822.0 

HDD ANC 2821.0 

γ-alumina reference 2820.4 
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6.6 Conclusion 

Chlorine K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopic measurements have been performed 

on a variety of chlorine containing model compounds and on fresh and road aged 

VEC catalysts from a variety of sources.  Few studies have been performed at the 

chlorine K-edge and so this investigation has brought new information surrounding 

potentially harmful chloroplatinate species in road aged VEC catalysts.  We have 

demonstrated the power of element specificity in XAS where we have been able to 

record XANES data at the very low (ppm) levels within real vehicle road aged 

catalyst samples.   

 

Using a set of platinum containing model compounds we have shown that the 

existence of characteristic pre-edge peaks in the XANES spectra are a direct measure 

of platinum – chloride covalent bonding interactions.  By performing these 

speciation studies we have shown that fresh and vehicle road aged TWCs and DOCs 

do not contain chlorine associated with platinum through any direct interactions 

owing to the complete absence of any pre-edge features in the XANES of these 

catalysts.  Very low levels of chlorine are detected using XANES data which is in 

strong agreement with total chloride assay that indicates levels of chlorine are less 

than 30 ppm.  The observed chlorine signal is attributed to the residual chlorine in 

the parent γ-alumina with which the XANES of the VECs show greatest similarity.    

 

Cl K-edge is complementary to metal edge measurements, which have been 

performed 
[13]

, and the findings are of great importance not just from an 

environmental protection point of view but also from a speciation point of view 

where performing low energy experiments at the Cl K-edge is a much more direct 

probe of metal – chloride interactions.  Thus Cl K-edge measurements play an 

essential role in determining the existence of platinum – chloride species.   
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Chapter 7 Summary and outlook 

 

 

The advances in synchrotron radiation sources have propelled materials 

characterisation into a new era with ever more sophisticated methods being 

developed to tackle the structural elucidation of complex materials.  Some of the 

problems, materials and techniques are not novel however advances in technology 

allow the measurement to be carried out at much faster time-scales so that 

challenging reacting systems can be tackled.          

 

We employed in situ XAS and PDF to determine the short- and medium-range 

structure of allotropic cobalt using multi-cluster methodologies to garner detailed 

information on HCP and FCC structures within cobalt metal powders.  Whilst 

limitations in the EXAFS technique prevent it from being used as a medium-range 

structural probe with accuracy, the implementation of multi-cluster models with ex 

situ and in situ data proved to be a reliable method of resolving HCP and FCC 

structured within the mixed phase cobalt system.  Although the EXAFS 

methodology we have developed is based upon crystallographic structural models, 

good agreement between experiment and theory was obtained in the modelling and 

this approach was successful in capturing the HCP and FCC components over the 

course of the HCP → FCC phase transformation.  On the other hand, the 

uncertainties in the derived phase composition analysis are high.  Partly due to the 

effects of noise on k-space data at higher temperatures and moreover, the inherent 

correlations between the Debye-Waller factor and coordination number (or phase 

fraction) in EXAFS.  Complementary ex situ and in situ PDF studies were performed 

to resolve the phase composition in HCP and FCC structures by analysing the short-, 

medium- and long-range order simultaneously.  Unfortunately time resolved 

measurements were not possible at SPring-8, which is becoming fast available in 

other synchrotron radiation sources.  The HCP and FCC multi-cluster methodology 

is ideally suited to PDF analysis which does not suffer from the same limitations as 

EXAFS; the medium-range ordering is modelled without the restrictions of R-space 

data.  Furthermore, this is advantageous over conventional X-ray diffraction in that 

PDF analysis is executed in real-space and does not rely on long-range order.  
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Although this is true of the PDF technique, the multi-cluster methodology – 

analogous to that used in EXAFS – for use in this thesis work was limited to 

modelling the crystallographic components of the data.  This restriction, however, 

did not prevent the extraction of in-depth structural information on this model FT 

catalyst system.  Results from PDF and EXAFS, in general, were in good agreement 

however the R-dependence of EXAFS analysis proved PDF to be more accurate.  To 

our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind, employing both PDF and EXAFS 

techniques to understand the fundamental atomic architecture of a model FT catalyst.  

Further potential work in this area will be to use Reverse Monte-Carlo modelling in 

such a way that both EXAFS and PDF data can be analysed simultaneously to a 

yield a more unique model. 

 

Understanding the HCP and FCC composition in the cobalt system is not sufficient 

to complete our structural knowledge of supported cobalt catalysts, such as those 

used in FT synthesis.  Although the active form of the catalyst is well known to be in 

the reduced state, of highly dispersed Co
0
 particles, there are many issues which 

remain unclear in the literature pertaining to the reduced form of the catalyst.  It is 

understood that the reductive treatment of a working alumina supported cobalt 

catalyst generates hard-to-reduce species which impact upon catalytic activity.  

There is no strong agreement, however, as to the nature of these species.  Some 

authors propose that cobalt aluminate is formed, which is not easily reduced below 

800 °C, whilst others suggest that “pseudo” aluminate like species are formed on the 

surface of the support.  There is general consensus, however, that these hard-to-

reduce species lack sufficient long-range order to be characterised by XRD.  This has 

led to XAS being routinely employed in this area to understand the nature of the 

species within the catalyst in its precursor, active and deactivated state.  The 

development of the QuickEXAFS technique has enabled us to carry out time-

resolved speciation studies on a model FT catalyst to address some of the issues that 

have been highlighted in the literature using in situ combined XAS/XRD.  Semi-

quantitative information using XANES linear combination fitting provided evidence 

for a mixed metallic and cobalt oxide phase at the end of reduction; the extent of 

reduction was of the order ca. 60 %.  This was consistent with literature findings.  X-

ray diffraction highlighted in this study that the poorly crystalline alumina support, 

in addition to the overlapping and extraneous reflections, impedes accurate 
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characterisation via this technique however the transient species in the reduction did 

corroborate the findings from XANES and EXAFS.  EXAFS proved to be the most 

effective for gleaning insight into the nature of the species within the catalyst 

undergoing reduction.  These findings supported those from XANES in that a mixed 

Co
2+

 and reduced Co
0
 coexist after reduction with a respective composition of 45 

and 55 %.  Crucially, EXAFS results indicated that the non-metallic component was 

an oxidic Co
2+

 species which could not be assigned to cobalt aluminate, at least as a 

bulk phase.  This provided direct confirmation for the absence of cobalt aluminate 

formation within the catalyst.  EXAFS yields bond lengths with high accuracy and 

the resulting Co—O bond length of 2.08 Å led us to propose a structure for the 

unreduced component of the reduced catalyst.  This was that the reduced cobalt 

metal was the dominant species in the reduced catalyst and the minor component 

was a cobalt species which interacts strongly with the support which is hard to 

reduce in hydrogen at 500 °C.  The EXAFS derived distance of 2.08 Å, contained 

within the unreduced phase, can be rationalised by cobalt ions diffusing into the 

alumina framework and locating themselves in octahedral holes within the alumina 

lattice.  In this work the use of EXAFS has enhanced our understanding of the 

reduced species within the catalyst.  To support our findings further work is 

necessary to complete this picture; the broad peak displayed in the TPR, representing 

Co
2+

 to Co
0
 reduction, can feasibly contain several oxidic Co species of varying 

reducibilities.  Additional evidence for this type of species may be obtained through 

in depth modelling studies.  

 

In another example of using the PDF technique, we gained new insight into the 

complex structure of a supported palladium catalyst.  This work extended the multi-

cluster methodology by using the differential PDF technique.  One of the main 

drawbacks of using PDF, in particular to study complex multi-component systems, is 

that all atom—atom correlations are produced in the PDF.  If the active component 

of interest is an element in low concentrations, as is frequently the case with 

supported noble metal catalysts, the PDF will be dominated by the unwanted 

constituents.  In the case of supported palladium catalysts this is manifested in 

diffuse scattering from the γ-alumina support phase.  By taking in situ PDF 

measurements of both Pd/Al2O3 catalyst and the γ-alumina support phase the 

alumina scattering could be removed, isolating just the palladium metal particles of 
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interest.  XRD has been widely employed for characterising supported palladium 

catalyst however highly dispersed small metal particles hinders effective 

characterisation using XRD.  Still it remains unclear as to whether the transformation 

of PdO to Pd is complete at elevated temperatures.  With this in mind, we employed 

both differential PDF and EXAFS multi-cluster methodologies to study the phase 

transformation in situ thereby obtaining quantitative determination of phase 

composition at various temperatures.  The results from both methodologies were in 

excellent agreement suggesting that the transformation is incomplete at 900 °C with 

a significant component of residual PdO being detected, of the order ca. 30 % from 

both techniques.  Our findings have important implications for cross-correlating 

multi-cluster methodologies via implementation of crystallographic (differential 

PDF) and non-crystallographic (EXAFS) methodologies.    

 

We exemplified the utilisation of low energy XAS for environmental speciation 

studies by taking real VEC catalysts with the aim of identifying the presence of 

absence of chloroplatinate species.  Commonly, investigations of this nature are 

performed at metal edges which are easily accessed by the majority of XAS 

beamlines.  With a potentially vast range of constituents contained within VEC 

catalysts the results can be complicated or inconclusive if performed from the metal 

edge alone, even with the element specificity of XAS.  If a chlorinated platinum 

species is targeted then by performing chlorine K-edge studies the advantages are 

clear.  Using a combination of both fluorescence and electron yield measurements 

we were able to assign characteristic XANES features to a set of model compounds 

containing platinum-chlorine species.  This different perspective on platinum 

speciation proved to be a very powerful too where the characteristic XANES features 

exhibited by model compounds could not be identified in the VEC catalysts.  Only 

chlorine associated with the parent alumina could be identified.  The sensitivity of 

this technique showed very promising results for speciation studies to be performed 

at the chlorine edge.  Furthermore, these results have significant implications from 

an environmental protection point of view.  Investigations of this nature have also 

highlighted that real industrial materials can be challenging to measure by XAS 

where only XANES data could be recorded.  Ideally, however, EXAFS data would 

be required for unambiguous confirmation.  Optimising both experimental and 
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sample parameters is essential to obtain sufficient quality EXAFS data that can 

provide unambiguous confirmation of XANES analysis.  

In summary, the multi-cluster methodologies that have been developed in this thesis, 

using EXAFS and PDF data, have brought new structural information, via the short- 

and medium-range ordering, on a variety of commercially relevant systems.  The 

complementarities of the PDF and EXAFS technique are well understood and have 

been demonstrated in this work through advancing analytical methodologies that are 

critical in extracting new information on complex systems.  The deployment of these 

techniques is becoming more commonplace in materials science and this thesis work 

has provided valuable insight to their application to industrial materials. We have 

shown using several examples of multi-phase systems the efficacy of EXAFS and 

PDF multi-cluster modelling.  These fundamental studies provide the groundwork 

for more challenging systems to be studied.   

 


